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Chapter 1

Introduction

The contribution of carbon dioxide and greenhouse gases to the rise of average
global temperatures has been the focus of centuries worth of climate research,
where the first publication on the surface temperature regulatory effect of
CO2 dates back as far as 1896 [1]. The impact of the subsequent average
global temperature rise on the environment and human society is a complex
issue, and its detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this work. However,
it is worth noting that the average global temperature has already risen by
1.5oC from pre-industrialization levels, resulting in significant changes in the
climate, weather patterns, ocean acidity, and the extent of polar ice caps,
among others [2, 3]. Continuation of current emission trajectories are pro-
jected to have a considerable impact, among others, on the stability of global
food and water supply, economy; all this acting on top of the strain already
placed on the environment [4]. The effort to mitigate these effects is the
main driving force behind climate regulation agreements [5] and the devel-
opment of technologies and procedures aimed at emission reduction, some
of which were assessed in a 2014 report by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change [6]. The energy sector was identified as a significant contrib-
utor to CO2 emissions as it races to meet the exponentially increasing energy
demand, which in part is driven by economic growth and technological in-
novation. The International Energy Agency projects the energy demand to
increase by 1 − 1.3 % each year up to 2040, dependent on the adherence to
various energy policy intentions [7]. Fossil fuels and carbon-intensive indus-
tries play a dominant role in balancing energy needs. Quite interestingly,
this leads to carbon capture technologies becoming of increasing interest [8].
For sustainability reasons a slow expansion is also occurring by the fossil
fuel-based energy industry into renewable technologies [9]. Renewable en-
ergy sources are poised to expand by 50 % between 2019-2024, led by solar
photovoltaic, which is expected to account for 60% of projected growth [10]
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followed up by a strong contribution by offshore wind energy production [11].
Considerable resources are spent in the pursuit of SmartGrid [12] and energy
storage technologies (such as the Tesla Megapack [13]) to balance out the
intermittency shortcomings of renewable energy sources. These technologies
are set to increase the cost of electricity and question the need for large
baseline power stations [14]. Nuclear energy production has been a steady
low-carbon energy provider, support for which has had its ebb and flow in re-
cent decades [15] and has somewhat rebounded after Fukushima [16]. There
is an ongoing effort to improve Generation III nuclear power plants, develop
novel radioactive waste containment facilities and protocols[17, 18], and re-
search performed in the development and improvement of Generation IV
power plant concepts[19].

Within this dynamically evolving energy production and research land-
scape, fusion energy research has been actively pursued since 1950. In the
current stance of fusion energy research, a successful reactor archetype was
selected and is under construction to be commissioned by 2025 to clarify
remaining engineering and physics issues and realize large scale release of fu-
sion power [20]. A demonstration power plant will follow up the test reactor
aiming to produce hundreds of MW of electricity onto the grid for several
hours as laid out in the European fusion energy research roadmap [21]. The
fusion research effort’s long-term aim is to produce a commercially viable
power plant sometime in the 2050s.

1.1 Nuclear Fusion

Nuclear fusion occurs when two or more atomic nuclei are combined to form
one or more atomic nuclei and subatomic particles. To achieve this reaction,
the nuclei have to approach up to a range of 10−15 m for the strong nuclear
force to become dominant over the repelling Coulomb force. The reaction
can be exothermic or endothermic depending on the atomic nucleus mass
deficit of the reaction product over the reactants resulting from the nuclear
binding energy. Figure 1.1 shows the binding energy per atomic nucleus as a
function of atomic mass, highlighting a steep drop in binding energy for in-
creasing mass at the light elements. The fusion reaction, with light reactants
leading to products up to 56Fe, is mostly exothermic, whereas endothermic
for reaction resulting in a product heavier than 56Fe. The vice versa for the
energy release regarding nuclear fission.
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Figure 1.1: Binding energy of the atomic nucleus in function of atomic mass
(Source: ”Fusion devices” Bsc course by G.I.Pokol [22]).

2H + 3H→ 4He + n + 17.59 (MeV ) (1.1)
2H + 3He→ 4He + p + 18.35 (MeV ) (1.2)

2H + 2H→ 3He + n + 3.27 (MeV ) (1.3)
2H + 2H→ 3H + p + 4.03 (MeV ) (1.4)

Four nuclear reactions have been identified as viable for fusion energy pro-
duction [23]. Reactions (1.1) and (1.2) stand out as releasing more energy
by a factor of 4 over the 2H − 2H reactions: (1.3) and (1.4), Tritium [24]
and 3He [25] availability however raises serious supply and economic viability
issues over deuterium, which is abundant, having a H:D ratio of occurance
close to 1 : 10−4. Exploration of tritium supply management is underway by
the exploiting the fission reactions of thermal (1.5) and fast (1.6) neutrons
on lithium, resulting in 4He and 3H fission products, opens up the possibility
for tritium breeding using various breeding blanked concepts applicable to
fusion reactors [26, 27].

6Li + n(thermal)→ 4He + 3H (1.5)
7Li + n(fast)→ 4He + 3H + n(thermal) (1.6)
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Early concepts for fusion energy production were based on the exploitation
of high energy beam to target or beam to beam collisions but mostly aban-
doned [28] in favour of thermonuclear fusion concepts. The 2H − 2H or
2H − 3H collisions are significantly more likely to produce elastic Coulomb
scattering over fusion reactions due to difference in cross-sections (σcoulomb �
σfusion) [29], resulting in an unattainable net energy gain for beam based
power plant concepts.

Thermonuclear fusion concepts rely on the heating and subsequent ignition
of a thermal environment, which at ignition temperatures in the range of
105 eV is a fully ionized plasma [30]. The favored reaction for thermonuclear
fusion is 2H− 3H as its reaction rates, as defined in (1.7):

R = 〈σv〉 =

∫
f(T,v)σ(v)dv (1.7)

where σ is the fusion cross-section and f(T,v) is the Maxwellian velocity
distribution. The reaction rates are highest at plasma temperatures in the
range of 25 keV [23]. Magnetic confinement fusion (MCF)(see Section 1.2) is
the more successful and most explored concept for fusion energy production
that relies on trapping the ionized, quasi-neutral plasma in a magnetic field
configuration resulting in the least possible energy loss and heating it to the
point of ignition. For an 50− 50 % deuterium-tritium mixture, the ignition
criteria is given by the Lawson criterion, neτE ≥ 1.5 × 1020 s/m3 where
ne is the electron density and τE is the energy confinement time [30]. The
expression is extendable to fusion triple product that features the plasma ion
temperature as a control parameter, which in range of Ti ≈ 20 keV gives the
minimum energy confinement time required for ignition, has to greater than
neTiτE ≥ 3 × 1021 m−3keVs for expected power-plants [31]. Other notable
thermonuclear concepts include:

• Inertial confinement fusion (ICF), where ignition is achieved by expos-
ing a frozen DT target coated with an ablation layer to an ultra high-
intensity laser field resulting in the rapid evaporation of the ablation
layer and subsequent rapid compression or the target[32, 33].

• Magnetized target fusion (MTF), where a strong magnetic field pulse is
employed to contain the plasma and ignition is achieved by compression
resulting from electro-magnetic or kinetic forces [34].
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1.2 Magnetic confinement concepts

MCF concepts attempt to confine the plasma within a magnetic field configu-
ration to be heated and ignited. Over the decades various configurations were
explored. Linear configurations such as the Z-pinch [35], theta-pinch [36],
screw-pinch [37] and magnetic mirrors [38] experimented with early concepts
of current driven equilibrium and charged particle trapping. All linear devices
suffer from confinement issues and in the case of Z-pinch violent instabilities.
Toroidal geometries aim to overcome the end-losses of linear devices, facing
however a radial confinement issue of their own, caused by emerging particle
drift motions arising from radial magnetic field gradients and curvature of
the plasma [39]. Early toroidal devices, such as the ZETA [40], fared with
little success in achieving the desired confinement and plasma temperatures.

Figure 1.2: (left) Tokamak sketch, showing the central solenoid and coil system
in dark blue. The plasma is marked with purple. Toroidal and polidal field compo-
nents are marked with green arrows, the helical field lines with black. The induced
toroidal plasma current is shown with red in tha plasma center. (right) Steller-
ator sketch. Toroidal field coils shown with dark blue, light blue are the helical
coils. Plasma shown in purple and wound field lines with balck (Source:R. Wolf
”Fusionsforschung: Auf dem Weg zu einer neuen Primärenergiequelle” [41]).

Tokamak The tokamak, an acronym for toroidal chamber with magnetic
coils in Russian, is a toroidal fusion device, where confinement is achieved by
helically wound magnetic field lines around the torus. The helical field lines
eliminate the charge separation caused by the ∇B and curvature drifts. Left
side of Figure 1.2 shows a tokamak sketch. The poloidal direction follows
a small circular ring around the surface, while the toroidal direction follows
a large circular ring around the torus, encircling the central void. The field
lines (black) are wound due to the superposition of a toroidal field compo-
nent (green in toroidal direction), generated by coils in the poloidal plane
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(”D” shaped, dark blue) and a poloidal field component (green in poloidal di-
rection), generated by an induced plasma current (red in toroidal direction).
Magnetic field lines wound around the torus form nested surfaces, that are
considered topologically tori. In equilibrium conditions each surface, referred
to as flux surface, corresponds to a field line that wove it and is labeled with a
flux value that features a density and temerature value as well. The surfaces
have the property of ∇pq ⊥ Bq and ∇pq ⊥ Jq, where the ∇pq is the pressure
gradient on a surface while Bq and Jq the corresponding magnetic field and
plasma current components, respectively. A detailed overview in tokamak
theory is available in Tokamaks by Wesson [42]. Figure 1.3 shows a poloidal
cross-section of a tokamak sketch. The main plasma volume is confined to the
closed flux surfaces (red), differentiating between the core and edge regions.
The edge region is characterized by steeper density and pressure gradients.
The closed flux surfaces are separated from the open ones by the separatrix
or last closed flux surface (LCFS). The scrape-off layer (SOL) plasma resides
on the open flux surfaces (yellow), outside of the LCFS, connecting plasma
exhaust to plasma facing components.

Figure 1.3: Poloidal cross-section of a tokamak sketch. Open flux surface is show
in grey, the confined region is shown in red, while the scrape-off layer in yellow.
The confined region is separated from the scrape-off layer by the last closed flux
surface (Source: PhD Thesis of C.Theiler)[43].

The first tokamak, T-1, was built in the USSR[44, 45] and introduced to the
global scientific community at the 2nd UN international conference on the
peacefull uses of atomic energy [46]. Favorable results from T-1 spun off a
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number of follow-up tokamak experiments in the USSR [47]. The tokamak
is the most successful and explored MCF concept, see section 1.3 for a more
detailed description of a number of tokamaks. The International Thermonu-
clear Experimental Reactor (ITER), envisioned as a proving ground for the
sustainability of net fusion energy production and reactor technologies, is a
tokamak (see subsection 1.3), as well as various demonstration power-plant
concepts, such as the EU-DEMO [48] featured in the EUROfusion road map
[21]; CFETR [49] featured in the Chinese road map [50]; NTUF featured in
the US road map [51] or the Korean DEMO [52] and Japanese DEMO [53].
Fusion start-up companies such as Commonwealth Fusion Systems [54] or
Tokamak Energy [55] explore individual tokamak concepts as well.

Stellerators The stellarator is an alternative MCF concept to the tokamak,
invented by Lyman Spitzer [56], achieving confinement by external magnetic
field coils only, eliminating the need for current drive field components and
subsequent resulting instabilities. Figure 1.2 right shows a stellerator sketch,
where the plasma (purple) is confined by a helical field configuration (black).
A toroidal field is generated by the polodial coil system (dark blue) and he-
lically wound by a helical coil system (light blue). Early stellerators were
developed in Princeton, such as the Model-C [57] and Germany, the Wen-
delstein stellerator line [58], but discontinued after measurements on the T-3
tokamak showed superior confinement and plasma temperatures [59]. Various
approaches on the generation of the external magnetic field configuration, re-
sulted in a wide range of stellerator concepts [22], advancements in computer
aided design resulted in a renewed interest in stellerator development result-
ing devices such as the LHD [60], W7-AS [61] or HSX [62]. Recent success
of the W7-X stellerator (see Section 1.3) shows promise for the development
of stellerator power-plant concepts, such as the HELIAS [63].

1.3 Almanac of fusion devices

Current section features introductions and descriptions of all fusion devices
mentioned in current work.

JET: The Joint European Torus (JET), as shown in Figure 1.4 (center
right), is the largest operational tokamak based in Culham, Oxfordshire, UK.
JET went operational in 1984, a copper coil device having a major radius
of 2.96 m and minor radius of 1.25 m, the total heating power of 38 MW,
the toroidal magnetic field strength of 3.45 T as well as plasma current of
3.2 MA or 4.8 MA for circular and ”D” shaped plasma respectively [42, 64].
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The main objective of JET is the study and development of ITER relevant
technologies and plasma physics. Extensive studies were conducted to evalu-
ate plasma-wall interactions as well as plasma performance in the ITER-like
wall configuration [65, 66, 67]. JET is one of two devices successfully ex-
perimenting with D-T plasma mixtures, becoming the record holder for the
highest achieved fusion power gain in the late 1990s [68, 69, 70]. More re-
cent efforts are focused on the preparation of JET for a final D-T campaign
towards the end of 2024 [71].

ASDEX-Upgrade: The Axially Symmetric Divertor EXperiment Up-
grade (AUG) is medium-sized tokamak based in Garching, Bavaria, Ger-
many. AUG is a copper coiled tokamak with a major radius of 1.65 m and
minor radii of 0.5 m / 0.8 m, a max. plasma current of 2 MA and magnetic
field strength of 3.9 T and total heating power of 27 MW [72]. AUG, see
in Figure 1.4 (upper left) is the successor to ASDEX, most notable for the
discovery of the H-mode, an overview of which is provided by [73]. Early
scientific goals [74] and achievements are collected in a special issue of Fu-
sion Science and Technology, some of which are results about H-mode, edge
divertor and pedestal stability physics [75, 76, 77, 78]. The shape and heat-
ing power of AUG enable its contribution to scaling laws contributing to the
ITER and DEMO concepts, such as Edge Localized Mode (ELM) physics
and their mitigation [79, 80] as well as tungsten wall plasma performance
[81]. Among more recent studies, the emphasis was placed on the evaluation
of SOL behaviour and impact on plasma performance as well as erosion on
plasma-facing components [82, 83, 84].

EAST: The Experimental Advanced Superconductive Tokamak, as seen
in Figure 1.4 (upper right), is a superconducting tokamak based in Hefei,
Anhui province China. EAST went operational in 2006, has a major radius
of 1.85 m, a minor radius of 0.43 m, a max. plasma current of 1.5 MA, the
max heating power of 23.5 MW, the magnetic field strength of 4 T. The
reactor features a similar design and specifications as earlier copper coiled
machines shifting the focus towards the physics and development of long
duration steady state pulses [85], claiming the record for longest sustained
H-mode discharge [86]. Divertor performance and erosion studies were con-
ducted with the ITER-like tungsten divertors, lithium coating of various
plasma-facing components, and their effect on plasma performance was eval-
uated [86, 87, 88].
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JT-60SA: The Japan Torus - 60 Super Advanced, as seen in Figure 1.4
(center left), is a superconducting tokamak currently being commissioned
in Naka Japan and envisioned as the successor of JT-60U [89]. The device
is similar in size and parameter range as JET, featuring a major radius of
2.96 m, a minor radius of 1.18 m max. plasma current of 5.5 MA, a toroidal
field of 2.25 T and max. heating power of 41 MW. Implementation of JT-
60SA commenced in 2007 under the Satellite Tokamak Programme as part of
the Broader Agreement between Japan and the EU. The mission of JT-6SA
is to contribute to the realization of fusion energy production by supporting
the exploitation of ITER towards DEMO by addressing key physics, and
engineering issues related to these machines [90]. The machine should be able
to confine break-even equivalent high-temperature plasmas for a considerable
amount of time, pursue full non-inductive steady-state operation with high
plasma beta and study ITER relevant high-density plasma regimes [91]. JT-
60SA is expected to be operational by autumn of 2022, the progress of which
is featured in [92, 93].

ITER: The International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor, as seen
in Figure 1.4 (bottom left), is the largest superconducting tokamak, cur-
rently under construction in Cadarache, France. The overall objective of
ITER is to demonstrate the scientific and technological feasibility of fusion
energy. ITER would accomplish this by demonstrating controlled ignition
and extended burn of fully inductive D-T plasmas (Q>10) as well as quasi-
stationary non-inductive plasmas (Q>5) by adopting the ITER - FEAT con-
cept [94]. ITER will feature a major radius of 6.2 m, a minor radius of
2 m, a max. plasma current of 15 MA, the magnetic field strength of 5.3 T
and total auxiliary heating power of 73 MW. Further physics objectives and
challenges are described in great detail in [95], such as plasma confinement,
transport, stability, energetic particle physics and plasma control. Tritium
breeding and retention is a milestone issue ITER needs to address [96] as
well as irradiation damage and tolerance on device components [97].

W-7X: Wendelstein 7X is a superconducting stellerator based in Greif-
swald, Germany. Based on the success of W7-AS [61], W-7X features a
superconducting coil system for extended pulse operations, which was heav-
ily optimized to generate better quality magnetic surfaces, reduce collision-
less transport, reduce plasma currents and overall improve MHD stability
[98, 99]. Figure 1.4 (bottom right) show a 3D sketch of the W-7X stellarator,
designed with a fivefold symmetry with a major radius of 5.5 m an average
minor radius of 0.53 m, a magnetic field on the axis of 2.5 T and an external
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heating power of 14 MW. Early operational phases showed promising results
[100, 101], most notably outperforming previous stellerators[102].

Figure 1.4: (upper left) shows the ASDEX - Upgrade tokamak [103]; (upper right)
shows the EAST tokamak [104]; (center left) shows the JT-60SA assembly [105];
(center right) shows the JET tokamak [64]; (bottom left) shows the Q=10 ITER
design concept [106]; (bottom right) shows a 3D sketch of the W7-X stellerator [101]
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1.4 Thesis Outline

This work features the modeling of various beam emission spectroscopy (BES)
diagnostics and development of BES related methods aimed at improving the
understanding of the spatial localization of diagnostic systems, optimize diag-
nostic performance and provide model aided interpretation for experimentally
observed physics phenomena. The work is structured as follows.
Chapter 1 provides a general overview on fusion energy production and briefly
describes the fusion devices featured in current work.
Chapter 2 introduces the BES diagnostic systems featured in current work as
well as all physics and diagnostics models used by the author. Following chap-
ters contain the original work and results of the author, with notable excep-
tion being the introduction of the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method,
developed by Károly Tőkési, ATOMKI Hungary, featured in Subsection 6.1.1,
the HESEL simulation presented in Subsection 5.1.1 was generated by A.H.
Nielsen, DTU Denmark and finally the nHESEL simulation used in Subsec-
tion 6.3.3 was generated by A.S. Thrysoe, DTU Denmark.
Chapter 3 features the development and application of a novel fluctuation
response calculation method as a means to assess spatial localization. The
presented applications of the fluctuation response calculation focus on deter-
mination of effective spatial resolution on EAST and modeling aided mea-
surement interpretation on JET.
Chapter 4 features the development of a novel methodology focusing on trade-
offs impacting the design, modeling and optimization of various BES diag-
nostic systems on W7-X, JT-60SA and ITER.
Chapter 5 features the development of a novel BES synthetic diagnostic in an
effort to interpret measurement artefacts and validate first principle plasma
physics models. The new model features extensive measurement artefact
modeling and a validation effort was undertaken on ASDEX-Upgrade mea-
surements.
Chapter 6 features the extension of existing collisional radiative model solvers
to include beam atom collisions with plasma edge neutrals. A classical tra-
jectory Monte Carlo method is experimentally validated for the generation
of BES relevant beam atom with neutral gas cross-sections. Beam ionization
and emission in neutral gas, as well as relevance of SOL neutrals to the beam
emission are discussed.
Results are summarized in Chapter 7, while the thesis statements related to
this work are formulated in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2

Beam emission spectroscopy
and observed phenomena

The exceedingly high-temperature range applicable to thermonuclear fusion
plasmas generates a non-trivial measurement environment. Measurement
techniques applied in fusion energy research are referred to as plasma di-
agnostics, a thorough overview of which is provided by Hutchinson [107].
Plasma diagnostics are considered active or passive based on their interac-
tion with the plasma.

• Passive diagnostics: observe the plasma behaviour by registering
emitted particles, electromagnetic radiation and fields as well as their
respective fluctuations. Passive diagnostics tend to be less spatially
localized.

• Active diagnostics: tend to be more localized as passive diagnostics
by eliciting and observing particle and electromagnetic radiation emis-
sion due to an external probing mechanism. Methods may observe and
infer plasma properties based on changes the probe properties suffer
caused by plasma interaction.

Active spectroscopy is generally used to describe techniques wherein the
plasma is actively probed, resulting in emission analyzed by similar methods
as those for passive spectroscopy methods. The probes employed range from
neutral particle (see later) and laser beams [108] to gas puff [109, 110] and
pellet injection [111]. The measurements utilize the emission of excited state
transitions from plasma ions or beam atoms. A thorough overview of active
spectroscopy diagnostics is given by D.M. Thomas et al. [112].
Neutral Beam (NB) related spectroscopy diagnostics observe line-radiation
emitted by the spontaneous transition of excited beam atoms or plasma ions.
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The methods employ high energy neutral beams, typically in the energy range
of 10− 100 keV [112], which injected into the plasma attenuate through ion-
ization, charge exchange collisions with plasma particles. Collisions leading
to beam atom excitation or plasma ion recombination through collisional ex-
citation and charge exchange interactions result in line radiation emission
collected by an independent observation system and used to inference vari-
ous plasma properties. A wide range of active beam diagnostics are employed
based on the observed atomic transitions.

1. Charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) observe the emis-
sion of specific atomic transitions of various plasma ions that gain elec-
trons to excited states through charge exchange collisions with beam
atoms. The methods allows for the density and temperature measure-
ments of various plasma impurities [113], such are the AUG CXRS
[114], or W-7X CXRS [115] systems, for example.

2. Beam emission spectroscopy (BES) observe the Doppler-shifted emis-
sion of atomic transitions specific to the beam atoms [107]. As the neu-
tral beam propagates through the plasma, beam atoms are excited by
collisional interactions with various plasma particles, resulting in sub-
sequent line radiation emission [112]. BES diagnostics are applicable to
the measurement and inference of a wide range of plasma parameters
dependent on the light detection method [112]. BES diagnostics fall
into two main categories:

• Spectral BES: rely on the spectral analysis of the beam emit-
ted light. A spectrometer is connected to the observation system
[116, 117], resulting in a slower measurement rate of 10− 100 ms.
The Doppler shift and spectral broadening of the BES light are
exploited to study various beam parameters such as position, cur-
rent, and divergence [118]. The evaluation of plasma density fields
on slower timescales [116]. BES light’s spectral observation allows
for evaluating the poloidal magnetic field, magnetic field pitch an-
gle, and plasma current densities by observing wavelength split-
ting and linear polarization of the emitted radiation through the
Motional Stark Effect (MSE) for hydrogen type beams [119]. Sim-
ilar measurement is obtainable on alkali beams by means of the
Zeeman effect [120].

• Fast BES: only measure the beam emission intensity by applying
a narrow-band wavelength filter and a photon-counter to the ob-
servation system, resulting in a fast measurement system with a
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temporal resolution down to 1 µs. This method allows for an accu-
rate and high temporal resolution based measurement of the SOL
and plasma edge density profiles [121] as well as plasma density in-
duced fluctuations and related flows on turbulent timescales [122].

Fast BES diagnostics
Current work focuses on the modelling and measurement interpretation of
fast BES diagnostics, also described as fluctuation BES diagnostics, referred
to as beam emission spectroscopy or BES. The diagnostic system has two
independent components, namely the Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) [123]
and the observation system [107], as shown in Figure 2.1, a simplified sketch
of a BES diagnostic system. The underlying measurement principle asso-
ciates the fluctuating light along the beam (light profile) with a fluctuating
plasma density distribution along the beam (density profile). The light pro-
file is assumed to be proportional to the electron population on the excited
atomic level beholden to the observed transition [124]. The composition of
the neutral beam varies on the purpose of the beam itself. The preferred
beam atoms possess a single valence electron, as it ensures the simplest col-
lisional radiative model (CRM) [125] for tracking the electron population
distribution over several atomic states, such as hydrogen isotopes and alkali
metals. Collisions and atomic processes affecting the electron distribution of
the projectile atomic levels are listed below:

A(n,l,m) +X → A(n′ ,l′ ,m′ ) +X (2.1)

A(n,l,m) → A(n′ ,l′ ,m′ ) + γ (2.2)

A+Xq+ → A+ +X(q−1)+ (2.3)

A+X → A+ +X + e (2.4)

Relations (2.1) to (2.4) highlight the more relevant collisions and atomic
transitions involving beam neutrals contributing to the valence electron dis-
tribution of the neutral beam penetrating the plasma. Relation (2.1) de-
scribes a generalized term for the elastic collision of beam projectile (A) with
a plasma particle (X), which can be considered electron, main ion or impu-
rity. The collision’s subsequent energy transfer results in the excitation or
de-excitation of the beam projectile, where n,l and m denote the principle,
azimuthal and magnetic quantum number of the valence electron state. Re-
lation (2.2) describes the spontaneous emission of beam neutrals, where γ
marks the emitted photon. Relations (2.1) and (2.2) both relate to interac-
tions or transitions that do not result in net electron loss, therefore beam
attenuation. Relations (2.3) and (2.4) show the charge exchange collision of
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beam atom with plasma ion and the ionization collision of beam atoms with
any plasma particle, respectively. Both collisions result in the ionization of
beam atoms, their deviation by the magnetic field and net beam attenuation.
Through the former collision, the plasma ion snatches the valence electron,
while through the latter process, the beam atom suffers direct ionization.

Figure 2.1: Simplified sketch of a BES system highlighting major components of
the neutral beam injection system on the left side, the beam emission (marked in
purple) occurring within the plasma and components of the observation system.

As previously stated, BES diagnostics are comprised of two systems. The
beam injection system propels high-velocity neutral atoms into the plasma,
seen on the right side of the sketch in Figure 2.1 and the observation system,
responsible for the collection of the beam emitted light. The beam emission
is shown in purple, while the observation system and various components are
named in the lower part of the sketch.

The NBI systems vary considerably depending on their purpose, subsequently
so do their subsystems. Diagnostic beams tend to be less powerful, having an
injection power in the range of tens of watts at beam energies from 30 keV
up to 100 keV and tend to be relatively small in diameter, having a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) value of 1 − 3 cm, as their aim is plasma
probing[112]. Heating beams, on the other hand, have an injection power in
the range of megawatts at beam energies typically in the range of 40 keV
to 100 keV [123], with specific NBI systems operating at 500 keV [126] and
planned for 1 MeV [127]. Heating beams tend to be much larger in diameter,
in the range of tens of centimetres. A further notable difference in the neu-
tral beam systems is the beam composition. Heating beams prefer hydrogen
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isotopes for projectiles on the one hand due to the improved energy and im-
pulse transfer that comes with a more minor or no mass discrepancy between
beam projectile and primary plasma ions, on the other hand neutral beams
are also regarded as a main ion source. Diagnostic beams prefer to use alkali
metals as beam projectile due to their well-differentiated emission spectra
from primary ions. A notable deviation in the aforementioned beam prop-
erties is beholden to the ITER diagnostic neutral beam (DNB), see Section
4.2. Major components of the beam injection system are the following:

• Ion sources: are responsible for generating the beam ions and differ con-
siderably depending on beam purpose. Alkali diagnostic beams typi-
cally use thermal ion sources, where an emitter assembly heats the ion
source to a temperature range of 1350− 1400 oC to produce 4− 5 mA
beam ion current [128]. One emitter is used to generate alkali diag-
nostics beams and can be considered point-like. Heating beams are
generated through positive, qH+

n or negative qH− ions, where the ion
sources range from simpler field-free plasma, multicusp plasma to ra-
diofrequency plasma generators in order to produce the required high
beam currents [123]. A heating beam is typically generated by using
multiple ion sources, thus creating a 2D, surface like ion source [127].

• Accelerator & ion optics: are components generating electric or mag-
netic fields designed to extract the ions from the source, accelerate
them and form the beam. Alkali beams employ an extractor voltage
topped by accelerator voltage to achieve total beam energy as well as
beam focusing, followed by a pair of deflector plates designed to aim the
beam [128]. Heating beams face a significantly larger current density
through their acceleration system and apply a multi-stage acceleration
system, including electrostatic focusing capabilities, enabling beamlet
steering as beamlets are extracted through a multi-aperture grid system
[123].

• Neutralizer & flight tube: are components that convert the accelerated
ions into high energy neutral atoms and link the neutral atom source to
the vacuum vessel. The beam ion neutralization occurs through charge
exchange collisions between ion projectiles and stationary neutral gas
within the neutralization chamber. Alkali beam ions are neutralized by
passing through a low-pressure alkali (Lithium, Sodium or Potassium)
vapour, with a neutralization efficiency of about 80 % at operational
beam energies and neutralizer temperature [128]. In case of heating
beams, positive ion beam neutralization efficiency was shown to be
more effective for beam energies below 100 keV per nucleon, above
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which negative ion neutralization efficiency holds at 60 % [123]. Heating
beam flight tubes are equipped with ion beam dumps to remove residual
non-neutralized beam ions, which is most often not a concern for alkali
diagnostic beams.

The observation system focuses on the neutral beam entering the plasma,
alkali beam observation systems focus on the SOL and edge plasma regions,
whereas heating beam observation systems may observe the core plasma as
well (see Table 2.1). The underlying principle of BES observation, especially
in the case of heating beam observation, is to have sufficient Doppler shift
in the emitted light as to properly differentiate from background plasma line
radiation, inferring non-perpendicular lines of sight to the beamline [129].
Relevant components of the observation system are as follows:

• Optical system: the first element of which is usually a lens (see Ta-
ble 2.1) or metal mirrors [130], that collects the beam and plasma emis-
sions. The collected light passes through a narrow-band optical filter of
1− 2 nm designed to eliminate as much of the unwanted plasma back-
ground electromagnetic radiation as possible [131]. The collected and
filtered light is projected through an intricate optical system straight
onto a detector layout, such is the case for the EAST [132] and KSTAR
LiBES [129] systems or an optical fibre array, such is the case of the
AUG [133] or JET LiBES [121] systems.

• Detector system: is a 1D or 2D ensemble of preferably low noise level,
high quantum efficiency detectors, as they operate in low-level visible
light conditions at photon fluxes in the range of 108 − 1012 photons/s
and a bandwidth in the range of several hundred of kHz up to 2 MHz.
Most commonly used detector types are photoconductive photodiodes
(PPD), avalanche photodiodes (APD) [134, 135] and photomultipliers
(PM) applicability of which are discussed in papers by Fonck et.al and
Dunai et.al [136, 137, 138]. Recently solid-state photmultipliers (SiPM,
or Multi Pixel Photon Counter, MPPC) are used where the light level
is low [139, 140].

The earliest applications of alkali BES date back as far as 1977 on PUL-
SATOR [141] and 1978 on NBT [142], by use of low energy lithium beams of
about 6 and 4 keV respectively, as means of plasma electron density measure-
ment. The high energy beam variant of the neutral alkali beam diagnostic
system was first introduced at ASDEX, referenced as early as 1984 [143, 144].
The second column of Table 2.1 lists all currently operational alkali BES sys-
tems on major fusion devices showing it to be an essential diagnostic system.
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The primary role of alkali BES diagnostics is the reconstruction of the edge
and SOL density profiles [124, 121]; however, it has been proven to a power-
ful tool for the study of plasma density fluctuations and related flows if the
emission is strong enough to tackle SOL [145, 146] or pedestal [147] physics-
related issues.
Heating beam observing BES systems date back as far as 1990, tested on
the PBX-M experiment [122]. Compared to alkali beams, the higher beam
current ensures a lower noise level, ideal for observing plasma density fluctu-
ations on timescales down to the microsecond range. Such observations are
not only limited to tackle SOL [148] and pedestal physics [149] issues but
also applied to turbulent core plasma physics [150] studies as well. The first
column of Table 2.1 lists currently active or proposed heating beam mounted
BES systems on major fusion devices. Marked with bold are BES diagnostic
systems designed or built with significant contribution from the Hungarian
EUROfusion consortium members.

Currently operational and proposed BES diagnostics
Fusion device qH beam mounted ob-

servation
Alkali beam mounted
observation

ASDEX-Upgrade X O [133]
COMPASS X O [151]
DIII-D O [152] O [153]
EAST O [132] O [154]
ITER P [155] X
JET X O [116, 117]
JT-60SA P [156, 157] P [156, 157]
KSTAR O [129] X
MAST O [158] X
NSTX O [159] X
W7-X P [160] O [131]

Table 2.1: Shows currently operational or proposed hydrogenic (first column) and
alkali (second column) beam mounted BES observations. ”O” marks the presence,
”P” the proposed diagnostics with related reference as well as ”X” the absence of
such diagnostics. Bold characters mark BES diagnostic systems built, designed or
proposed by the Hungarian EUROfusion consortium members.
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2.1 Almanac of BES diagnostics

Current chapter features the technical description and capabilities of opera-
tional BES diagnostic geometries featured in this work.

Figure 2.2: A: shows the ASDEX-Upgrade LiBES observation geometry and de-
tector array [133]. B: shows the W7-X ABES observation geometry and a plasma
cross-section [131]. C: shows the JET Li-BES observation geometry and detector
array [121]. D: shows the EAST LiBES observation geometry [132]. E: shows a
sketch of the EAST DBES observation geometry [154].
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AUG - LiBES was introduced as a measurement system for plasma edge
density profiles[161]. Several upgrades to the NBI [162] and observation sys-
tems [133] resulted in current LiBES geometry, as seen in Figure 2.2A, marked
blue is the new, improved observation geometry and red marks the beam in-
jection. The beam energy ranges between 35− 60 keV with a beam current
ranging between 1.5− 3 mA at an FWHM of 1.2 cm. The beam is injected
32 cm above the equatorial mid-plane. The observation system features an
optical aperture diameter of 10 cm and a 3-row detector array with elliptical
optical fibre projections measuring 6 mm radially and 12 mm vertically. The
observation system features a good signal to noise ratio ranging from 10 to
40.

W7X - ABES system is a relatively new diagnostics system using neutral
sodium atoms shot horizontally into the plasma at the equatorial midplane
from port AEA21. The beam features a maximum beam energy of 60 keV
with an extracted beam current of up to 3 mA and an FWHM of 2 cm. The
observation system features a 20 cm diameter lens located on port AEB20,
as seen in Figure 2.2B. The observation system features a 40 detector APD
grid[131, 163]. Consideration for and modelling of the observation system is
described in detail in Section 4.1.

JET - LiBES system is an older one used for plasma density profile mea-
surements [116, 117], the beam is injected vertically at R = 3.255 m with
a beam energy of 60 keV and a current ranging between 1 − 2 mA. The
beam FWHM is considered to be approximately 2 cm. A fast, APD de-
tector based observation branch was installed [121], designated KY6D, to
study the inter-ELM pedestal density profiles[164]. The observation system
features a 6.4 cm diameter lens using a 32 channel fibre array to transport
BES light from the torus hall to the optical enclosure in the diagnostics hall,
as seen in Figure 2.2C. The diagnostic system features a poor SNR ranging
from 5− 10, so the detectors were replaced with multi-pixel photon counters
(MPPC)[140, 139].

EAST - LiBES is a fairly new alkali BES diagnostic primarily focusing on
SOL and pedestal density profile measurements [132], as seen in Figure 2.2D.
The beam operates at an energy of 50 keV with a current of approximately
2 mA and an FWHM of 2− 3 cm. The beam has a horizontal injection 1 cm
above the equatorial midplane. The observation system is located 38 cm
above the midplane with an aperture diameter of 8 cm. The detector array
is comprised of a 4 × 32 (row×column) APD [134, 135] detector pixel grid
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realizing 1 cm sized pixel projections on the focal plane of the observation
system with poloidal and radial resolution.

EAST - DBES similarly to the EAST LiBES system, is a newly devel-
oped diagnostic, observing the radial and tangential heating beams of the
EAST NBI 1 beam assembly [165], as seen in sketch E of Figure 2.2. The
beams feature width and height of 12 cm and 48 cm, respectively. They use
deuterium projectiles accelerated to 50−80 keV at a heating power of approx-
imately 2− 4 MW. The observation system features a 8× 16 (row×column)
APD [134, 135] detector pixel grid realizing 1 cm sized pixel projections on
the focal plane of the observation system [154]. The aperture uses a 10.8 mm
diameter lens located 25 cm above the equatorial midplane. Figure 2.2E
shows the observation system pointed at the left(radial) heating beam, re-
alizing a core observation geometry; however, the rotating mirror allows the
system to observe the whole beam range.

2.2 BES modeling codes

There is a wide range of beam - plasma interaction modelling codes that vary
considerably in aim and complexity. At the core of all neutral beam modelling
codes lies a CRM dealing with beam atom and plasma particle collisions, em-
ploying cross-sections, beam stopping coefficient as well as rate-coefficients.
These compute the electron state evolution of beam atoms as they pass into
the plasma. These computations give a measure to the beam attenuation
and, for most codes, the emission profile along the modelled section of the
beam. Most common sources of atomic physics data for the modeling of
heating beam interactions with plasma particles (electron, main ion and im-
purities in various state of ionization) are ADAS [166], OpenADAS [167],
ALADDIN [168], NIFS [169] and NIST [170]. The atomic physics data used
to model alkali beam atom interaction with various plasma components can
be traced back to the work of Wutte et al. [171] for lithium projectiles and
Igenbergs et al. [172] for sodium projectiles. Most commonly used CRMs rely
on beam stopping coefficients, derived by assuming a secondary equilibrium
in the electron population of excited neutral beam atoms. This assumption
holds as long as plasma profiles are constant for a distance equivalent of the
characteristic atomic relaxation time at a given beam velocity. Contrary to
the criteria mentioned above, full-rate equation solvers are preferred to deal
with beam evolution computations over fast-changing or steep plasma pro-
files. This effect is discussed in detail by Guszejnov et al. [173]. One method
to deal with beam stopping coefficients is the use of a Monte Carlo scheme,
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such as NUBEAM [174], BBNBI [175] or NEMO [176] computing beam at-
tenuation, from simpler, 1D beam geometries; to detailed, complex 3D beam
geometry modelling. Another method is the application of a quasi-static
solver, which usually implies not only attenuation but emission computations
as well, with possible emphasis on spectral modelling of the motional Stark
effect. These codes range from the ones employing simple beam, magnetic
or observation geometry, such as SoS [177], FLYCHK [178] and many others;
to those using full 3D, complex beam modelling, such as ALCBEAM [179];
to those using full 3D optical modelling, such as BES synthetic diagnos-
tic [180]; to using ray-tracing as beam observation, such as CHERAB and
Raysect [181, 182]. Codes fully performing rate equation calculations vary as
well in beam and observation geometry complexity. SIMULA [183, 124] and
NOMAD [184] deal with simpler beam and observation geometries. CRM
by O.Marchuk et al. [185] computes the evolution of nlm resolved atomic
states. Codes such as COLRAD (embedded in FIDASIM) [186] and RE-
NATE [187, 173] tackle more complex beam and observation geometries.

2.2.1 RENATE

The RENATE simulation tool models an injected neutral beam into the
plasma, as well as the observation system, calculating the amount of ob-
served light and spatial resolution among other features. RENATE is an
acronym for Rate Equation for Neutral Alkalibeam TEchnique. As previ-
ously mentioned, the code uses a rate equation solver to compute the electron
state evolution along the beam path. All rates used by RENATE are derived
by assuming that the plasma species have a Maxwellian population, while
the beam is assumed to be monoenergetic, as seen in the equation below:

R =< σv >=

∫
f(T,v)|v − vb|σ(|v − vb|)dv (2.5)

where σ gives the cross-section, vb the beam velocity and v is the velocity
as well as f(T,v) the Maxwellian velocity distribution of the particle species
interacting with the beam. The CRM employed by RENATE computes the
beam evolution for any heating beam isotpe (qH), using a bundled-n approach
with rate coefficients derived based on cross-section from ALADDIN, with
minor corrections by O.Marchuk. Lithium and sodium based neutral beams
are computed using rates derived from nl resolved cross-section from Wutte
et al. and Igenbergs et al.; respectivly. Cross-sections for for higher Z plasma
impurities are derived by using a scaling law introduced by Schweinzer et al.
[188]. The rates accounted for relate to impact excitation and de-excitation,
charge exchange and ionization. Beam atom interaction with plasma neutrals
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as well as recombination interactions are neglected. An abridged version of
the CRM used by RENATE is given in Equation (2.6) [187]:

dNi

dt
= neCei +

∑
I

nICIi + CSi (2.6)

where Ni marks the electron population on the ith level. The right hand
side of the equation denotes all electron collision contribution (Cei), the sum
of all ion collision contributions (CIi) and spontaneous emission terms (CSi)
related to the atomic level in question. The rate equation system accounts
for 6, 9 and 8 atomic levels for H, Li and Na projectiles, respectively. The
electron collision term, as seen below in Equation (2.7),

Cei = −Ni

( m∑
j=i+1

Rex
e (i→ j) +

i−1∑
j=1

Rdex
e (i→ j) +Rion

e (i→ +)

)

+

( i−1∑
j=1

NjR
ex
e (j → i) +

m∑
j=i+1

NjR
dex
e (j → i)

) (2.7)

contains an electron loss term from the ith level by means of impact excitation
to all higher atomic levels, given by rate coefficients marked with Rex

e (i→ j);
impact de-excitation to lower atomic levels, given by rate coefficient marked
with Rdex

e (j → i) and impact ionization given by rate coefficients marked
with Rion

e (i → +). The gain term holds impact excitation from a lower jth

atomic level, Rex
e (j → i) and impact de-excitation from a higher, jth, atomic

level to the one in question (ith) and is dependent on the population of the
jth level (Nj). The ion collision term, as seen below in Equation (2.8),

CIi = −Ni

( m∑
j=i+1

Rex
I (i→ j) +

i−1∑
j=1

Rdex
I (i→ j) +Rion

I (i→ +) +RCX
I (i→ +)

)

+

( i−1∑
j=1

NjR
ex
I (j → i) +

m∑
j=i+1

NjR
dex
I (j → i)

)
(2.8)

is very similar to Equation (2.7), relating to ion impact collisions with a
single edition to the loss term in form of charge exchange rate coefficients
(RCX

I (i→ +)). The spontaneous emission term to the rate equation system,
as seen below in Equation (2.9),
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CSi =
m∑

j=i+1

NjA(j → i)−Ni

i−1∑
j=1

A(i→ j) (2.9)

where the first term in the right hand side of the equation denotes an electron
gain term in the form of spontaneous transition from higher atomic levels to
the one question. The second term describes an electron loss from the ith

level by the spontaneous transition to lower atomic levels. RENATE assumes
two ion species within the plasma, one being the main plasma ion species,
while the second an averaged impurity ion species by means of an effective

atomic number Zeff =
∑
I nIZ

2
I

ne
, an average impurity charge q =

∑
I nIZI∑
I nI

and

an impurity correction term to ensure quasi neutrality f =
Zeff−1

q(q−1)
, creating a

dependence on only the electron density profile. Furthermore the calculations
are transformed from a temporal to a spatial grid by 1

vb

dni
dt
→ dni

dx
.

Figure 2.3: Left: Beam current distribution on a plain perpendicular to beam
trajectory. Black dots mark the locations of individual beamlets. Right: Detector
pixel projection into the plasma.

The beam evolution calculation is performed on a 1D grid, also referred
to as a beamlet, deriving the electron population along the beamlet given
arbitrary plasma profiles. The emission along a given beamlet is assumed to
be proportional to the electron population on the excited level of the observed
atomic transition, given by:

φ(i→ j) =
niIb
evb

A(i→ j) (2.10)

where φ(i → j) marks the emission from a specific atomic transition, which
corresponds to (2p → 2s), (3p → 3s) and (3n → 2n) for Li, Na and H iso-
topes; respectively. The beamlet current is marked with Ib, velocity marked
by vb and the relative electron population on the ith level by ni. The 3D beam
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aspects of RENATE are achieved by a bundle of quasi-parallel 1D beamlets,
depending on the beam divergence, as seen in the left side of Figure 2.3. The
beam itself is shaped by the beamlet array, featuring typical spatial resolu-
tions of 1 mm, and the beamlet current values, where It =

∑
b Ib the total

beam current is the sum of all beamlet currents.
RENATE uses a pinhole optical system to model the collected light emission
by the observation system. The code creates an observation geometry by
assembling an arbitrary rectangular-shaped detector layout on the detector
system’s focal plane (which hopefully contains the beam as well), thus realiz-
ing a volume of observation. The volume of observation associated with each
detector pixel is defined by the pyramid edge vectors connecting the base
vertices to the pinhole, which in this case, is always the first optical element
of the observation system. Although the optics is modelled by a pinhole
arrangement, a finite effective front optics surface is considered to be able
to calculate the collected photon flux. The routine integrates the detected
photon emission at the intersection of the beam with observation volume for
each detector.

Φn(i→ j) =
ζn
4π

∑
x

Sx
r2
x

φnx(i→ j) (2.11)

Equation (2.11) is a simplified version where the expected photon count on
the nth detector surface is Φn(i → j). φnx(i → j) denotes an x emission
point located within the volume of observation intersecting the beamlet grid
for the nth detector and is related to Equation (2.10). Sx marks the area of
the first optical element as seen from emission point x, together with rx, the
distance between the emission point and the first optical element, define the
emission fraction collected by the observation system originated from the x
emission point. ζn gives the light loss fraction expected on each detector as
the photons pass through the observation system up to the detector surface.
The RENATE version used in this work does not include modelling of light
propagation through the observation system. The result of the code is the
detected photon current on each detector surface. The 3D beam and 3D
observation geometries are placed in realistic magnetic geometries generated
from EFIT. The left picture of Figure 2.4 shows a poloidal cross-section of
KSTAR, with an emission integrated and projected heating beam profile
and a flux surface labelled poloidal projection of the BES observation range.
The right picture of Figure 2.4 shows a simple toroidal cross-section of the
heating beam mounted BES observation geometry on KSTAR as part of a
code validation effort [173]. The normalized beam emission profile is marked
with purple.
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Figure 2.4: Left picture shows a polidal cross-section of KSTAR, with flux surface
labeled projection of the observation range and integrated beam emission profile
projection. Right picture shows an midplane toroidal cross-section of KSTAR with
the observation and beam geometry. Contours marks the magnetic geometry cross-
sections from EFIT [173].

2.2.2 SoS

SoS or Simulation of Spectra is a wide-ranged BES and CXRS modelling
code [177]. SoS, developed by M.v. Hellermann et al., was used in current
work to assess the BES and background radiation spectra in the relevant
wavelength range for heating beam mounted BES observation. The 2017
version of the code was used, which employs a relatively simplistic magnetic
geometry, by assuming magnetic surfaces to be nested ellipses and various
plasma parameters to be constant on said surfaces, such as density and tem-
perature of various plasma components. The neutral beam model uses a
quasi-static solver employing effective rates and photon emission coefficients
from ADAS [166, 167] to compute beam attenuation, BES and active CXRS
emissions. Beam current profile is assumed to be a 2D elliptical Gauss func-
tion. The observation system is modelled as lines of sight (LOS) defined by
magnetic flux coordinates, ρ = r

a
, located along the beam centre. Emission

values and corresponding spectra computed along the LOS. Relevant spectral
features modelled by the code are as follows:

1. Continuum Radiation:
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Historically is a common light source, accessible to all visible spectro-
scopic diagnostics [107]. For the calculation of LOS integrated free-free
continuum radiation (Bremsstrahlung), SoS uses the Burgers-Summers
radiative Gaunt factor calculation [189], which depend on wavelength,
electron temperature and ion charge.

2. Main ion background emission:

SoS models the background line emission spectra from the main ion
species. This represents the strongest component of the observed spec-
trum close to the BES emission and is the one all heating beam obser-
vation systems need to avoid. The emission line is due to collisional
excitation and subsequent emission of the main ions in the edge and
SOL regions of the plasma.

3. Charge Exchange Recombination:

The CX (charge exchange) spectra has an active and passive compo-
nent, where the active component is calculated from the neutral beam
interaction with the local density (nZ(ρ)) of the impurity in question.
The passive component calculation requires a neutral density profile
(nd(ρ)), which acts as an electron donor to the passive CX, an impu-
rity density profile of the impurity in question and a local CX excitation
rate. The Doppler width and shift of the passive CX spectra represent
the impurity ion temperature and plasma rotation.

4. Motional Stark Effect:

Based on non-statistical simulations of populations of neutral beam in
pure parabolical state, developed by Marchuk et al. [185], density-
dependent Iσ1

Iσ0
, Iπ2
Iπ3

, Iπ4
Iπ3

line intensity ratios as well as beam energy
and electron density-dependent π

σ
correction factors were developed and

used to describe the MSE spectrum. The σ0 component is expressed in
terms of multiplet sub-level line ratios and the ratio between the π/σ
group. The line shape profile of each component is described using a
Gaussian.
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2.3 Applications of BES diagnostics

Current section aims to give a very brief overview of various applications of
fluctuation BES diagnostics and provide a basic introduction into first princi-
ple plasma physics codes featured in this work. BES diagnostics are a proven
and successful method for the study of density fluctuation induced light fluc-
tuations; a few examples include studies on the interaction of turbulence with
neoclassical tearing mode magnetic islands on DIII-D [190, 191]; the study
of Zonal Flows and evaluation of time delay estimate correlation methods
applied in BES for flow velocity measurements on TEXTOR [192, 193] and
similarly on W7-AS [194]. BES diagnostics have proven to be instrumen-
tal in the study of SOL turbulence and filaments on AUG [145, 146, 82],
KSTAR [148], COMPASS [195] and the study of ion scale turbulence on
MAST [196], to name a few. Similarly relevant is the contribution of BES
diagnostics to the study of ELMs, pedestal related flows and density fluctua-
tions on devices such as MAST [197, 198, 199], KSTAR [200] and AUG [201].
A detailed overview on the physics and literature of edge and SOL heat and
particle transport is out of the scope of current work, as it aims to introduce
only the necessary aspects pertaining to the development of a BES synthetic
diagnostic, see Chapter 5, for the study of filaments in the SOL. Filaments
are considered to be increased density plasma structures elongated along the
magnetic field lines, that transport plasma across the open magnetic field
lines and contribute significantly to the interaction of plasma and its fac-
ing components. A comprehensive overview regarding the theory, modelling
and experimental observation of various filaments in the SOL is featured in
D’Ippolito et al. [202]. These structures are well-localized on a 2D plane
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines and have higher density values than
the surrounding plasma. The filament density is spatially extended along
the magnetic field line, featuring field-aligned structures in a 3D view of the
SOL, as seen in Figure 2.5.
Two types of filaments are discussed in current work, namely ”blobs”, which
will be referred to from here on as filaments as well as ELM filaments, re-
ferred to from here on as ELMs. The generation mechanism for both differs
significantly, as filaments are born as a result of the non-linear saturation of
underlying edge turbulence, while ELMs result from non-linear saturation of
coherent MHD modes [202, 204].

2.3.1 Blobs

The exact mechanism for filament generation is an ongoing topic of research.
However, an excepted cause is the interchange-driven turbulence leading to
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Figure 2.5: 3D tokamak sketch featuring the SOL outside the seperatrix (yellow
surface). A magnetic field line (b) is shown superposed with an elongated density
structure corresponding to a filament, marked with red. [203]

intermittent structured fluctuation, which forms the outward propagating fil-
aments in the SOL, convecting particles, momentum and heat. The emergent
filaments are connected to plasma-facing components via the open magnetic
field lines. A dipole electric polarization emerges perpendicular to the field
lines (caused by various drift motions, such as ∇B and curvature drifts).
The resulting E × B drift drives the filament, significantly improving the
convection perpendicular to the field lines [202, 203, 205, 206]. Experimental
observations of SOL filament by various diagnostics on multiple machines
showed similar features in the measurement signals’ broader statistical fea-
tures. Such features include strong activity in the lower frequency range
of the power density spectra, up to 10 − 30 kHz, Gamma distributions for
the signal probability density functions, and a parabolic trend in the skew-
ness and kurtosis of the measurements [207, 202, 208, 209]. More advanced
methods, relying on filament identification, allow for a more comprehensive
assessment of filament waiting time, amplitude or velocity distribution func-
tions [145, 82, 210, 211, 148, 195]. The intermittent transport in the SOL
cannot be described with convective-diffusive models [212, 213], as it is nec-
essary to account for the full dynamical evolution of the SOL, treating the
SOL profiles on the same spatial and temporal scales as the fluctuations.
Many first principle plasma physics codes emerged that achieve the task of
modelling SOL filament dynamics. The purest form of SOL turbulence mod-
elling would be utilizing fully kinetic codes such as the BIT1 [214]; however,
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these codes tend to be computationally extremely expensive [215]. Similarly
featured are full-f gyrokinetic codes, such as XGCa [216] or Gkeyll [217].
An improvement over gyrokinetic codes concerning computational time are
gyrofluid codes, where the governing equations are derived by taking the
gyrofluid moment of the gyrokinetic Vlasov equation and applying closure
approximations to the gyro-averaging operator. Such code are GEMR [218]
or GESEL [219]. A more common and computationally agreeable approach
is the use of fluid codes based on the Braginskii equations. These code vary
in complexity ranging from 2D slab geometry codes to the more complex
and expensive full 3D codes; from HESEL [220], through HERMES [221],
STORM [222], GBS [223], TOKAMX [224] to GRILLIX [225].

HESEL

Figure 2.6: Shows the 2D density (first column), electron temperature (second
column) and ion temperature (third column) distributions for three different time
instances(Figure 4 in [226]).

HESEL is a 2D four-field, energy-conserving fluid model [220, 227], derived
from the Braginskii equations [228], which describe quasi-neutral plasma.
The code computes the time evolution of low frequency, interchange driven
turbulence on a 2D slab located at the outside midplane and is perpendicular
to the magnetic field. HESEL models the density, ion and electron pressure
as well as the generalized vorticity. The slab has a periodical boundary con-
dition on the upper and lower sides, while Dirichlet or Neumann boundary
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conditions exist at the inner and outer radial positions. The domain is split
into an edge and a SOL regions where the magnetic fields lines are close and
open, respectively. The open field lines are assumed to end at the divertor. A
sheath dissipation term is added to the vorticity equations to achieve parallel
current compression and damping rates to account for losses from advection
and electron heat conduction. HESEL also models the outer part of the
confined region where the parallel current compression is achieved by a drift
wave term scaled by the parallel ballooning length [227]. The parametriza-
tion of the parallel dynamics is a simplification of the underlying physics.
Figure 2.6 shows the 2D plasma density (first column), electron tempera-
ture (second column) and ion temperature (last column) distributions on the
2D slab at three different timesteps, one timestep in each row. The slab
is approximately 60 mm × 50 mm is size, while 0 on the x-axis marks the
LCFS position. The figures show coherent density structures and the corre-
sponding temperature values in the SOL region. Further variants of the code
include nHESEL [229], which includes the interaction of SOL neutrals and
miHESEL [230], which differentiates between the various applicable species
of ions. An advantage of HESEL is its capability to generate statistically
relevant data sets for a more comprehensive validation effort, which will be
discussed in Chapter 5.

2.4 Limitations of BES diagnostic systems

The wide range of BES applications for plasma density fluctuation studies was
explored in depth in Section 2.3, but no emphasis was placed on the actual
limitations of the diagnostic system for such studies. A decisive limitation is
imposed by the measurement frequency, which can be quite high and allows
for the temporal resolution of fast plasma phenomena, up to 500− 1000 kHz
at best, for certain measurements [132, 131]. For noisier measurements this
limit drops to 100 kHz [133]. This excludes the study of phenomena which
feature frequencies above each specified limit. An increase in measurement
frequency typically increases the amount of noise in the measurement as well.
BES diagnostic systems are also limited by their spatial resolution, typically
in the range of 1−3 cm, but spatial distortion effects can not be characterized
by a single number.
Current work places a lot of emphasis on means of assessing, improving and
evaluating such aspects of BES diagnostic systems. In this work, artefacts
will be regarded as actual properties of the BES measurement which alter
the statistics of the underlying fluctuating density fields through the mea-
surement process. In case of BES, the most important artefacts originate
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from measurement noise and spatial localization.
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Chapter 3

Spatial localization and
fluctuation response

This chapter features the development and application of a novel fluctu-
ation response calculation method as means to assess spatial localization.
The presented applications of the fluctuation response calculation focus on
determination of effective spatial resolution on EAST and modeling aided
measurement interpretation on JET. A brief overview of spatial localization
and previous related work is provided, followed by the authors original work
from Subsection 3.1.1.
Beam emission spectroscopy is an active plasma diagnostic system, implying
a well-localized measurement for plasma density and density fluctuations.
The spatial localization of BES is a vital property of the diagnostic, deter-
mining the effective spatial resolution of the measurement. Most importantly,
it determines the characteristic spatial size of density fluctuations and the
change of density profile, which the diagnostic system can resolve. The spa-
tial localization aspect of BES is a well-studied attribute, mostly affected
by the imaging properties of the observation system, the magnetic geome-
try, and atomic physics processes occurring as the beam propagates into the
plasma [231, 232, 199]. Previous works by Fonck et al. [122] and Hutchinson
et al. [107] discuss the emission smearing effects caused by atomic physics
processes. This effect results in localized information being spread along the
beam caused by the finite lifetime of excited atomic states. This process was
studied in detail for Hydrogenic beams in the papers mentioned before. A
further aspect impacting spatial localization is the curvature of magnetic field
lines occurring within the beam geometry compared to the observation sys-
tem’s lines of sight (LOS). These effects are discussed in Shafer et al.. [231],
referred to as spatial transfer function, which was computed by convolving
various 1D spatial emission distribution functions, as listed above. More re-
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cent work done at CCFE by Y.c. Ghim et al. [232] and later by M.J.M. Fox
et al. [199] feature a more detailed method to assess the spatial localization,
referred to as point spread function, and its effect on cross-correlation func-
tions. In their work, 3D effects are decomposed onto a series of 2D planes
perpendicular to the observation line, parallel to the focal plane. On these
planes the delocalization effects from magnetic geometry is approximated
with additional corrections from the lifetime of excited atomic states derived
from atomic physics processes. The emission is derived from quasi-static
solvers. Subsequently, these emission profiles are integrated, resulting in the
point spread function giving a good approximation to the spatial localization.
Current work features the development of similar methods within the RE-
NATE complete 3D BES code. These developments allow for assessing the
individual contributions of magnetic geometry, observation geometry and
atomic physics to the 2D spatial localization for arbitrary BES setups. In
addition, a novel, self-consistent method was developed to compute the total
fluctuation response of a BES diagnostic, including its applications related to
spatial localization. These features were developed in support of the design
and assessment of expected spatial resolution of the LiBES and DBES obser-
vation systems on EAST [132, 154] therefore, these features will be demon-
strated on the EAST BES observation geometries (see Section 2.1). Further
applications feature spatial localization calculations on the JET LiBES ob-
servation geometry.

3.1 Spatial localization

To adequately assess the spatial localization of any BES diagnostic system, it
is necessary to understand the phenomena contributing to the spatial spread
of localized beam emission caused by plasma density fluctuations. By such a
metric, the spatial localization beholden to each detector (previous versions
of which were referred to as: spatial transfer function by Shafter et al. [231]
or point spread function by Fox et al. [199]) defines a spatial plasma volume,
located within the beam geometry, in the confines of which density fluctu-
ations result in emitted light fluctuations, caught specific detectors of the
observation system. The spatial extent of the fluctuation sensitive volumes
determines the effective spatial resolution, which varies from detector pixel to
detector pixel and provides the spatial scale on which density fluctuations are
resolved. The variation in effective resolution corresponding to each detector
in an observation array depends on multiple factors, which have to be ac-
counted for a better understanding and mapping of BES spatial localization.
These factors are as follows:
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• Optical resolution is a defining property of the imaging system, derived
from the layout of the detector array projection onto the image plane.
The image plane is expected to be located within the confines of the
neutral beam. If all beam emission-related effects are neglected, then
the optical resolution would coincide with the effective spatial resolu-
tion as it determines the spatial volume of the collected emission on
each detector. Thus it provides an idealized lower limit for the effective
resolution of the system.

• Magnetic and observation geometry have a delocalizing effect on the
effective resolution born out of the curvature of magnetic field lines
within the beam geometry and their subsequent observation. Under
ideal circumstances, a single detector should observe the emission from
a single time instance of a density fluctuation. However, in reality, a
single phase of a density fluctuation, which may be simplified as mag-
netic field-aligned constant density structures within the beam geom-
etry, most often emits in the sensitive volumes of multiple detectors,
thus contributing to spatial delocalization. A more detailed description
of this effect is presented in Subsection 3.1.1.

• Lifetime of excited states has a delocalizing effect on the effective res-
olution caused by the electron depopulation time of the atomic level
responsible the observed emission. Density fluctuations in most cases
result in an increase of electrons on the observed excited atomic state,
which depopulates by collisional events and spontaneous emission as
the excited atoms propagate along the beam. Information stemming
from a given spatial location is thus carried for a characteristic dis-
tance related to the local lifetime of the excited state. A more detailed
description of this effect is presented in Subsection 3.1.2.

3.1.1 Magnetic and observation geometry effects

Beam and magnetic geometry are crucial aspects of BES spatial resolu-
tion. Particle transport along magnetic field lines is much faster than across,
D‖ � D⊥, causing density fluctuations to be elongated along field lines. As
a result, BES diagnostics can observe the evolution of coherent density struc-
tures across field lines in a 1D or 2D setup, prompting the importance of the
observation lines of sight (LOS) parallel with magnetic field lines. Unfortu-
nately, even under ideal circumstances the field lines feature misalignment
with the LOS. The misalignment causes a spatial delocalization resulting in
the emission information from a given phase of the density structure spread
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over multiple detector channels. Understanding and quantifying the spread is
essential to the assessment of the spatial resolution, which has a substantial
impact on the diagnostic design (see Chapter 4) or measurement interpreta-
tion (see Chapter 5).
To calculate the 2D spread of emission on a poloidal plane, the RENATE
BES code (see Subsection 2.2.1) was enhanced. The method calculates the
emission distribution along the LOS for a given detector following the 3D
beam evolution calculation. The individual emission values taken from 3D
points along the LOS, located within the beam geometry, are projected along
the magnetic field lines onto a poloidal plane defined by the limits of the ob-
servation geometry. The projected emission points beholden to a given LOS
will form the point spread function (PSF) for that LOS. The radial and ver-
tical spread of these projection points will determine the radial and vertical
amount by which the emission is smeared due to the beam, observation and
magnetic geometries. Although it is important to note that the method com-
putes the emission smearing along a 1D LOS and does not account for the 3D
nature of the observation geometry, it accurately measures the impact that
a precise beam and magnetic geometry have on the emission smearing. This
is a crucial contributor to the effective spatial resolution of a BES system.

Figure 3.1: A: Shows the point spread function (PSF) for the EAST LiBES
diagnostic system. B and C show the radial and vertical resolution contribution
caused by emission smearing from the alignment of the magnetic field lines with
the lines of sight.

Figure 3.1A shows the PSFs for each detector on the EAST LiBES obser-
vation geometry as a case study, where magnetic geometry taken from shot
#33068 at 2750 ms was used. The image features the detector array pro-
jection onto the poloidal plane along which the beam is injected into the
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plasma. The PSFs are shown corresponding to each detector. The emission

values are normalized to for each PSF, where yellow is Φirz
Φi,maxrz

= 1 and blue

is the normalized emission value at the FWHM of the beam. The emission
profile along the LOS follows a Gaussian-like distribution based on the beam
current distribution. The observation geometry features 128 detectors, in-
dexing by increasing the numbers in each row from the SOL towards the
edge. The upper row is #1, while the lowest is row #4. The PSFs are tilted
and considerably elongated, indicating significant cross-talk between neigh-
bouring detectors in radial and vertical directions. The contribution to the
effective radial resolution of the diagnostic system shows the same patterns
for every detector row (see Image B in Figure 3.1). The radial smearing is
roughly 10−15 mm in the SOL region and increases up to 20−22 mm in the
edge region towards the core. The vertical emission smearing contribution
is roughly constant over the whole observation range, fluctuating between
9 − 13 mm, as seen in Image C of Figure 3.1. The whole range of PSF cal-
culations for the EAST LiBES system is featured in a technical report by
Asztalos et al. [233].

Figure 3.2: A: Shows the point spread function (PSF) for the EAST DBES
diagnostic system with a counter-current configuration. B: Shows the PSF for the
EAST DBES diagnostic system with a co-current configuration

The impact of the beam and magnetic geometries on emission smearing
is much more significant for larger beam dimensions, as the misalignment
between field lines and LOS can lead to much more signisficant emission
smearing, equivalent to the beam dimension, such as in the case of heating
beams. The EAST DBES observation was used, focusing on the edge region
of the tangential NBI system. Magnetic geometry from discharge #33608 at
2750 ms was used. Figure 3.2A and B show the PSFs for a counter-current
and co-current setups, where the plasma current and toroidal magnetic field
components are pointing in the opposite or same direction. The magnetic ge-
ometry featured in Image B had the plasma current artificially reversed vis-a-
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vis the recorded magnetic geometry, essentially having the poloidal magnetic
field component reversed. Image A shows an excellent spatial resolution,
featuring minimal emission smearing, indicating the LOS being primarily
parallel to the magnetic field lines within the beam geometry. The radial
resolution contribution is roughly 6.5 mm, being almost 0 in the edge at
R = 2.3 m and increasing inwards, reaching roughly 10 mm. The averaged
contribution to the vertical resolution is 2.2 mm. Contrary to the excellent
result shown in Image A, Image B features a very unfavourable PSF spread.
Although the radial resolution contribution remains unchanged, the vertical
spread of emission stretches across multiple rows having an average value of
33 mm. The whole range of PSF calculations for the EAST DBES system is
featured in a technical report by Asztalos et al. [234].
Understanding and reliably measuring or estimating the emission spread
across multiple detector channels of the emission emanating from a given
phase of a density fluctuation is a crucial aspect of BES data interpreta-
tion. This capability was introduced to RENATE in the form of the PSF
calculation.

3.1.2 Atomic physics effects

The emission smearing effect of BES diagnostic systems is a well-documented
phenomenon on heating beam mounted systems [122, 107] and lithium BES
systems [133], whereas, for sodium beams, this effect was not previously
explored in great detail. The cause of the emission smearing effect is the
finite lifetime of excited atomic states, which is determined by two main ef-
fects: electron gain and loss to the atomic state that is the source of the
observed emission line, through collisions and spontaneous transition pro-
cesses. The main motivation behind the study of the emission smearing
effect is to assess how spatially de-localized the light response caused den-
sity fluctuations and, therefore, assess the contribution of the atomic physics
process to the effective BES resolution. Determining this effect BES diag-
nostics are experiencing, the electron population balance on the upper level
of the observed atomic transition across the studied beam region was taken
from equations (2.6),(2.7),(2.8) and (2.9). The following approximations were
taken in order to simplify the equation system enabling an analytic estima-
tion.
Firstly, the plasma contains only electrons and protons, thus equating the
electron and primary ion densities (ne = nI = n).
Secondly, all electron gain terms, describing electron transfer from any atomic
level (j) to the studied atomic level (i) depend on the originating level elec-
tron population (Nj). To overcome this, the Nj = cjNi approach was used,
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where Nj is the electron population of the atomic level from which the elec-
tron hails, Ni is the studied levels electron population and cj is a correction
factor, derived from a secondary equilibrium state. The aim of current ap-
proach is to describe all collisional terms in function of the electron popula-
tion of the studied atomic level Ni, in order to arrive at an equation having a
simple exponential decay solution, and thus a cost-effective and easy method
for the estimation of the atomic physics smearing effect.
Finally, the spontaneous transitions from higher atomic levels to the studied
atomic level are neglected as 1
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In equation (3.1) Ni is the electron population density on the studied atomic
level, which in case of Li is i = 2p, n is the plasma density. The first
three terms are collisional and introduce a plasma density dependence into
the equation. The final term summed all the spontaneous transitions from
the studied atomic level to lower ones (S) and introduced a beam velocity
dependence, and described an electron loss process from the studied atomic
level. The first two of the collisional terms are loss terms driving down
the de-population time of the studied atomic level. The first sums up the
electron and ion impact ionization and charge exchange rates (I), leading to
electron loss. The second sums up all electron and ion impact collisional
excitation and de-excitation rates (E), leading to electron transition from
the studied atomic level to another atomic level. The final collisional term
is a gain term leading to the increase in the de-population time by summing
up all electron and ion impact collisional excitation and de-excitation rates
(G), leading to electron transition from other atomic levels to the studied
one. To assess the spatial response and, therefore, resolution contribution
attributed to atomic physics processes, the halving distance, interpreted as
the distance by which half of the increased electron population caused by
density fluctuations decays, takes the following simplified form:

λ1/2 =
ln(2)

n(I + E −G) + S
(3.2)

This effect is studied in detail using the EAST LiBES observation geometry
and plasma density profiles taken from discharge #33068 at 2750 ms, as seen
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in Image A of Figure 3.3. Image B of the same figure details the various
atomic smearing lengths obtained by accounting for various gain and loss
term combinations. The dominant term is the spontaneous emission term,
which dominates in low-density plasma, such as the SOL region featuring
smearing of slightly more than 2.2 cm (light blue line). The smearing lessens
around the LCFS region as the collisional terms become more dominant due
to increased density. If all collisional terms are accounted for (red), then
the overall smearing effect is slightly less if only the ionization terms are
accounted for (orange), indicating the overall gain and excitation loss terms
are similar but opposite in value. If only the collisional loss terms are included
(green), the smearing is reduced by roughly 2. At this point, it is worthwhile
to note that there are two possible approaches to estimating the emission
smearing response:

• The optimistic approach, which is similar to Fonck et al. [122] assumes
the emission smearing halving distance to depend only on loss terms,
accounting for spontaneous transitions, ionization and excitation and
de-excitation from the atomic level in question (purple). This approach
implies that the electron gain caused by a density fluctuation would
dissipate over a halving distance defined only by loss terms, representing
a lower boundary for the emission smearing distance.

• A more conservative approach takes into account the electron decay
from other levels caused by a density fluctuation to the studied one
as an added gain term, in addition to terms already presented in the
optimistic approach. Such an approach requires density fluctuation to
be large enough for secondary equilibria to occur in order to validate
the Nj = cjNi can be used. The added electron gain term increases
the emission smearing effect (brown). As density fluctuations are not
typically large enough for a new secondary equilibrium to set in, this ap-
proach will lead to an overestimation of the electron population caused
by density perturbations, thus conservatively estimating the emission
smearing distance.

Image C and D show the beam energy scaling and density scaling, respec-
tively. Beam energies studied are 30, 50 and 80 keV in Image C. The beam
energy sets the smearing values in the SOL through the dominance of the
spontaneous transition terms. Higher beam energies result in an overall more
significant smearing effect, defined mainly by the spontaneous emission terms.
However, the relative decrease in smearing following the increase in plasma
density for the 80 keV beam is much more significant than the relative de-
crease observed at lower beam energies. The scaling of the original plasma
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Figure 3.3: Emission smearing from atomic physics processes. A: Density profile
for EAST discharge #33068 at 2750 ms. B: The emission smearing for the EAST
LiBES observation geometry featuring Li as beam material at 50 keV for various
electron gain and loss mechanisms. C: Smearing effect of Li beam by scaling the
beam energy. D: Smearing effect of Li beam at 50 keV by scaling the density profile.

density profile by 0.3 and 10 results in a low and high-density scenario in
Image D in Figure 3.3 showing increased density causing collisional term
dominance in the edge and SOL region. The contrary was observed for the
lower density scenario.

In this work, an optimistic approach and a conservative approach were pre-
sented, neither of which are realistic for calculating the emission smearing
effect caused by plasma density fluctuations. The optimistic approach un-
derestimates the smearing effect and overestimates the electron de-population
rate of the studied atomic level as all possible gain terms are neglected. The
conservative approach assumes large density fluctuations for secondary equi-
libria to set in, which is not the case for most plasma density fluctuations
studied by BES. Adding the gain term in its current form can be regarded
as underestimating the de-population rate of the studied atomic level and,
therefore, overestimating the emission smearing effect. Reality is expected
to be somewhere between the two values.
To assess the spatial response a BES diagnostic system has to plasma density
fluctuations, a more robust method is required.
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3.2 Fluctuation response function

Previous Subsections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 dealt with the estimation of various
aspects of emission smearing characteristic to BES diagnostics, which define
the spatial localization bespoken to each observation channel. Therefore, an
in-depth understanding of these effects is necessary to assess the spatial range
and location of fluctuations detected on the observation channels.

In this Section, a new self-consistent method is presented and explored that
calculates the fluctuation response function (FRF) for each detector, from
which the fluctuation sensitive areas (FSA) can be derived. The method
referred to as fluctuation response calculation, computes the light response
the whole observation system registers to the introduction of localized density
fluctuations.
In order to perform fluctuation response calculations, the following timescale
assumptions are made: τn � τδn � τbeam, where τn, τδn, are the timescales
of the density profile (n), density fluctuations (δn) respectively, while τbeam

is the time of flight of beam atoms in the observed region. It is also as-
sumed that the plasma density n(r, t) can be decomposed as: n(r, t) =
n(ψ) + δn(r, t), where the average density is n(ψ) and the spatially and
temporally rapidly varying part is δn(r, t), which has zero mean value. Fur-
thermore, it is assumed that the fluctuations are small compared to the aver-
age profiles |δn| � n. For simplicity the average density is taken to be a flux
function (the flux coordinate is denoted as ψ), however the only requirement
for the following formalism to be valid is that n is approximately constant on
a flux surface in the region shone through by the atomic beam. Similar ap-
proximations are made regarding the measured photon current on detector i,
denoted as Φi(t), can be decomposed to an average Φi and a fluctuating part
δΦi(t), which is the response to the density perturbation. A functional is de-
fined as Φi(t) = Si[n(r, t′)] that calculates the photon current corresponding
to a given plasma density along the injected beam, resulting in:

δΦi ≡ Si[n(r)]− Si[n(ψ)] ≈
∫
δn(r)FRFi[r, n(ψ)]dV. (3.3)

where the independent variables of the fluctuation response function (FRF),
are the detector number i and the spatial position r, while it also depends on
the average density profile. The response function at r0 can be calculated by
setting the fluctuation as a localized elementary perturbation δn(r) = δn(r−
r0), descibed by a spatial Dirac delat function. For small density fluctuations
a linear relation was demonstrated in the light fluctuation response [194],
which is not true for the large density fluctuations in the SOL. As the spatial
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localization is not significantly impacted by the magnitude of the response
but rather the location of the inserted perturbation.
The FRF of a fluctuation BES system is determined by RENATE. First, a
poloidal plane is chosen, centred in the observed region of the beam, similar
to the one chosen for the PSF calculations. Next, the Dirac delta density
perturbation are approximated by 2D, symmetrical Hann-shaped density per-
turbations, which are placed on the poloidal plane with either an absolute
or relative amplitude to local plasma density. Hann shaped density pertur-
bations were chosen over Gaussian ones, to avoid asymtotic nature of the
latter. Finally, the perturbations are extended along the magnetic field lines
throughout the beam geometry. The photon current variation is determined
by equation (3.3), where the beam evolution and emission integration pro-
cess is repeated upon the introduction of every density perturbation. The
overlapping of perturbations is required to overcome spatial aliasing. Thus
the resulting FRF holds information regarding the light response to localized
density perturbations. A key motivation behind computing the fluctuation
response function on a poloidal plane, rather than the focal plane of the diag-
nostic system, lies in a direct evaluation of the poloidal spatial measurement
artefacts of the BES system, most relevant in the assessment of the dynamics
of observed density perturbations. The author published the methodology
for the fluctuation response calculation in Asztalos et al. [235].

Properties of the FRF:

• Fluctuation Sensitive Area (FSA): a comparison of emission profiles
from the stationary and fluctuated density profiles shows the introduc-
tion of plasma density perturbations to cause an immediate increase in
emission as the upper atomic level of the observed transition receives
an electron surplus. On a longer scale, it will cause a lack of emission
further down the beam path, due to increased beam attenuation. This
phenomenon is well documented [133]. The FSA of a detector is defined
by mapping all spatial locations where a given small density perturba-
tion causes positive as well as negative light responses on a detector.
Perturbations typically located between the positive and negative re-
sponse area cause no light response and therefore are located in the
blind spot of the detector, with regard to perturbation detection. The
positive response area offers the possibility for good spatial localization
of density perturbations, whereas ascertaining any spatial information
from the negative response area is going to be very challenging. The
method determines the spatial range in which density perturbations
can be well localized, thus the positive response area and its implica-
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tions were the main focus of current work. The FSA determines the
spatial scale on which a BES system can resolve density fluctuations
and determines the effective spatial resolution. The FSA provides an
accurate description of emission smearing across the detector range and
provides a measure for cross-talk between detectors.

• Center of Mass: as BES measurements on a specific detector are often
treated like a pointwise measurement, needs to be pointed out that the
centre of mass of the detected information does not correspond to the
centre values of the LOS. To arrive at the centre of mass coordinates
of the detected information

XiG =

∫
xFRFi(x)dx∫
FRFi(x)dx

(3.4)

the formula was used, where XiG is the centre of mass coordinate for
the i-th detector, x is the coordinate for which the centre of mass
is calculated and FRFi is the fluctuation response function for the i-th
detector. The centre of mass coordinates were derived from the positive
response areas, as they offer good spatial localization.

All fluctuation response calculations were computed using δn
n

= 0.1 relative
density perturbations. The perturbation were roughly 3 mm in diameter.
The fluctuation response calculation was demonstrated on the EAST-LiBES
and DBES observation geometries, focusing on the spatial localization aspect
of the diagnostic system. Figure 3.4 shows the fluctuation sensitive areas for
various detectors for the EAST LiBES system. These detectors are located in
the third detector row and observe the SOL (Image A), the separatrix region
near the emission peak (Image B) and the edge region beyond the emission
peak (Image C). The poloidal plane on which the density perturbations are
placed is determined by the poloidal planes at the edge of the observation
range and is centred in the middle of it. The detector projection is realized
by following magnetic field lines from the focal plane of the detector system
to the poloidal plane in question. Image A in Figure 3.4 shows a large posi-
tive fluctuation sensitive area indicating well defined spatial localization and
a strong fluctuation response. Density fluctuations located within the radial
range of dR = [2.34, 2.38] m and poloidal range of dZ = [−0.01, 0.01] m
will cause light fluctuations on the #70-th detector. Previously discussed
emission smearing effects are noticeable, such as a tilt in the FSA, corre-
sponding to the tilt indicated by the PSF. The centre of mass of the emission
for the detector is well outside its LOS range by roughly 1.7 cm, marked by
a white ”X”. The FSA features an elongated tail due to the atomic physics
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Figure 3.4: Fluctuation sensitive areas for the EAST LiBES system. A: Fluc-
tuation sensitive area for detector number #70 located in the SOL. B: Fluctua-
tion sensitive area for detector #79 located around the separatrix just before the
emission peak. C: Fluctuation sensitive area for detector #80 located beyond the
emission peak.

that caused emission smearing. The emission response declines by a factor
of 9 as the plasma density increases and the detector is close to the emission
peak, as seen in Figure 3.4B. The fluctuation response function for detec-
tor #79 features a positive response function of roughly similar dR and dZ
size, shown in Figure 3.4B. The increase in density causes an improvement
in spatial localization by lessening the smearing from atomic physics pro-
cesses. However, the improvement in radial resolution is offset by an increase
in emission smearing caused by an increased misalignment of field lines with
LOS, as seen in Figure 3.1B. The vertical resolution remains unchanged be-
tween detector #70 and #79. A high area of negative response is observed
from density fluctuations located in the SOL. A blind spot for the detector
in question was uncovered between the two response regions where the fluc-
tuation response function is 0. Beyond the emission peak, located between
detectors #79 and #80, a dominant negative light responses were recorded,
indicating an inability of the observation system to localize and resolve any
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detected emission fluctuation spatially.

Figure 3.5: Fluctuation sensitive areas for the EAST DBES system. A: Fluctu-
ation sensitive area for detector #51 close to the separatrix in the counter current
configuration. B: Fluctuation sensitive area for detector #51 in the co-current con-
figuration. C: Fluctuation sensitive area for detector #58 beyond the edge region.

The EAST DBES system was similarly evaluated, the results of which are
featured in Figure 3.5, where Image A shows the FSA for an observation
close to the separatrix, while Image C an observation more towards the core.
Similar behaviour was experienced in DBES as in the LiBES. An improve-
ment in emission smearing resulting from atomic physics processes along the
beam was offset by degradation in radial resolution caused by an increased
misalignment in magnetic field lines with the LOS. Both images feature the
FSA for counter-current magnetic field geometry, showing excellent spatial
localization. Image B shows the FSA for the same detector as in Image A,
with a notable difference being a co-current magnetic field geometry causing
significant misalignment between the LOS and field lines, resulting in poor
spatial localization. In all cases, the centre of mass of the detected emission
was systematically positioned radially outward of the detector projection due
to the atomic physics induced emission smearing. This effect seemed occa-
sionally exacerbated by the tilted nature of FSA and PSF resulting from the
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misalignment of the field line with the LOS for the EAST LiBES observa-
tion geometry. The strength of the light response is also diminished by a
factor of 4 in Image B, compared to Image A, as the emission is smeared
over a considerably larger observation area indicating not only poor capa-
bilities to spatially resolve density fluctuations but also indicating smaller
relative light fluctuations being closer to the fluctuation detection threshold
of the diagnostic system. No dominant-negative fluctuation response region
was observed in the case of the DBES system showing that DBES systems
can resolve density fluctuation regardless of the observed region. In contrast,
LiBES systems capability to spatially resolve density fluctuations is limited
to the observation region outwards of the emission peak.
The fluctuation response calculations presented in the current Section for the
LiBES and DBES systems on the EAST tokamak were instrumental during
the planning and design stages of both diagnostic systems [132].

3.3 Spatial localization on JET

The previous Section 3.2 featured the development and demonstration of the
fluctuation response calculation on EAST, contributing to the design and
development of the diagnostic systems. A more concrete application of the
method is presented in the current section. During an extensive study on the
identity of M-mode and I-phase phenomena on JET and ASDEX-Upgrade,
the need arose to demonstrate the JET LiBES diagnostic systems’ capability
to spatially resolve density fluctuations at and just outside the LCFS [147].
This was a study presented in the PhD Thesis of D.I. Réfy, to which the
author of the present thesis contributed the fluctuation response calculations.
The fluctuation response calculations were performed using δn

n
= 0.1 relative

density perturbations.
PSF and emission smearing calculations were performed for the JET LiBES
system, showing no relevant radial emission smearing. All emission smearing
contributions were found to be vertical. This is mainly due to the JET LiBES
beam featuring a vertical injection. Therefore, 2D fluctuation response cal-
culations seemed unnecessarily expensive, and a simpler 1D version of the
method was executed, where density perturbations are placed along the cen-
tre of the beam, realizing a 1D fluctuation response function. Figure 3.6A
shows the response function, where perturbations are placed on the x-axis and
the observed regions on the y-axis. The observation positions were calculated
from the spatial calibration. Half of the plot features no response, as density
perturbation inserted after an observation volume along the beam direction
will not affect the emission detected by the detector in question. The LCFS is
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Figure 3.6: Fluctuation response function for the JET LiBES system for dis-
charge # 90482. A: shows the 1D fluctuation response for density perturbations
along the beam. The separatrix is marked with dotted green lines.

marked with dotted green lines. The light response seems to be the strongest
around Z = 1.55 m in the SOL, but a reasonably good positive response was
observed in the region of interest, in the range of Z = [1.44, 1.48] m. This
conclusion is further enforced after ascertaining the centre of mass for the
emission along the beam. The image highlights that all detectors have their
emission centre of masses with roughly 0.5 − 1.5 cm outwards from the ob-
servation. Positive spatial localization for all detectors collecting information
at the LCFS and near SOL, demonstrate the JET LiBES diagnostic system
viable for studying the M-mode phenomenon on JET.

The fluctuation response calculation was demonstrated to be a potent and
capable tool in both the design of BES diagnostics and especially in inter-
preting experimental measurements.
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Chapter 4

Design of BES diagnostics

The design of BES diagnostics is a less than trivial task, requiring balancing
various design parameters to optimize and fine-tune expected performance
parameters to be suitable for the best possible detection of physics phe-
nomenon of a specific temporal- and spatial range. Based on experience from
the design of past BES diagnostics, some of which featured in Table 2.1,

Figure 4.1: Key features in the design of BES diagnostic are highlighted. These
features are grouped depending on which aspects of the BES diagnostics they in-
fluence (design parameters, signal properties and performance parameters). Rela-
tionships between these features are marked with arrows as well as major trade-offs
with red.
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fundamental signal properties are defined, such as spatial smoothing, inten-
sity and spectra, which in turn are modelled for proposed BES observation
geometries. Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between key signal proper-
ties (blue), performance parameters (green) and design parameters (yellow).
The performance parameters ultimately define the capabilities and physics
observed by a diagnostic system, which is limited by design considerations.
In the current chapter, a methodology is presented to assess and predict
the performance of a suggested BES system based on design criteria such as
periscope position, imaging system, filter design, beam species, beam energy,
etc., by bridging these concepts with the above-mentioned signal proper-
ties. This bottleneck (the key signal properties) allows for more manageable
navigation of performance trade-offs, arising from design constraints, tech-
nical or physics based limitations or expected diagnostics performance. Red
arrows mark the most notable trade-offs beholden to BES diagnostics are
between: temporal resolution and noise levels; spatial resolution and mea-
surement range; noise levels and background levels; spatial resolution and
noise (all of these will be discussed in following sections). It also allows for
design optimization considerations by identifying and quantifying the influ-
ence that design parameters have on signal properties and, in turn, how and
which signal properties affect specific performance parameters.

The methodology will be presented by focusing on navigating specific trade-
offs on five different BES design considerations on three different fusion de-
vices. This chapter will not feature the whole modeling aided design and
planning process, but rather focus only on the specific challenges imposed
by trade-off navigation which was performed by the author. The following
trade-offs and diagnostic systems are featured:

• The W-7X ABES system where the choice of beam species is discussed.
The underlying trade-off is between beam penetration vs. spatial local-
ization and detected emission intensity inferred by the choice in beam
material. The full study is available in a technical report by Asztalos
et al. [236].

• The ITER Pedestal and Core fluctuation BES systems where the sys-
tems predicted signal to background ratio (SBR) and signal to noise
ratio (SNR) is discussed. The underlying trade-off is between the sys-
tems SBR and SNR resulting from optical filter optimization consider-
ations. The detailed design features beyound the trade-off navigation
were presented by S. Zoletnik et al. [237].

• The JT-60SA DBES and LiBES systems where the systems predicted
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spatial resolution is discussed. The collective challenge of the JT-60SA
BES systems was figuring out ideal observation positions with good
radial and vertical spatial resolution, where the respective resolution
contributions should not be to another detriment. The LiBES system
faced and additional challenge, similar to that seen on W-7X. The full
studies are available in technical report by Asztalos et al. [238, 239].

4.1 W-7X ABES system

Design considerations for an ABES (Alkali BES) system were somewhat con-
strained, as the port locations for such a diagnostic system were given, im-
posing a limitation on the observation geometry. This left open design con-
siderations for the imaging system and the beam injection system. Some of
these considerations are discussed in the following sections. The proposed
diagnostic system’s primary objectives were high-quality fast plasma profile
measurements and the study of plasma physics phenomena located outside
of the LCFS, with dedicated focus notably the study of magnetic islands.

4.1.1 Observation geometry

The alkali NBI system was proposed in the equatorial plane, at the ”bean”
shaped section of the device on port AEA21, as seen in Figure 4.2A. For
beam modelling, various beam composition and beam energies were con-
sidered. The beam FWHM of 2 cm was considered, and a beam current of
1 mA generated by the emitter. A 70 % neutralization rate and an additional
10 % beam attenuation was assumed, attributed to neutral gas collisions with
beam atoms in the flight tube, resulting in a 0.6 mA beam current at the
observed region. The observation system was modeled on port AEB20 for
an upper observation. This observation geometry features the centre of the
aperture and beam in an almost poloidal plane. An angle of approximately
13 o is between the LOS and poloidal plane of the beam. The LOS were close
to perpendicular to the beamline, featuring an angular range of [−86o, 86o],
implying close to no Doppler shift in the detected emission. The near co-
planar nature of the observation geometry resulted in magnetic field lines
almost perpendicular to the LOS, excluding the possibility of a 2D poloidal
observation of field-aligned density fluctuations. The 2D detector layout was
subsequently abandoned in favour of a 1D detector layout, as seen in Fig-
ure 4.2A. A 40 detector based observation system was put forward, where the
detector projection, realized with aspheric lenses, was expected to be 5 mm
in parallel and 40 mm perpendicular to the beamline. As the radial reso-
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lution is the only concerning factor vis-a-vis spatial localization, this setup
aims to provide the best radial resolution by ensuring the highest amount of
detected photons within a measurement time window. The setup covers a
20 cm range of which approximately 8 cm are observing the SOL and 12 cm
the edge region.

Figure 4.2: Figure A. shows a bean-shaped poloidal cross-section of W7-X, high-
lighting the neutral beam injection from port AEA21, featuring the location of the
observation system on port AEB20 as well as the nature of the BES observation as
well as its range. Figure B. shows the plasma density and temperature profiles for
plasma scenario O2. Figure C. shows the plasma density and temperature profiles
for plasma scenario X2.

4.1.2 Li vs. Na beams

A major design consideration for the ABES diagnostic system on W7-X is
the beam composition. Most diagnostic BES NBI systems use Li as beam
material (see Table 2.1). However, Na was also demonstrated to be an effec-
tive beam source [240]. Li I observed emission line is at 670.7 nm, while the
observed Na emission has strong doublet lines at 588.95 nm and 589.59 nm.
The observation geometry allows for no Doppler shift, a narrow-band optical
filter is applied to allow for the observation of both Na lines of the dou-
blet [163]. The aim of the current section is a comparative assessment of
Na and Li beam performance. To this end, the BES diagnostic was mod-
elled by assessing the beam penetration, emission, SNR and spatial local-
ization for Li and Na beams over a beam energy range from 35 keV to
100 keV in two plasma scenarios, namely O2 and X2. The plasma density
and temperature profiles for the before mentioned scenarios are highlighted
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in Figure 4.2B and C, where scenario O2 is designated as a high-density
scenario [241]. As the provided profiles terminate at the LCFS, these were
extended in the SOL with a function f(ρ) = ae−bρ + c, where ρ marks the
normalized flux surface. The extending function is expected to be contin-
uous at the LCFS, Fn,T (ρLCFS) = fn,T (ρLCFS) as well as in its derivative
F ′n,T (ρLCFS) = f ′n,T (ρLCFS), where Fn,T are the provided density and tem-
perature profiles, as featured in Figure 4.2B and C and fn,T are the cor-
responding density and temperature profile extensions. The SOL functions
also feature an external boundary condition corresponding to far SOL values,
namely fTe(ρ = 1.8) = 5 eV and fne(ρ = 1.8) = 5× 1017 m−3.
Figure 4.3 shows various computations of beam performance parameters for
both plasma and beam atom scenarios. The first column (Figures A, B and
C) features contour plots of the expected photon currents on each detector,
with the horizontal axis marking the detector projection position in major
radius and the beam energy on the vertical axis. The red dotted line marks
the LCFS on all three images, while the black dotted line the detector posi-
tion of the emission peak. The emission peak position is used to assess the
beam penetration depth, defined as δR = RLCFS−Rpeak. The SOL emission
fraction was introduced as a measure to assess how much of the total emis-
sion occurs in the SOL, defined as

∑
SOL Φi/

∑
all Φi, where Φi marks the

expected photon current on the ith detector. The SNR is approximated by

photon statistics alone, defined as SNRi =
√

Φi
2B

, where the SNR on the ith

detector is given by the expected photon current on said detector (Φi) and
the bandwidth (B), which in this case was set to 2 MHz. Figure 4.3A shows
the expected photon current on each detector at various Li beam energies
for plasma scenario X2. The beam penetration is approximately 3.5 cm and
increasing by one detector position for higher beam energies. The emission
increases on the inner detector channels with higher beam energies, simulta-
neously dropping for the SOL observation, also reflected in a steady decrease
in SOL emission fraction from 25 % at 30 keV to 18 % at 100 keV beam
energies. As the emission is spread over a longer observation range caused
by the increase in energy, so naturally, the peak emission values drop as well
from 1.15×1010 ph/s at 30 keV to 9×109 ph/s, subsequently featuring SNR
values of 80−60 along the peaks and overall 20 - 40 in SOL region over a wide
range of positions and beam energies. The same plasma scenario featuring a
Na beam (Figure 4.3B) shows slightly less beam penetration, of roughly 2 cm
which remained constant over all modeled energies at the 5 mm optical reso-
lution of the system. Sodium beams also attenuate quite fast once the plasma
density increases, resulting in higher emissions in the SOL vis-a-vis Li beams,
showing a SOL emission fraction of 32 % and 24 % at 30 keV and 100 keV,
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Figure 4.3: Images A, B and C show contour plots of the beam emission in the
form of expected photon current on each detector for Li beam in X2, Na beam in
X2 and Na beam in O2, respectively. Images D, E and F show contour plots of the
emission smearing on each detector at multiple beam energies for Li beam in X2,
Na beam in X2 and Na beam in O2, respectively. The red dotted line marks the
position of the LCFS, the black dotted line the position of max emission, while the
white dotted line the position of the blind spot for each beam energy.

respectively. The figure shows the Na emission detection to be spread less
over the observation range, leading to improved expected photon currents on
each detector, peak values ranging from 1.2 × 1010 ph/s to 1.8 × 1010 ph/s.
Subsequently Sodium beams were shown to produce a better SNR for SOL
observation, despite a somewhat limited penetration depth. The behavior of
Na beams becomes more evident in Figure 4.3C, where similar features are
discussed for plasma scenario O2. The sodium beam effectively attenuates
at the pedestal top, resulting in an emission detection shift into the SOL,
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improving the SNR to a range of 50− 70 for all beam energies.
Second column of Figure 4.3 (Images D, E and F) show the emission smearing
caused by atomic physics processes (see Subsection 3.1.2) specifically their
contribution to the spatial localization. Each image shows the smearing con-
tribution for the same beam and plasma scenario as in the image above them,
over the same beam energy and observation range. The red dotted line marks
the position of the LCFS, while the dotted white line marks the position of
the blind spot for the observation range at given beam energy. The blind
spot is defined as a spatial position that is not sensitive to density fluctua-
tion. It also gives the final spatial position along the beam with well-defined
spatial localization and defines the observation range usable for fluctuation
studies. As expected, the smearing increases with the beam energy, featuring
12 mm to 28 mm in the SOL for plasma scenario X2 with a Li beam. As the
plasma density increases and the collisional terms start to dominate, this ef-
fect decreases significantly to the range of 10 mm. Figures 4.3E and F show
the smearing contribution in the case of Sodium beams. The O2 scenario
shows an overall improvement by a factor of 2. A significant difference in
the smearing contribution comes from the difference in depopulation rates
and Einstein coefficients beholden to Li and Na cross-sections and difference
in beam velocity showing the Sodium smearing contribution to be consis-
tently below 10 mm in the SOL for all scenarios and realizing better spatial
localization.
The above discussion highlights an apparent trade-off between spatial local-
ization and observation range. Lithium beams penetrating somewhat deeper
allow for the observation of the pedestal beside the SOL at the determent of
spatial localization, while Sodium beams are suitable for SOL observations
mostly with improved spatial localization and signal quality. In the current
case of relatively high plasma densities, which are a feature of W7-X, a strong
case is to be made for Na as beam species. An approximately 2 cm loss in
penetration depth does not outweigh the improved SNR or effective radial
resolution.

4.1.3 Magnetic Island Observation

Another aspect of current work was assessing the observation of magnetic
islands located outside the LCFS in the path of the beamline, as they rep-
resent a novel feature of optimized stellerator physics and study of which
is a keenly anticipated on W7-X. The magnetic island was approximated
as a large (3 − 4 cm) constant plasma parameter region in the SOL. The
plasma density and temperature within the island region are assumed to be
1019 m−3 and 500 eV, respectively. These values were adapted to the O2 sce-
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Figure 4.4: Images A, B and C show contour plots of the beam emission in the
form of expected photon current on each detector for Li beam in X2, Na beam in
X2 and Na beam in O2, respectively. All plasma profiles have the island scenario
included. Images D, E and F show contour plots of the emission difference between
regular SOL profiles and added island profiles at various beam energies for Li beam
in X2, Na beam in X2 and Na beam in O2, respectively. The red and black dotted
lines mark the position of the LCFS.

nario, while for the X2 scenario, the profile plateau values were downscaled
accordingly. The upper row in Figure 4.4 shows detected emission contour
plots for various beam energies over the observation range. The red dotted
line marks the location of the LCFS. The magnetic island is located in the
SOL, roughly from 6.24 m to 6.28 m. Image A. shows the Li beam emission
over multiple beam energies for the X2 island scenario, highlighting an in-
creased relative emission for the corresponding emission peaks at given beam
energies. Images B and C show the Na beam emission for the X2 and O2
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island scenarios. In both cases, a strong increase in SOL emission is observed,
especially at lower beam energies. The X2 island case features an emission
plateau-like behavior for beam energies up to 40 keV, while for O2, this effect
becomes even more substantial, culminating in dual emission peaks present
up to beam energies of 60 keV. The first peak located in the island region
features 70 % of the second peaks intensity at lower beam energies, which
slowly dissipates as beam energy increases. The increased plasma density at
the island plateau region allows for faster achievement of secondary equilib-
rium in the beams atomic states. Subsequently, the attenuation within the
island region results in a decrease in emission further along the beam. Once
the beam reaches the steep density gradient at the LCFS, it is thrown out
of the secondary equilibrium leading to a second emission peak as the exci-
tation processes are still dominating. Images D,E and F of Figure 4.4 show
the contour plots for the emission difference between the SOL and the island
scenarios, ∆Φi,E = Φi,E|island − Φi,E|SOL, for all detector positions and beam
energies. For all three scenarios a strong emission response was registered in
the island region, which well surpasses the photon noise level derived from the

SOL plasma scenario, |∆Φi,E| �
√

Φi,E|SOL
2B

. The emission response to the
island has a close to a linear decrease in function of the beam energy in the
case of the Li as beam material, whereas Na beam induced light response to
magnetic islands appears to have an exponential decrease, with the strongest
response for beam energies up to 60 keV. Both beam species are suitable
for the observation and study of the magnetic island. As the expected island
width to be in the range of a couple of centimetres, the Sodium beam pro-
vides a more superior spatial localization and a stronger light response. The
only foreseeable drawback of sodium beam application would be the loss of
emission before the LCFS in high enough island densities.

At the time of publication the W7-X ABES diagnostic, was constructed based
on the modeling considerations and results featured in current section. The
primary beam species employed is Sodium at 60 keV beam energy and it
was shown to be a powerful diagnostic for SOL profile, turbulence and island
measurements [163, 131, 242, 243].

4.2 ITER BES systems

The importance of fluctuation timescale measurements can not be under-
stated on ITER, as it will provide unique opportunities to validate turbulence
predictions made for ITER [244]. Currently, millimetre-wave reflectometry is
envisioned as the primary diagnostic for the measurement of plasma density
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fluctuations [245]. The current section aims to assess the feasibility of fast
BES as a viable diagnostic measurement for plasma density fluctuations on
ITER. The here proposed fast BES diagnostics would have the capability
to synergise with before mentioned reflectometry measurement and provide
an independent view of similar physics. The proposed BES diagnostics for
core and pedestal observation would utilise existing observation geometries
with the possibility of piggy-back on other measurements. The observation
geometries in question will be presented in detail in the following section.
Proposed ITER BES diagnostics observe the ITER diagnostic neutral beam
(DNB) [246, 247] at its various locations (see Figure 4.5A). The fundamental
challenge with ITER BES observations lies in optimising the narrow wave-
length filter and detector specification to maximise the signal to noise ratio
(SNR) and signal to background ratio (SBR). The sheer size of ITER and
high neutron radiation results in observation geometries with small etendue
and complicated optical systems with lower optical transmission rates, com-
pared to smaller machines. The high temperatures in ITER are the main
source of continuum background radiation in the same spectral range as the
BES observation leading to an expected decrease in SBR. Both aspects have
to be managed to create a viable observation geometry.
DNB was modelled with a mono-energetic 100 keV hydrogen beam, with
a power of 2 MW. As the beam has a negative ion source, no H2 or H3

fractional energy components are assumed. The beam was modelled with a
FWHM width and height of 130 mm and 145 mm, respectively. Assuming
a 70 % neutralisation efficiency and additional 14 % beam losses due to
neutrals in beam duct, a total beam current of 12 A was used at the LCFS
(see Subsection 6.3.1). A 7.5 MA H-mode SN scenario was investigated,
as it presumed to be one of the standard operation modes of ITER. Plasma
profiles, similarly to the W7-X case, do not contain data outside of the LCFS.
The SOL profile data was extended through a similar method, as described
in the previous Subsection 4.1.2.

4.2.1 Observation Geometries

Two observation geometries were considered for fluctuation BES: a pedestal
BES observation geometry, marked with red, an edge BES observation geom-
etry, marked with blue and a core BES observation geometry, marked with
cyan in Figure 4.5A. In both cases, the BES would share the observation
geometry with the CRXS diagnostics, which is considered to be of primary
importance.
The pedestal observation geometry is formed by observing the DNB in a
normalised minor radius range of ρ = [8.5 → 1], with the observation point
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Figure 4.5: Image A shows the DNB(green) and three observation geometries.
Blue highlights the edge, red the pedestal and cyan the core CXRS observation
geometries. Their periscope positions are named as well as the detected spectral
range and related purpose [248]. Image B shows a 2D detector layout of the fast
BES diagnostic (blue) and the detector layout of the CXRS diagnostic. Image C
shows the field of view layout of the core CXRS system.

located on periscope 55.E2, where the in-port components are being devel-
oped by the Russian partner, while the ex-vessel optics and spectrometers,
detectors systems are developed by the Indian partner. Throughout the
forthcoming simulations the first mirror is considered molybdenum with a
transmission rate of 0.6 and an area of roughly 100 cm2. The total trans-
mission rate was defined as T =

∏n
i=1 ti = 0.04, where ti are the individual

transmission rates of all envisioned optical elements and T is the product
of individual elements. A 2D detector array was proposed, as seen in Fig-
ure 4.5B, with detector spot sizes of 9 mm (blue) in a grid of 10×15 rows and
columns, respectively. The whole poloidal observation range covers roughly
30 × 15 cm2. The green spots feature the pedestal CXRS observation sys-
tem [249, 248].
The core observation geometry is formed by observing the DNB in a nor-
malised minor radius range of ρ = [0 → 0.7], with the observation point
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located on periscope 55.E1, with F4E developing the whole system from in-
vessel optics to detector array. The aperture has an area of roughly 10 cm2.
The system has an overall transmission rate of T = 0.051. Figure 4.5C
shows the field of view (FOV) specified for the core CXRS system [250]. The
proposed setup would define dedicated BES FOV, by the spaces between
the CXRS FOV. Previous work on the applicability of the ITER core BES
for fluctuation measurements explored the CXRS prototype spectrometer’s
feasibility for such a task [155].

4.2.2 Signal to Background Ratio

Heating beam mounted BES observation geometries face significant back-
ground emission from continuous spectrum emission sources as well as back-
ground edge and CX Hα emission overlapping with the BES emission, which
is exacerbated by the large plasma expected on ITER. Such observation ge-
ometries require significant Doppler shift of the beam emission spectra to be
distinguishable from the background Hα emission. Furthermore, a successful
observation would require carefully optimised narrowband optical filters to
balance the SBR (Signal to Background Ratio) and filter efficiency at the
BES emission peak. Towards this aim, SoS (see Section 2.2) was used to
model the expected light spectra for each detector channel. In case of the
pedestal observation system, it was assumed that all detectors located within
a single column would observe the same emission spectra.
In current approach each detector column features a dedicated optical filter.
A 16 Å narrowband optical filter was used as a template (see blue dotted line
in Figure 4.7A and B) based on the spectral profile of a 3 cavity Andover
filter [251]. The filter spectral profile, ηλ0,δλ(λ), was approached analytically
by a generator function, H(λ0, δλ), allowing for the filter width at full width
half maximum (FWHM) δλ and central wavelength of the filter λ0 as input
parameters. To achieve the desired filter spectral profile, the λ0 shifts the
profile along λ, while the FWHM of the profile modulated by extending the
profile flat-top with respect to the reference scenario. The flat-top region of
the filter profile was kept at η = 90 % throughput.
Figure 4.6A. and B. show the simulated spectra for the limits of the pro-
posed ITER pedestal observation geometry, observing locations at ρ = 0.86
and ρ = 1 normalized minor radius along the ITER DNB, respectively. In
both figures, the radiance of the BES spectra is shown in solid orange (fBES),
the full spectral radiance with solid blue and the background radiance with
solid green (ftotal), defined as fback(λ) = ftotal(λ)− fBES(λ), where the back-
ground contains CX spectra from D, T, edge Hα and continuum radiation.
The innermost observation channel features a Doppler shift of 10 Å, which
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Figure 4.6: A: Spectral characteristics of detected light on the innermost detector
channels and associated filter transmission. B: Spectral characteristics of detected
light on outermost detector channels and associated filter transmission. C and D:
Filter efficiency values for a wide range of central filter wavelength and filter width
values applied to innermost and outermost observed emission spectra, respectively.
E and F: SBR values for a wide range of central filter wavelength and filter width
values applied to innermost and outermost observed emission spectra, respectively

decreases for the observation channels down to 3.6 Å at the LCFS. The diag-
nostics system’s high beam energy results in a strong splitting of the σ(sigma)
and π(pi) components of the BES spectra, by roughly 10−14 Å. The σ peak
is the high radiance central line of the BES spectrum, while the π peaks are
red and blue shifted with respect to the sigma. This effect allows for BES
light distinction and detection on the outwards positioned observation chan-
nels, despite featuring an overall less than 10 Å Doppler shift. The images
also feature dedicated filter spectral profiles, marked with dashed blue lines.
Both filters feature a width of 16 Å. Filter on the innermost channels, ob-
serving ρ = 0.86, (Figure 4.6A) is centred at 6573 Å, applied mostly to the
σ component of the BES spectra. In contrast, the filter on the outermost
channels, observing ρ = 1, is centred at 6582 Å observing the outer π com-
ponent of the spectra, as the σ component is significantly overlapped by CX
emission. Following equation:
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ε(ρ) =

(∫
ηλ0,δλ(λ)fBES(λ)dλ∫

fBES(λ)dλ

)
ρ

(4.1)

shows the calculated filter efficiency at a ρ observation position, characterized
by the normalized minor radius. The filter efficiency is given by the total
filtered BES emission divided by the total BES emission. ηλ0,δλ(λ) gives
the filter throughput for each wavelength and fBES(λ) the corresponding
BES radiance. Images C and D of Figure 4.6 show filter efficiency for the
innermost and outermost observation channels of the pedestal observation
geometry, respectively. The filtering efficiency values are calculated for a
range of filter setups featuring in a range of 8 - 35 Å in filter width as well as
central filter wavelength values from 6545 - 6595 Å, to assess the ideal setup
for maximal filter throughput. The red dotted line marks the wavelength
value for the Doppler-shifted BES emission, for the observation location in
question, while the black dotted line, the wavelength value of the plasma
Hα emission. Both images show similar trends for various filter setups. An
increased filter width allows for a more significant portion of the BES light to
pass through resulting in higher efficiency for wider filters. Depending on the
scenario, these value can reach up to 50 %. The higher filter efficiency values
are registered for setups with central filter wavelength values coinciding with
the wavelengths of the σ or π peaks. The following relation:

SBR(ρ) =

(∫
ηλ0,δλ(λ)fBES(λ)dλ∫
ηλ0,δλ(λ)fback(λ)dλ

)
ρ

(4.2)

gives the SBR at a given observation position for a well-defined filter setup.
fBES and fback are the total BES and background spectra, respectively. ηλ0,δλ
gives the filter efficiency for a wavelength width and central wavelength value
of δλ and λ0, respectively. Images E and F in Figure 4.6 show the calculated
SBR values for various filter width and central filter wavelength values for
the innermost and outermost observation positions on the pedestal obser-
vation geometry. Black and red dotted lines mark the wavelengths of the
Hα and Doppler-shifted σ BES peaks, respectively. The white contour line
is a demarcation for SBR values of 1. Both images reveal a common trend
of an increased SBR for the smaller filter widths, as a more narrow optical
filter limits the amount of background throughput, compared to that of the
BES emission. For both images, the lowest SBR values are registered around
6560 Å as the central filter wavelength is overlapped by the bulk plasma Hα

emission. Figure 4.6E shows the SBR values on the innermost observation
channel with the highest values for filter configurations featuring a central
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filter wavelength value around and slightly beyond the σ peak. Figure 4.6F
shows more favorable SBR values, up to 7. The expected continuum back-
ground emission is smaller at the LCFS, resulting in an improvement in SBR.
The low Doppler shift forces the filter to be centred on the π peaks located
at 6548 Å and 6581 Å, away from the σ peak, as most of it is overlapped by
the Hα emission. These filter centres provide for the highest possible SBR
values. The setup centred around 6581 Å slightly outperforms the other line,
attributed to the presence of a small Doppler shift. A closer examination
of images C,D,E and F indicates an emerging trade-off between the filter
efficiency and the SBR. This was expected as a narrow width filter allows
a small portion of the BES light to pass, keeping filter efficiency low, hav-
ing a similar effect on background throughput, which in turn increases the
SBR. The filtering efficiency directly affects the amount of BES light on the
detector surfaces, thus impacting the expected signal to noise ratio (SNR),
indicating a trade-off effectively between the SBR and SNR. This will be
discussed in detail in the following subsection. These calculations were per-
formed for all observation channels on both core and pedestal observation
geometries. Filter setups were chosen to maximize SBR at the determent of
the filter efficiency. Towards this end, for each observation channel a filter
setup was deemed ideal, if the central filter wavelength value for a given fil-
ter width resulted in the highest possible SBR. In order to observe the radial
SBR and filter efficiency profiles, multiple widths were chosen, ranging from
10 - 24 Å, following the above mentioned criteria. These calculations should
enable an easier way to strike a balance between filter efficiency and SBR
over the whole observation range for both observation geometries.
The SBR for the core observation is not encouraging as it reveals values be-
low 1, for most of the observation range, as seen in Figure 4.7A. The highest
extracted SBR was realized with the smallest filter width. Even for such a
case the results are not ideal, as the SBR values claimed above 1, are for ob-
servations located beyond the normalised minor radius of ρ = 0.5, rendering
most of the observation range not usable for fluctuation BES studies. The
highest achieved SBR for the narrowest considered filter width is 3, despite
the overall good filter efficiency, see Figure 4.7C. The core observation sys-
tem’s innermost channel features a slightly red Doppler-shifted observation.
This shift gradually decreases and eventually becomes a blue Doppler-shifted
observation for channels observing closer to the plasma edge. This transition
is clearly observed in the steep drop in filter efficiency around ρ = 0.15. This
drop is attributed to the overlap of BES emission with Hα. The efficiency
recovers and remains relatively constant for the rest of the observation geom-
etry, a feature observed for various filter widths. The pedestal observation
geometry performed considerably better, with regard to SBR values (Fig-
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Figure 4.7: A: SBR values for various filter widths on the proposed ITER core
BES diagnostic. B: SBR values for various filter widths on the proposed ITER
pedestal BES diagnostic. C: Filter efficiency values for various filter widths for the
proposed ITER core BES diagnostic. D: Filter efficiency values for various filter
widths for the proposed ITER pedestal BES diagnostic.

ure 4.7B), despite low filter efficiency (Figure 4.7D). The SBR values for the
channels observing the range of ρ = [0.85→ 0.91] are between 2-3, depending
on the chosen filter width, paired to an efficiency ranging from 25 % to 35 %.
A transition in filter efficiency is observed at ρ = 0.91, marking the spatial
location for after which the Doppler shift decreases such, as higher SBR val-
ues are extracting by re-centring the filter from the σ peak observation to
the π peak observation. This transition results in a net decrease of roughly
10−13% in filter efficiency, which remains constant over the remainder of the
observation range for all considered filter widths. The SBR values improve
considerably, reaching values up to 5-7 at the LCFS.
Upon closer examination, a linearity was found between the SBR and ε values
for observations not affected by any Hα overlap. This includes an observa-
tion range above ρ = 0.4 for the core observation geometry and most of
the pedestal observation geometry, except the region where the filter central
wavelength value is shifted from the σ to the π peak. The linear relation was
approximated by:

SBR = SBRideal − α · ε⇒ δSBR = −α · δε (4.3)
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where SBRideal is the ideal SBR value, defined as the possibly highest SBR if
ε→ 0 featuring an infinitely narrow filter. The efficiency gain parameter, α
gives a measure of the decrease in SBR caused by an increase in filter width
and subsequent increase in filter efficiency. The efficiency gain parameter was
found to be positive for every observation position and gradually increases
for each radial position towards the separatrix. The fit precision is below 4%,
with a notable exception of 10% being the regions where the filter efficiency
features abrupt transitions. These are the ρ = [0.90− 0.92] for the pedestal
and ρ = [0.2, 0.3] for the core observation geometries. The pedestal efficiency
gain parameters are one order of magnitude above the core efficiency gain
parameters foreshadowing small variation in filter width to cause more sig-
nificant change in SBR for the edge observation geometry and less so for the
core observation geometry.

Based on the SBR and filter efficiency values, a filter widths of 12 → 16 Å
present a reasonable compromise to extract the best possible balance between
SBR and efficiency. SBR values were found to be low over all observation
geometries, with the pedestal observation being the favored of the two. Any
observation geometry would require active background measurement on a
similar timescale to deal with the expected high background emissions and
provide adequate background subtraction.

4.2.3 Signal to Noise Ratio

A relevant metric of a fluctuation BES diagnostic is the Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR) which defines the fluctuation detection threshold for post-processing.
The low SBR, as shown in the previous section, combined with the uncer-
tainty, whether the detected fluctuations originate from the BES emission
or the background emission, require active background subtraction. Such a
process in turn will strongly affect the SNR of the system. Current section
deals with methods to assess and project expected SNR and elaborate on
optimization possibilities in an effort to balance the SNR with the SBR, as
previous section suggested a possible trade-off. The main source for noise on
in a BES system is the photon statistical noise, which is appended by vari-
ous other noise terms stemming the photon detection or signal amplification
processes, caused by various detector assembly components. These terms
depend strongly on the type of detector used. A good overview on the noise
term specific to BES diagnostics is given in Dunai et al. [138].
In order to assess the expected noise levels on both core and pedestal ob-
servation geometries, first an estimate of the expected photon current on
each detector surface is required. RENATE (see Subsection 2.2.1) was used
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to estimate the expected photon current beholden to each detector at the
entrance aperture of the periscope. RENATE does not model the light prop-
agation though the observation system. To account for light attenuation
through the optical system and arrive at realistic photon current values on
the actual detector surfaces, the RENATE photon current calculations are
multiplied by optical throughput factors (T ), introduced in Subsection 4.2.1,
taken from available system design descriptions [249, 250] and applied to all
wavelengths. The final photon current values expected on each detector were
given by applying the filter efficiencies of dedicated optical filters to each
observation, featuring a filter width of 14 Å, as introduced Subsection 4.2.2.
The resulting photon current is expected to be:

ΦBES(ρ) = Tε(ρ)ΦR(ρ), (4.4)

where ε(ρ) is the filter efficiency calculated in previous section, T is the overall
optical throughput and ΦR(ρ) is the photon current calculated by RENATE.
In reality, the SNR of a measurement is strongly dependent on the beam
emission, however to assess the effect emission filtering has on the SNR, all
computed photon current values for given detector channels are considered
constants.

Figure 4.8: Image A and B show the expected photon current corresponding to
each detector of the proposed pedestal observation and core observation geometries,
respectively, at various stages of observation. Red marks the photon current be-
holden to each detector at the first mirror, green at the filter and blue on each
detector.

Image A in Figure 4.8 shows the expected photon current beholden to each
detector at various stages of the observation for the pedestal observation ge-
ometry. Detector numbering increases radially inwards in 10 groups of 15
channels. Detector groupings for indices from 60 to 90 observe the centre
of the beam, registering the highest photon counts. These values decrease
slightly for observation rows towards the edges of the beam. The values
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are in the range of 3 × 1010 ph/s → 1011 ph/s and plotted with red dots.
The system’s optical throughput reduces the photon count to a range of
1 × 109 − 7 × 109 ph/s, as indicated by the green dots. These values are
further decreased by the application of narrow optical filters over the whole
observation range. This decrease is more substantial on the outermost de-
tectors as the filter efficiency experiences a jump from 15 % to 25 % around
minor a radius of rho = 0.91. The projected photon current is expected to
be in the range of 9×108 ph/s for detectors observing the beam centre, while
3× 108 ph/s for observations towards the edges of the beam, as highlighted
by the blue dots in Image A of Figure 4.8. A similar story is unfolding on
Image B of Figure 4.8, showing the expected photon current on the FOVs of
the core observation system. As these feature a 1D radial observation sys-
tem, they are features in the function of minor radius. The extremely high
photon current values are due to the large size of the FOVs. The light profile
indicates 3 distinct FOV grouping, corresponding to those of 40 mm, 26 mm,
and 16 mm width, in ranges of [0→ 0.3], [0.3→ 0.55] and [0.55→ 0.7] minor
radius, respectively. Similarly to the photon current values for the pedestal
observation geometry, red dots mark the photon current values belonging to
each detector on the first mirror, green dots on the dedicated filters and blue
dots on the detector surfaces. The high photon current and filter efficiency,
especially for detectors observing the region outside of ρ = 0.4, results in
a much higher expected photon current values, in range of 2 × 109 ph/s to
2× 1010 ph/s.
All above mentioned considerations refer to the observation of BES emission,
only. This changes if the expected background emission is accounted for.
The total expected photon current on the ith detector is given by:

Φi
t = Φi

BES + Φi
back = Φi

BES

(
1 +

1

SBRi

)
(4.5)

where (Φback) marks the background emission. The total SNRtotal was de-
fined as Φt

δΦt
, where the noise is given by δΦt. Which are to be considered the

defining parameters of any measurement. By applying background subtrac-
tion, the emergent BES SNR is defined as:

SNRBES =
Φt − Φback√
δΦ2

t + δΦ2
back

(4.6)

where the background noise may be approached conservatively by assuming
background fluctuations on similar timescales as BES fluctuations, resulting
in δΦback ≈ δΦt, which need to be measured with a separate detector with
optical filters optimized for background measurements. An alternative, more
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optimistic consideration assumes slow background fluctuations with regard
to BES fluctuation timescales, resulting in Φt � Φback may occur because
of the LOS integration of the background. Based on these constrains, the
expected SNR values in a high background emission environment may be
described as such:

SNRtotal

1 + SBR−1
≥ SNRBES ≥

SNRtotal√
2(1 + SBR−1)

(4.7)

where the SNRBES term is the expected value for the signal to noise ratio
constrained by an optimistic limit on the left and a conservative limit to the
right.

Figure 4.9: A: shows the expected BES SNR values for all pedestal BES obser-
vations. B: shows the expected BES SNR values for all core BES observations. C:
shows the SNR in the photon current’s function for standard APD and MPPC de-
tector setups [252]. D: shows the fluctuation thresholds for both core and pedestal
observations. Images A, B and D feature results for both optimistic(black) and
conservative (orange) background fluctuation scenarios.

Considering the photon current values computed above, two detector types
are considered for the ITER fluctuation measurements. An Avalanche Pho-
todiode (APD) for the core observation geometry and Multi Pixel Photon
Counter (MPPC) for the pedestal observation geometry. To asses the ex-
pected noise, existing photon current to SNR functions were employed for
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the above stated detectors, as seen in Image C of Figure 4.9 [252, 138].
These functions were used to derive the system’s total SNR and approximate
both conservative and optimistic SNR boundaries. Considering the expected
photon current values on the detector surface for both pedestal and core ob-
servation geometries revealed the MPPC detector yielding a more favourable
SNR for the pedestal observation (range marked with red on Figure 4.9 C),
while the APD detector yielding a more favourable SNR for the core obser-
vation geometry (range marked with blue in Figure 4.9 C). Images A and
B in Figure 4.9 show the expected SNR boundary ranges on the pedestal
and core observation geometries, respectively. Orange marks the conserva-
tive SNR boundary, while black marks the optimistic SNR boundary. The
SNR range for the pedestal observation geometry is not very favorable, as
the conservative approach featured values ranging from 4 to 6 for the de-
tector row focusing on the beam centre, decreasing to a range of 2 to 3 for
detector rows observing the beam edges. The optimistic approach predicts
more favourable values in the range of 8 to 10 and 5 to 6 for beam centre
and beam edge observations, respectively.
The SNR values for both approaches are exceedingly good, despite the very
low SBR values. For detectors featuring SBR values above 1, an average SNR
of 45 and a conservative SNR of 22 was predicted. As the SNR gives a met-
ric to the relative amplitude of detectable light fluctuations, a conservative
fluctuation detection threshold was defined by assuming the δΦ

Φ
= SNR−1.

Figure 4.9 D shows the relative amplitude threshold for both conservative
and optimistic background fluctuation assumptions. The core observation
geometry is predicted to assess relative amplitudes as far as below 10 %,
while the pedestal observation scenario is predicted to be able to detect rel-
ative amplitudes of 10 % in the best-case scenario or above. The detection
threshold can be improved by means of statistical signal processing methods
to levels below those set by the SNR.

The trade-off between filter efficiency and SBR translates into a trade-off
between SNR and SBR, as the previous quantity also depends on the filtered
photon amount reaching the detector surface, prompting the development
of a more direct relation between the two quantities. In order to arrive at
a more direct relation between the SNR and SBR values emergent from a
given filter setup, a simplification was made in the photon current and noise
functions. The SNR was assumed to depend only on photon current and the
detector quantum efficiency (QE). This simplification neglects additional
noise terms that were previously accounted for, such as dark current, resistor
and amplification noises [138]. This assumption is less accurate for APD
detectors as they have a limited gain (50−150), therefore they rely on external
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amplification, however is applicable to MPPC detectors as they feature much
higher gain (106 − 107) and thus the photon noise dominates. The photon
current to SNR function takes the following shape:

fSNR(Φ) =

√
2BQE

Φ
, (4.8)

where B is the bandwidth, QE is the quantum efficiency and Φ is the photon
current on the detector surface. Equation (4.3) introduces the SBR depen-
dence in into Equation (4.4) as the expected photon current on the detector
surface depends on the filter efficiency, which in turn has an SBR depen-
dence, as shown in the previous Subsection. At this point it is important to
take note that Equation (4.3) holds only for filter setups following the ad-
hered to optimization criteria, where the filter central wavelength value for
a filter width is chosen where the SBR is the highest. Furthermore it has to
be clarified that these values change for each observation channel. Further
combining with Equations (4.7) and (4.8) the following relation emerges:

SNRBES(SBR) =
fSNR(Φtotal)

n(1 + SBR−1)
=

√
2BQEα

TΦR(SBRideal−SBR)

n(1 + SBR−1)
=

= C

√
α(SBRideal − SBR)−0.5

n(1 + SBR−1)
, (4.9)

where n ∈ {1,
√

2}, where n = 1 is the optimistic SBR scenario and n = 2
the conservative SBR scenario; α is the efficiency gain parameter and C is a

constant defined as C =
√

2BQE
TΦR

. B is the bandwidth, QE the quantum effi-

ciency T the total optical throughput and ΦR the calculated photon emission
by RENATE on the first mirror for each detector. Applying Equation (4.9)
to the pedestal observation geometry, more specifically the observation chan-
nels closer to the LCFS, showed a roughly −10 % change in optimal and
roughly −3 % decrease in conservative SNR values for ∆SBR = +1. Such
a small variation in SNR resulting in a significant gain in SBR indicate the
possibility for narrower optical filters to improve the latter at a relatively
small detriment to SNR. In the case of the core observation geometry, any
variation in SBR would apply to observation channels looking at ρ = 0.5 or
beyond. For a variation of ∆SBR = +0.5, would result in a loss of SNR of
roughly −40 % at ρ = 0.7, which would increase to −70 % at ρ = 0.5.
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4.2.4 Spatial Resolution

The previous two subsections dealt with the expected background and sub-
sequent noise the measurement signals are expecting, providing insight into
the expected signal quality, pertinent to the observable signal fluctuations
caused by underlying density fluctuations. To determine the spatial extent
of density fluctuations each observation system can resolve, the spatial res-
olution of both observation geometries was assessed using the methods laid
out in Chapter 3. As fluctuation response calculations are exceedingly costly
for heating beam geometries, the contributions stemming from the alignment
of LOS with magnetic field lines and the emission smearing due to atomic
physics processes were evaluated individually. Figure 4.10 shows the Point
Spread Functions (PSF) for each observation channel projected on a poloidal
plane central to the observation range. Each PSF gives a measure to the
extent of radial and poloidal emission smearing on the 2D plane caused by
the misalignment of magnetic field lines to the LOS.

Figure 4.10: Point spread functions for both pedestal (A.) and core (B.) observa-
tion geometries. Both plots show the PSFs for each detector indicating the measure
for the misalignment of magnetic field line with the LOS.
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Image A in Figure 4.10 shows the PSFs for the pedestal observation ge-
ometry, featuring a favorable setup leading to a reasonably well-localized
observation system. The emission smearing derived from the PSFs, show an
average radial smearing of 8.7 mm. The smearing effect decreases from the
LCFS towards the core, from values in the range of 15 mm, down to 5 mm.
Furthermore, emission smearing due to the finite lifetime of excited states
for the pedestal diagnostic was calculated to be 5 mm at the pedestal and
roughly 3 mm towards the core. Finally, accounting for the 10 mm radial
width of the detector projections, the system’s effective radial resolution is
valued at 18 mm at the innermost edge, while 30 mm close to the LCFS.
The poloidal resolution features no emission smearing from atomic physics
processes. An average poloidal resolution of 14 mm was calculated. The
upper rows register values around 17 mm, which decreases towards the lower
rows to 12 mm. This results in an overall poloidal resolution range of 22 mm
to 24 mm. Despite the large beam width, the proposed setup presents an
exceptionally good spatial resolution, with the capacity to resolve plasma
density fluctuations and filaments in a spatial range starting from 1− 2 cm.
With some cross-talk expected among neighboring channels. A more detailed
study on the pedestal BES systems capability to resolve density fluctuations
is featured in Section 5.3.
Image B in Figure 4.10 shows the PSFs for the core observation geometry,
featuring an average smearing contribution of 30 mm, which is roughly 30−
45 mm in the outer range, where the signal quality was shown to be favorable.
The radial resolution decreases towards the core to a range of 10−20 mm. The
smearing from atomic physics processes was calculated to be roughly 3 mm,
resulting in an overall radial resolution of 50 mm. As the smearing from
the alignment of the LOS geometry with the magnetic field lines decreases
from edge to core which is countered by an increase in the size of the FOV,
resulting in a roughly constant effective radial resolution. This system would
be applicable to observe density modulations with spatial extent of 40 −
50 mm or beyond. The vertical emission smearing for detectors observing
ρ = [0.4 → 0.7] is roughly 130 mm and decreases sightly towards the core
to 120 mm for detectors observing ρ = [0.0 → 0.4]. In order to arrive at
a rough estimate of the observable poloidal mode numbers that could be
oberved with the diagnostic system, the mode number was approximated by
the circumference of a given flux surface divided by the vertical resolution.
The flux surfaces are elliptically approximated, with a circumference of C =
πrρ(1 + η), where ρ is the normilzed minor radius, r = 2m is the minor
radius at the outboard midplane and η = 1.85 is the elongation of the elliptic
flux surface. The vertical resolution is given by adding the vertical emission
smearing to the beam diameter. This rough approximation shows that the
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highest poloidal mode number observable at normalized minor radius ρ = 0.7
is n = 37. The observable poloidal mode number decreases towards the core
to n = 16 at normalized minor radius, ρ = 0.3 and n = 2 at normalized
minor radius ρ = 0.05.

In overview, it was found that both proposed fluctuation BES observation ge-
ometries, the core and pedestal, require active background subtraction to be
capable of fluctuation measurements as SBR values are projected to be low.
Dedicated filter design improves on the SBR at the expense of reduction in
the SNR. The projected SNR values indicate an observation system capable
of detecting larger density fluctuations, individually, however the long dura-
tion of ITER discharges is expected to improve the measurement statistics
and allow for a broader study of density fluctuations. Despite the good SNR
values for the outer half of the core observation system, it was shown not to
be an adequate observation setup, while the pedestal observation geometry
is still under consideration as a back-up measurement at the time this work
was published [253].

4.3 JT-60SA BES systems

The study of the performance of proposed diagnostic and heating beam
mounted BES systems on JT-60SA presented a different challenge. Previous
sections dealt with various trade-offs involving beam species and energy over
resolution and measurement range, such as the case of W7-X or a trade-off be-
tween SNR and SBR, as was the case for ITER. The current section expands
these considerations and focuses on comparing and locating new, improved
observation geometries. Originally proposed JT-60SA BES observation ge-
ometries were evaluated along with observation geometries proposed by the
author. Studies were performed on plasma operation scenario 2, which is a
full inductive single null scenario and plasma operation scenario 5, which is
a high β non-inductive single null scenario [254]. Similarly to the previous
two studies, the JT-60SA density and temperature profiles lacked data out-
side of the LCFS and were extended according to the method stipulated in
Subsection 4.1.

4.3.1 LiBES observation system

The predecessor of JT-60SA featured a powerful lithium BES diagnostic uti-
lized to density profile, and Zeeman split measurements [120]. As a con-
tinuation of this method, the feasibility of three LiBES configurations was
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assessed, two of which were proposed by the JT-60SA team, complemented
by a configuration suggested by the authors (see Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11: A: Horizontal injection (HI) geometry. B: Vertical injection (VI)
geometry. C: Toroidal observation (TO) geometry.

Throughout the modelling process, the beam was assumed to have a FWHM
value of 2 cm and a beam current of 1 mA and various beam energies in the 10
to 60 keV range. The observation geometries proposed by the JT-60SA team
are co-planar, with the observation point located on port P-18. Figure 4.11A
shows a horizontal beam injection scenario (HI), with both observation point
and NBI system located on the central part of port P-18, while Figure 4.11B
shows a vertical injection scenario (VI) with the beam injection system on
the upper part of port P-18 [157]. The observation geometry suggested by
the author features the observation point located on port P-17, allowing for
a toroidal view of the beam with the NBI system remaining unchanged sim-
ilarly to the HI scenario, as seen in Figure 4.11C and referred to as toroidal
observation scenario (TO). The co-planar nature of both geometries infer
the LOS of the observation system not parallel with the magnetic field lines,
excluding the possibility of 2D fluctuation measurements. The HI and VI
scenarios feature 1D observation systems, similar to the modelling presented
in Section 4.1, while the TO scenario features a 2D observation system with
a detector grid of 4 × 16. A similar study to the one on W7-X was con-
ducted to evaluate each observation geometry’s expected performance, with
emphasis on peak emission, spatial resolution, and beam penetration. Beam
penetration was considered a guiding principle for the alkali BES diagnostic
on JT-60SA to ensure a reasonably good observation of the pedestal top.
Therefore, Li was chosen as beam material and used for the modelling.
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Figure 4.12: A: Simulation results for HI geometry on plasma operation scenarios
2 and 5. B: Simulation results regarding HI and VI geometries on plasma operation
scenario 2.

Comparing the two plasma operation scenarios on the HI BES geometry
indicates better plasma penetration and more observed light for operation
scenario 5 due to lower plasma density on the pedestal and plasma edge
(see Figure. 4.12A). Plasma penetration depth is considered the distance
between the last closed flux surface and the emission peak along the beam.
Plasma penetration increases with beam energy. Simultaneously the amount
of detected light decreases due to photon emission being stretched over a
broader range, inferring a clear trade-off between plasma penetration and
light detection. Simulations indicate a 1-2 cm plasma penetration, resulting
in approximately 30 % of light emission occurring in the SOL region for lower
beam energies. The fraction drops to approximately 20 % for higher beam
energies as the penetration depth increases to 2-3 cm for plasma operation
scenarios 2 and 5, respectively. The emission smearing effect shows an in-
crease for scenario 5 of approximately 10 % at all beam energies. The outer
SOL values range between 15 to 22 mm, while the pedestal top features 6 to
12 mm over the studied energy range.
Performance comparison of HI and VI geometries indicate the beam barely
penetrating the plasma for the VI geometry. The magnetic geometry for the
VI observation geometry causes the SOL region to expand by 9 cm, posing
serious beam stoppage. Simulations show an expected plasma penetration
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depth of -1 cm for lower energies, placing the emission peak along the beam
outside of the LCFS, into the SOL region (see Figure. 4.12 B). The low
plasma penetration results in about 55-45 % of the emission occurring in the
SOL region. In this case, the amount of light collected is also considerably
lower, as the beam is located much further from the observation point. The
emission smearing in beam direction for the VI geometry is very similar in
values to that of the HI geometry, with a more gradual transition from SOL
to pedestal top. The peak photon flux values for all studied scenarios and
geometries are above 1×1010 1/s and average SOL values range from 1×109

to 1× 1010 1/s indicating favorable SNR.

Figure 4.13: Point spread functions for all detectors resulted from the misalign-
ment of the LOS with the magnetic field lines. Calculations performed on TO
geometry.

The evaluation of the TO geometry showed identical beam performance pa-
rameters to that of the HI geometry, with a notable difference in peak photon
values. The detector layout for TO is shown in Figure 4.13, where the 2nd

row was focused on the beam centre. This yielded an overall drop in emission
collection by a factor of 2, if the emission if the emission of the HI scenario
is binned over each column, similar to the W7-X observation scenario (see
Section 4.1). A clear advantage of the TO geometry is the 2D nature of
the observation system. Using PSF methods featured in Subsection 3.1.1, as
seen in Figure 4.13, revealed suitable spatial resolution for the 2D study of
field-aligned density fluctuations for plasma scenario 2. The radial extent of
individual PSFs improves towards the outer SOL for all observation chan-
nels, from FWHM values of 3 mm to 6 mm, while the vertical contribution
stays mostly the same, fluctuating around 13 mm from channel to channel.
The PSFs radial extent does not change for plasma scenario 5, despite the
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vertical contribution improving to an average of roughly 8 mm [157].

The studies conducted on the JT-60SA diagnostic beam mounted BES system
showed excellent beam performance parameters. The VI geometry was found
to be inferior to the other two [157]. A trade-off emerged between the TO
and HI geometries, where the HI geometry features improved SNR, while
the TO geometry can resolve density fluctuation studies vertically. In this
author’s opinion, a 2D observation geometry is a worthwhile trade for a slight
deprecation in SNR. Sodium beam performance was evaluated as well [156],
which are not going to be discussed in great detail (for a detailed comparison
on Na and Li beam performance, see Subsection 4.1.2). The improvement
in SNR gained by the Sodium beam is not very significant, more so the
improvement in emission smearing, which is a factor of 3. Sodium beam
application also showed a significant decrease in penetration depth, implying
a strong possibility of not having pedestal observation.

4.3.2 MSE/DBES observation system

Figure 4.14: A: Poloidal view of port P-17. B: Toroidal view of tokamak, with
highlighted tangential NBI-8B and proposed observation point located on ports P-18
and P-17, respectively.

The most likely candidate for a heating beam mounted BES observation sys-
tem on JT-60SA would be the one that operate in conjunction with the MSE
diagnostic. The possibility of one such setup was studied from a likely posi-
tion of the MSE observation, located in the centre of port P-17, observing the
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plasma edge, on tangential heating beam 8B (Figure 4.14). An 8× 16 pixel
detector array was modelled, providing an observation range of rows of 16
pixels along the beam and 8 rows perpendicular to the beam direction. Beam
evolution calculations performed by RENATE showed both plasma scenarios
having similar ranges in detected photon current, namely 1.5× 1010 1/s and
2.5× 1010 1/s, showing a reasonable photon count for a sampling frequency
of 1-2 MHz, which is ideal for fluctuation measurements. This observation
scenario is red Doppler shifted, in the range of 5-6 nm, as resulted from SoS
computations, clearly distinguishing the BES spectrum from Dα background
and the CII multiplet. Both SBR and SNR values are favourable for JT-
60SA and indicate good observation qualities. However, spatial resolution
calculations tell a much less favourable story, as PSF contributions to the
spatial resolution alone vary between 4-6 cm and 3-4 cm for plasma opera-
tion scenarios 2 and 5, respectively. Poloidal resolution degrades towards the
plasma core, showing values above 10 cm and 6 cm for plasma operation sce-
narios 2 and 5, respectively. This misalignment of the magnetic field line to
the LOS within the beam resulted in a spatial resolution that is not suitable
for fluctuation measurements, though still suitable for slow MSE measure-
ments, which require the LOS to be tangential to flux surfaces, but not the
magnetic field lines. For turbulence measurements, the large extent of the
heating beams (44 cm width and 48 cm height) infer the need for a periscope
position that allows for LOS to be close to parallel to the magnetic field lines
within the beam geometry in order to improve the spatial resolution. This
smearing effect has to decrease to a range of 1-2 centimetres, the achievement
of which required further study.

4.3.3 Ideal DBES geometries

As highlighted in the previous subsection, a DBES observation system in
conjunction with the proposed MSE observation geometry was found not to
be a feasible solution towards the achievement of a fluctuation measurement.
In order to realize an adequate fluctuation measurement, a new observation
geometry had to be found. JT-60SA features a multitude of planned NBI
injections, of which 16 are perpendicularly injected beams (PNBI), 8 are
tangentially injected beams (TNBI), and 2 are negative ion source beams
(NNBI). This large number of potentially observed heating beams created a
conundrum of having an infinite amount of observation geometries to assess.
This issue prompted the development of a method that acquires the location
of better-suited observation points by adhering to and optimizing for the
following criteria:
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• Spatial resolution: as the beam geometry is significantly extended, re-
quiring the LOS to be parallel to the field lines within the beam. A
less than parallel setup would only exacerbate the emission smearing
effect, further emphasizing this aspect as the primary consideration.
Optimization for this effect will be covered in great detail.

• Background considerations: the continuum radiation on JT-60SA is not
expected to be as high as on ITER; therefore, a suitable SBR is achiev-
able if the Dα and CII lines are omitted, radiating at wavelengths of
656.1 nm and 658.3 nm, respectively. Filter optimization for the JT-
60SA case does not play such a crucial role because of the more man-
ageable predicted SBR values than ITER. Therefore a Doppler shift
for the full energy peak leading to a wavelength gap of δλ = 1 nm
past the CII for red-shifted observation and before the Hα for blue-
shifted observation is regarded as sufficient to ensure a suitable SBR.
PNBI observations were excluded from the study, as those observation
geometries were found to provide less than sufficient Doppler shift to
the detected emission spectra, for observation geometries satisfying the
criteria for the spatial resolution.

• Signal strength: initial study regarding the feasibility of the joint MSE-
BES observation yielded favourable photon current values inferring an
SNR range of 30 - 50 for all detectors. As the observation geome-
tries explored in the current section feature slight variations in the
etendue or beam density at various observed regions, favourable SNR
was predicted. Filter design and optimization procedures were followed
nevertheless [253], as laid out in Section 4.2, but are not detailed here.

The viability of any heating beam mounted observation geometry on JT-
60SA depends on the best achievable spatial resolution. Signal quality con-
siderations are secondary as both SBR and SNR values were predicted to be
favourable, based on the joint MSE/BES observation study. A novel method
was developed, allowing for the assessment of multiple possible observation
geometries focused on a single beam. To demonstrate current development,
TNBI-8B was chosen as a case study. The method approximates the first
wall with an elliptical torus, parameters of which were derived from EFIT.
The ellipse is centred at the plasma’s magnetic axis, the radii and eccentric-
ity derived from the vertical and horizontal distances from the magnetic axis
to the LCFS and subsequently scaled up by a factor of 1.1 - 1.3 to match
the first wall position and curvature. Optimal observation positions, as well
as port layouts, were mapped on the toroidal surface. Optimal observation
locations were derived for each possible observable point along the center
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axis of a heating beam. The beam geometry is reduced to a 1D problem,
and the beam evolution performed by RENATE. To each P i

x,y,z point along
the beam evolution an emission value, Φi, and a normalized magnetic field
vector, bi

|bi| , is attributed. The intersections of lines, based on normalized
field line vectors, with the before mentioned torus surface yield the locations
of a pair of ideal observation locations, one always red and the other always
blue Doppler shifted, corresponding to an observed point along the beam,
P i
x,y,z → {P i′

θ1,φ1
, P i′

θ2,φ2
}. These potential observation points may be consid-

ered ideal for the observation of corresponding beam points as the LOS is
parallel to the magnetic field lines.

Figure 4.15: Toroidal cross-section of JT-60SA, featuring optimal observation
positions covering TNBI-8B (yellow arrow), showing red Doppler shifted optimal
observation points to be near port P-17 and blue Doppler shifted optimal observa-
tion positions near port P-13 and P-14. Optimal observation calculation to update
observation geometry featured in Figure 4.14

Figure 4.15 shows TNBI 8B injected on port P-16, marked by a yellow arrow,
on a toroidal cross-section of JT-60SA. Multiple lines derived from the mag-
netic field vectors at observed points P i

x,y,z are marked with various shades of
purple, where darker value correspond to higher observable emission values.
The intersection of these lines with the torus surface defines ideal observa-
tion locations. For TNBI-8B, ideal red Doppler-shifted observation points are
located in the vicinity of port P-17, while ideal blue Doppler-shifted observa-
tion points are located in the vicinity of ports P-13 for core and P-14 for edge
observations. A better interpretation of these results is given by Figure 4.16,
where the before mentioned ideal observation locations are plotted on an
angular map, where the x axis represent the toroidal angle (θ) and y axis
represent the poloidal angle (φ). Two sets of ideal observation locations are
features on the plot, the ideal red Doppler-shifted observation points, most
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of which are overlapped by port P-17, and the ideal blue Doppler-shifted
observation locations, which are positioned in between the port surfaces of
P-14 and P-13. Each set features three subsets of ideal observation locations,
the middle one is derived from the beam central axis, while the two side ones
from the beam upper and lower limits. Orange marks ideal observation loca-
tions suited for plasma edge and SOL observations, while the green encircled
observations are ideal for plasma core observations at various positions along
the beam. The plot indicated that TNBI-8B has viable BES observations
from port P-17 only.

Figure 4.16: Shows a 2D angular map of the first wall surface, featuring multiple
sets of optimal observation locations, showing red Doppler shifted optimal obser-
vation points to be near port P-17 and blue Doppler shifted optimal observation
positions near port P-13 and P-14. Ideal observation locations favoring plasma
core are highlighted in green and the ones favoring the edge are highlighted in or-
ange.

Obvious shortcomings of the method are the 1D assumptions of beam geom-
etry and observation range. An idealized observation point is suited tailored
to a single beam point. In case of the red-shifted edge observation points,
the actually observed region along the beam is δ = 25 cm which implies a
δθ = 7.5o and δφ = 8o spread of idealized observation points. In order to
achieve the best possible observation requires a location where the idealized
observation locations feature the smallest spread on the angular map. Such
an observation is located on the red Doppler-shifted side of the ideal obser-
vation locations for TNBI-8B on the lower part of port P-17. D(θ, φ) is the
2D surface distribution function of ideal observation points on the angular
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map beholden to a single ideal observation location subset, then the best of
the ideal observation location is located where:

∂D

∂θ
→ 0,

∂D

∂φ
→ 0,

∂D

∂θ
≈ ∂D

∂φ
(4.10)

the first and second term describe the partial derivatives of the D(θ, φ) dis-
tribution function of a single ideal observation subset in function of the
toroidal(θ) and poloidal (φ) angle. The position for ideal radial or verti-
cal resolution would be where ∂D

∂θ
and ∂D

∂φ
have local maximum or minimums.

The best possible observation position would be where both derivatives are
comparable small and tend towards 0.
Relations in (4.10) furthermore imply a trade-off between improved radial and
poloidal resolutions. Ideal observation distribution where ∂D

∂θ
> ∂D

∂φ
feature

less vertical smearing in PSFs, while ideal observation distributions where
∂D
∂θ

< ∂D
∂φ

feature an improved radial resolution over the poloidal resolution.

As previously stated, ideal observation points (θ, φ) meeting or approximat-
ing criteria in Equation (4.10) are best suited for BES studies.
Such an observation point will be discussed further on for TNBI-8B. PSF
calculation is shown in Figure 4.17. The vertical smearing is close to none
in the centre of the detector range as the red Doppler-shifted observation
points feature a ∂D

∂φ
= 0 location. These values increase towards the upper

and lower edges of the detector range, resulting in an overall PSF contribution
to the vertical resolution of 5.3 mm. The radial contribution of the PSF to
the resolution is similar on every detector row, featuring an average value of
13 mm.
The Doppler shift was assessed to be 4.94 nm, well beyond any overlap caused
by the CII line. Filter design and efficiency calculations were performed
similarly to calculations in Section 4.2. A considerable difference between
the JT-60SA TNBIs and the ITER DNB is the first utilizes positive ion
sources, while the latter negative ion sources. Besides the higher neutraliza-
tion achieved with negative ion sources, they do not deal with lower beam
energy fractions, common to positive ion sources. These are due to the dis-
sociation of molecular H or D ions accelerated by the beam grid. Half and
third energy fractions have a diminishing contribution to the overall emis-
sion. For the current case, the whole of the E

3
and some of the E

2
fractions

are overlapped by the CII line, resulting in the total detected photon current
on each detector:

Φi = εi

[
A0Φi

R(E) + A1Φi
R

(
E

2

)
+ A2Φi

R

(
E

3

)]
,
∑
i

Ai = 1 (4.11)
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Figure 4.17: Point spread function for best of the ideal observation points on
TNBI-8B.

where εi is the filter efficiency corresponding to ith detector, Φi
R is the ex-

pected photon current on the ith detector as computed by RENATE for each
energy fraction. E gives the full energy of the neutral beam, and the Ai terms
are coefficients weighing the emission from each energy fraction. The full en-
ergy fraction is calculated as A0 = 0.85, the half energy fraction A1 = 0.14
and the third energy fraction A2 = 0.01. The average expected detector cur-
rent for the before discussed observation geometry is 2.7× 1010 1/s, of which
roughly 81 % is passed through the filter, yielding high photon current and
subsequently a good SNR of around 46.
The above-discussed method was applied to all TNBI configurations cur-
rently planned on JT-60SA, and 13 suitable observation geometries were
found (see Table 4.1), which are located on port surfaces. Half of the ob-
servation prospects are suited for plasma edge, while half for plasma core
observations. The plasma core observations tend to feature somewhat less
expected photon current on the detector surface, implying lower SNR. All ob-
servation geometries feature sufficient Doppler shift to avoid any background
line emission and feature the best achievable average emissions smearing from
PSFs. Current work does not account for available space on specific ports
for BES diagnostics.
However, it might serve a basis for BES port allocation negotiations. Two
observation geometries stand out. The TNBI-8B observation from port P-17,
which could operate as an improved observation location for a joint MSE -
BES measurement for plasma edge/core observations, if the MSE observation
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Optimal observation geometries for consideration
Neutral
beam

Observation
point

Observed
region

PSF
(rad/pol)
[mm]

Doppler
shift
[nm]

Filtered
photon
current
[ph/s]

TNBI-7A P-17 Core 20.3 / 16.6 6.65 2.2× 1010

TNBI-7B P-17 Core 15.1 / 6.6 5.85 2.8× 1010

TNBI-7B P-14 Edge 3.9 / 4.09 -5.12 2.6× 1010

TNBI-8A P-17 Core 10.2 / 4 4.31 2.8× 1010

TNBI-8A P-14 Core 20.8 / 16.3 -5.89 6.4× 109

TNBI-8B P-17 Edge 13 / 5.3 4.93 2.2× 1010

TNBI-9A P-3 Core 13.3 / 7.5 5.00 1.4× 1010

TNBI-9A P-6 Edge 14.5 / 7.9 -6.10 2.9× 1010

TNBI-9A P-5 Core 12.8 / 13.5 -6.89 6.2× 109

TNBI-9B P-3 Core 12.3 / 5.7 5.00 2.6× 1010

TNBI-9B P-6 Edge 13.3 / 6.7 -4.63 3.0× 1010

TNBI-10A P-5 Edge 18.6 / 7.1 -6.45 3.4× 1010

TNBI-10B P-5 Edge 10.7 / 4.7 -5.88 2.9× 1010

Table 4.1: Ideal observation geometries found for all TNBI, which are located on
port surfaces.

point can be slightly moved to the lower half of port P-17. This solution would
not require additional space allocation for a heating beam mounted BES
measurement. All other observation geometries feature similar operational
parameters, with a TNBI-7B centred plasma edge observation from port P-
14, as a notable example, due to the favourable spatial resolution. Based on
current work, such an observation geometry would be preferred if a dedicated
BES measurement is envisioned.
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Chapter 5

Synthetic BES diagnostic

Synthetic diagnostics are standard tools for modelling various plasma diag-
nostics systems often used to interpret experimental measurements and aid
in designing and improving current diagnostic systems. Previous Chapters 3
and 4 explored the uses of the RENATE BES synthetic diagnostic (see Sub-
section 2.2.1) to assess the fluctuation response of existing BES diagnostic
systems and predict performance as well as optimize planned BES diagnostic
systems, respectively.
The current chapter is dedicated to exploring and further developing RE-
NATE as a BES synthetic diagnostic for validating and verifying first prin-
ciple plasma physics models. The advantage of such methods lies in placing
plasma physics phenomena into identical frames of reference as experimental
measurements. Recent advances in high-performance computing gave rise to
the development and use of ever more complex first principle plasma physics
codes, such as those introduced in Subsection 2.3.1. The access to supercom-
puters allows for the coupling of first principle plasma physics codes with
synthetic diagnostics. This approach can generate sufficiently long synthetic
data series with statistically relevant event numbers, which is necessary for
any detailed validation effort. Most recent work within the field of synthetic
reflectometry was done by J.Vincente et al. [255] with the GEMR turbu-
lence code, or gas puff imaging by D.P. Stotler et al. [256] with the XGC
turbulence code. BES codes have also been used similarly. Earlier work
was done by A.R. Field et al. [196], while more recent results are features
in L.Hausamann et al. [180] or preliminary work of the current author in
Nielsen et al. [226].
Section 5.1 deals with the fluctuation BES relevant diagnostic artefacts and
the development of the synthetic diagnostic system, and the testing of its var-
ious components. Section 5.2 presents the results from a validation attempt
of the HESEL edge-SOL turbulence code on the ASDEX-Upgrade tokamak.
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Finally, section 5.3 features HESEL generated SOL turbulence observations
on ITER and enhances the synthetic diagnostics’ powerful predictive capa-
bilities.

5.1 BES measurement artifacts

There is no concise definition for what constitutes a synthetic diagnostic in
fusion plasma literature. The term is most often applied to diagnostic mod-
elling codes of various complexity, which are mostly expected to transform
any plasma physics modelling into the frame of reference of the diagnostic
system in question. This allows a broad spectrum of plasma diagnostic codes
to be considered synthetic diagnostics, even if the definition is not necessarily
applicable.
In this author’s opinion, a differentiation should be made between diagnostic
models and synthetic diagnostics.

• Diagnostic models: any diagnostic modelling code simulation of the be-
haviour of the detected physical phenomenon at any stage of maturity
and complexity is considered a diagnostic model.

• Synthetic diagnostics: any diagnostic model that accounts for all of the
diagnostics artefacts relevant to a well-defined task to be performed by
the diagnostic model in question is considered a synthetic diagnostic.

Diagnostic model complexity should not be the defining criteria for what
constitutes a synthetic diagnostic, but rather its aptitude to correctly per-
form a designated task by accurately accounting for all diagnostic artefacts
relevant to the task at hand. Excellent showcases are 1D BES codes, such
as SIMULA [183] or the ones featured in Refy et al. [121], used primarily
to derive the edge plasma density profile. These methods rely on a 1D rate
equation solver computing the relative emission on a spatial grid given by
the system’s optical resolution and spatial calibration. Subsequently, plasma
density values are derived and associated with each observation volume. Rel-
evant diagnostics artefacts to be accounted for in the performance of this task
are the emission smearing along the beam caused by atomic physics processes
and measurement uncertainty due to noise levels. These artefacts are all ac-
counted for within these methods, thus requiring no further complexity and
should be considered synthetic diagnostics for the task at hand. The men-
tioned 1D methods would be less suitable for assessing BES diagnostic per-
formance and would fall short of qualifying as a synthetic diagnostic for such
a task. More complex 3D codes, such as RENATE (which was relied upon
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heavily in current work) and CHERAB [182], which handle 3D beam, 3D
observation geometries within realistic magnetic topologies, would suit such
a task and qualify as synthetic diagnostics. While RENATE was proven to
be a powerful synthetic diagnostic for the BES modelling of static plasmas,
its applicability in the capacity of synthetic diagnostics for the study and
validation of plasma physics models is discussed further.
To ensure RENATE qualifies as a synthetic diagnostic for the study of plasma
physics phenomena (such as SOL turbulence, for example), all relevant BES
artefacts have to be accounted for, which can actively influence the signal
properties from the underlying density fields to the fluctuating BES signals.
The relevant artefacts for such a diagnostic are as follows:

• CR model: previous work done by D. Guszejnov et al. [173] showed
that direct solver performs much more accurately on density gradients
as a quasi-static solver, as they lack on the reliance of beam stopping
coefficients, subsequently do not assume secondary equilibrium on the
excited atomic states. Codes modelling emission from fluctuating den-
sity and temperature fields through quasi-static solvers are inherently
at a disadvantage. This is not the case for codes such as RENATE or
FIDASIM [186].

• Spatial smoothing: is a feature almost all modern BES codes handle
exceptionally well to various degrees of complexity. This requires the
beam modelling effort to account for 3D beam, 3D observation geome-
tries, and 3D magnetic geometries. Such approximations allow for an
accurate emission integration stemming from underlying density fluc-
tuations. These are discussed in Subsection 5.1.2.

• Noise modelling: is a feature of BES codes most often overlooked. It is
essential to acknowledge that these BES codes generate expected pho-
ton counts or spectral radiance values. As BES measurements’ nature
is to have a certain amount of noise, the correct modelling and inclusion
of all noise sources and subsequent transformation of expected photon
counts into noisy signal instances might be required. This aspect is
investigated in Subsection 5.1.3.

5.1.1 HESEL simulations for validation

A well-defined test set-up was used to develop and demonstrate the turbu-
lence synthetic BES diagnostic. The HESEL 2D turbulence code (see Subsec-
tion 2.3.1) was coupled to the RENATE 3D BES code (see Subsection 2.2.1)
to show the effect that various BES artefacts have on the perception of SOL
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filaments. The AUG LiBES observation geometry (see Subsection 2.1) was
chosen to be modelled by RENATE, while plasma parameters correspond-
ing to AUG discharge #29302@3000 ms were used to generate turbulence
data with HESEL. The discharge and the time range in question were part
of an extensive SOL filament study performed with LiBES diagnostics by
Birkenmeier et al. [145]. The study was dedicated to assessing the filament
dynamics for different magnetic configurations. Discharge #29302 presents
an ideal test case to study the synthetic diagnostic and compare its interpre-
tation of HESEL turbulence simulations to actual experimental observations.
Furthermore, the discharge contains a 0.5−0.6 s time window of steady-state
L-mode operations. The general parameters for this discharge taken for the
HESEL modelling are as follows: R = 1.65 m, a = 0.5 m, B0 = 1.9 T (at the
outboard midplane), q95 = 6.85, ne,0 = 1.3 × 1019 m−3, Te,0 = 50.0 eV and
Ti,0 = 75.0 eV. Subscript zero refer to characteristic values found at LCFS.
The HESEL simulation was carried out by A.H. Nielsen of DTU Denmark
and provided to the author for further use.
A similar work based on synthetic diagnostic development on HESEL with a
validation effort on ASDEX-Upgrade occurred in the work of B. Schiessl et
al. [257]. The synthetic diagnostic, BES measurement artefacts to the same
level of detail and accuracy, by using the SIMULA, 1D BES modelling
code [183] and featuring a very simple SNR based noise model.

5.1.2 Spatial smoothing

The difficulty of any turbulence timescale synthetic diagnostic is the proper
interface with first principle plasma physics codes. In this particular case,
the interface of a 2D SOL turbulence code with a 3D BES synthetic diagnos-
tic. The aim is to process each time instance of HESEL with RENATE and
generate expected photon counts over the observed region of the modelled
BES observation geometry. This approach ensures that a corresponding pho-
ton emission distribution is generated for each turbulence time instance, thus
generating synthetic time signals, also referred to as synthetic measurements.
The LCFS of the HESEL slab geometry is superposed with the LCFS posi-
tion along the lithium beam. The AUG LCFS position for discharge #29302
was taken from magnetic reconstruction and ensures that the modelled ob-
servation geometry is in sync with the experimental observation geometry.
As a result, corresponding synthetic and experimental observation channels
collect photons from close to identical measurement volumes.
Once the turbulence simulation is accurately placed within the modelled ob-
servation geometry, the 2D plasma fields (density (ne) and temperature (Te))
generated by HESEL have to be extended into a 3D grid featuring in beamlet
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Figure 5.1: HESEL density snapshot based on AUG discharge 29302@3s, a
poloidal projection of modelled LiBES observation geometry marked with white
boxes. LCFS is located at R = 2.11 m. The Inner SOL channels ’MSIG-11’ and
’MSIG-9’ are pointed out.

coordinates, upon which the beam evolution calculations take place. Plasma
parameters are assumed to be constant along field lines. The sampling time
of the BES system (10−6 s or above) exceeds that of the time of flight of parti-
cles following magnetic field lines within the beam geometry (at Te = 100 eV
the ion time of flight across the beam is roughly 0.6 × 10−6 s). The beam-
let coordinates are mapped onto the HESEL slab along magnetic field lines
along which corresponding values are constant. If the numerical resolution
of the beam far exceeds that of the HESEL slab, spatial anti-aliasing is ap-
plied to ensure no loss of small density perturbations. Figure 5.1 shows
the poloidal projection of the ASDEX lithium BES observation geometry
[162] on a HESEL density snapshot positioned in the path of the diagnostic
beam. Detector channels MSIG-7 and MSIG-8 are pointed out. Due to the
limitation of the RENATE, the observation fibres were approximated with
rectangular detector pixels, which projected onto the beam have a similar ra-
dial distribution and poloidally elongated to have the same collection surface
as the diagnostic. Due to atomic physics processes, a 200 kHz temporal and
0.7 cm optical resolution increases to 2 − 3 cm. As a result, the diagnostic
has a reasonable 2-12 SNR sufficient for studying SOL turbulence.
Based on these parameters, we have performed a HESEL simulation of 76 ms,
which took 10 × 3 days on the Marconi supercomputer, with the LCFS of
the HESEL slab geometry being anchored to R = 2.11 m, the position of
the LCFS is based on EFIT data. Figure 5.2A shows the time evolution
of the radial density profile located at the centre of the beamline, featuring
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Figure 5.2: The time evolution of the radial density profile produced by HESEL,
at the location of the diagnostic beam (A). Time evolution of radial light pro-
file produced by synthetic BES diagnostic (B). The LCFS based on EFIT data is
marked.

outward propagating blobs of similar size, reach and frequency as shown in
[145]. The time evolution of the synthetic BES signal, Figure 5.2B, features
light responses from fewer but larger events as the system is limited by a
lower spatial resolution and smearing of the emission. The lithium beam is
modelled with an FWHM diameter of 2 cm, beam energy of 50 keV and beam
current of 1 mA. The signal is generated as an emission volume integral of
the beam with direct observation volume intersection. However, the effective
spatial source of information collection extends beyond the direct observation
volume, as seen in Chapter 3. The emission smearing along the beamline,
which is affected by the lifetime of excited Li2p states, scales with the depop-
ulation of before mentioned states by collisional processes and spontaneous
de-excitation processes. The flux tube expansion of HESEL density and tem-
perature profiles allows for the inclusion of the emission spreading caused by
the line of sight to field line misalignment. The experimental signals feature
high frequencies dominated by photon noise, and power spectra of SOL chan-
nels show reasonable and resembling power deposition for frequencies below
10 kHz, a typical feature of SOL turbulence.
Previous work on the observation of SOL turbulence, with both probes and
BES [202, 148] discuss the relation existing between the skewness and kurtosis
of the probability density functions of measured signals and the underlying
turbulence. The rescaled PDFs of experimental and synthetic AUG BES
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Figure 5.3: A: Probability density functions for AUG29302 at BES channel MSIG
9, as a function of signal strength scaled by signal RMS, for experimental signal
(red, solid) and synthetic signal (blue, solid). PDF-s fitted with Gamma distribu-
tion (black, dashed).B: Kurtosis in function skewness of PDFs for experimental
signals (red) and synthetic signals (blue). K = 1.44S2 + 2.8 parabola fit for the
synthetic data (black).

signals can be successfully fitted with Gamma functions [209, 208]. PDFs
from channels observing the inner SOL region are shown to scale to each
other, as seen in Figure 5.3A. In the figure, we observed slightly positive
skewness, indicative of the presence of blobs. This trend is observed for both
synthetic and experimental signals moving towards the outer SOL region.
Figure 5.3B shows the relationship between the skewness and kurtosis of
distribution functions for both experimental and synthetic BES signals. For
experimental probe signals, a parabolic relation of the form K = 3 + 1.5S2

has been reported in EAST and KSTAR[210], and for experimental BES
signals, a likewise relation has been found in KSTAR[148]. We note that the
relationship we observed here is in close agreement with these measurements.
The synthetic data (blue dots) shows a wide spread of data points on the
S/K parabola, indicating the skewness of the signal increases dramatically
towards the outer SOL. A region of negative skewness was found in the
synthetic signals inside of the LCFS, indicative of holes propagating inward.
BES channels observing the plasma deeper than the numerical domain of the
HESEL boundary will observe the edge information and statistics while the
beam is attenuating.
The higher PDF moments of experimental channels (red) follow the parabolic
curve. However, due to the experimental channels’ photon noise, they are
clustered in the region of low positive skewness and kurtosis close to a Gaus-
sian distribution (S=0 and K=3). No negative skewness was found in the
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PDFs of measured data in the edge region. This might result from physics
that suppresses the formation or lifetime of holes, or the expected footprint
of holes might be covered by photon noise, making small density values unde-
tectable. The comparison of the skewness and kurtosis of experimental and
synthetic measurements indicates a missing BES artefact from the modelling
process, which is assumed to be the noise modelling, indicating the need to
develop accurate noise models.

5.1.3 Noise modelling

The previous subsection dealt with the aspects of the synthetic diagnostic en-
suring the appropriate observation geometry and correct amount of spatial
smoothing and emission smearing. It is important to note that all photon
count values generated by RENATE are expected values. The signal is sub-
jected to various noise sources throughout the photon detection process. The
dominant noise sources for BES diagnostics are listed in the work by Dunai
et al. [138]. The ASDEX-Upgrade LiBES system features older Hamamatsu
R928 Photomultiplier Tubes (PMT) detectors [258], parameters of which are
featured in Table 5.1.

Specification for PMT R928
Parameter Symbol Value [unit]
Quantum efficiency QE 0.07 [-]
Dynode gain δ 6 [-]
Dynode number n 9 [-]
Dark current ID 25 [nA]
Load resistance RL 1000 [Ω]
Bandwidth B 100 [kHz]

Table 5.1: Technical parameters for the Hamamatsu R928 PMT detector.

The quantum efficiency at 670 nm is expected to be around 0.07, which
considering the PMT detectors to be somewhat older, could be even lower.
The total gain of the PMT is roughly M = 107 ≈ 69 = δn. Photomultiplier
tubes are dominated by shot noise, which follows Poisson distribution and
is rooted in photon statistics. Dark noise is less dominant, which is an
impulse resulting from non-photon detection processes, essentially setting
off the secondary electron generation process through ionization radiation,
thermionic emission, leakage current, ... The final noise term considered in
this work is the Johnson noise term, caused by thermal excitation of charge
carriers inside a conductor, which in this case is the load resistor.
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The noise model of the synthetic diagnostic aims at transforming the ex-
pected photon count signal into a voltage-based signal. The plasma observa-
tion process up to this point is deterministic. The noise module introduces
stochasticity as it creates a unique noisy instance of the deterministic ex-
pected photon signal. The first step is in the background emission adjustment
of the expected beam emission:

Φi
T (t) = Φi

R(t) +
< Φi

R >

SBRi
(5.1)

where Φi
R(t) is the time-varying expected photon current computed by RE-

NATE for the i-th detector and Φi
T (t) is the total; background added photon

current by accounting for the specific SBR on the i-th detector channel.
Two noise models were developed for the PMT detector type:

• Gaussian Noise model: was developed based on the addition of
various Gaussian noise terms. A similar model is featured in the work
of Dunai et al. [138], as well as Hamamatsus’ noise projections are based
on a similar approach[258].

SG(t) = RL[Nshot(Us(t), σs(t)) +Ndark(Ud, σd)] +NJ(UJ , σJ), (5.2)

where SG(t) is the noise synthetic signal instance in voltage, derived
from Φi

T (t). The first term Nshot(Us(t), σs(t)) describes the shot noise
term with a normal distribution, where Us(t) is the expected value
and σs(t) the standard deviation for each time instance. The second
term Ndark(Ud, σd) describes the dark current noise term with a normal
distribution, where Ud is the expected value and σd the standard de-
viation. Both these terms convert photons into electric current, which
in turn is transformed to voltage by the load resistance RL. The final
term NJ(UJ , σJ) describes the Johnson noise with a normal distribu-
tion casued by the thermal agitation of electrons. Table 5.2 contains
all the expected value and corresponding standard derivation formulas
and values needed for the Gaussian Noise model.

• Detailed Noise model: statistically models the photon conversion,
primary and secondary electron generation process and accounts for the
quantization noise. This novel approach is most useful at low photon
counts, where quantization and correct handling play a significant role.

n0,c(t) = Pois

[
Pois

(
ΦT (t)

2B

)
QE

]
+D

(
ID

2eBδn

)
, (5.3)
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Functions for noise related Normal distributions
Noise Expected value (Ux) Standard deviation (σx)

Shot noise (x=s) 2eBδnQEΦT (t)
√

2eBδn δ
δ−1

Us(t)

Dark noise (x=d) Id

√
4eBδn δ

δ−1
Ud

Johnson noise (x=J) 0
√

4kBTBRL

Table 5.2: Lists the functions for expected values and corresponding standard
deviations for the Normal distribution noise generators.

where n0,c(t) given the number of emitted cathode electrons for each
time instance, which is determined by a Poisson value derived from the
number of photons within a measurement window and a further Poisson
of the photon to electron conversions based on the quantum efficiency.
The photon-induced cathode electron population is augmented by a
uniform or Poisson distribution of dark electrons, depending on the
expected dark current value. If Id > 1 µA, then D = Poiss, otherwise
D = U , depending on if the dark current is strong enough to be caused
by at least one or more dark electrons for each measurement window.
The following recursive relation describes the amplification in the PMT
tube:

nsx(t) = Pois
(
δ · ns(x−1)(t)

)
, ns0(t) = n0,c(t), (5.4)

where each dynode amplification is modelled by a Poisson process,
starting with the initial value of the cathode emitter and dark elec-
trons. In this model, all dark electrons are assumed to be born before
any secondary electrons are generated. The final formula is as follows:

SD(t) = 2eBRL × Pois (nsn(t)) +NJ(UJ , σJ), (5.5)

where the first term gives the voltage signal amplified by the PMT for
each instance, while the second term adds some Johnson noise from the
load resistor.

In order to compare the performance and behaviour of the two noise models,
they were applied on multiple constant value signals with expected photon
counts ranging from 106 to 1011ph/s. Figure 5.4A shows an excellent agree-
ment in the SNR of both models for constant expected values signals. This
is reassuring, as the Gaussian model is an industry standard to which the
new Detailed model benchmarks quite well. The dashed lines highlight the
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Figure 5.4: A: Compares SNR of Gaussian and Detailed noise models applied to
time series with constant expected values.

expected photon current ranges and related SNR of the AUG LiBES system.
Figure 5.4B, however, shows a significant discrepancy between the Gaussian
and Detailed noise models in higher signal moments, such as the skewness.
This is of particular importance as the skewness is an indicator of intermit-
tency in the study of SOL turbulence, and therefore added noise might further
distort the measured skewness. The Gaussian model features 0 skewness for
all expected values, which is not surprising. The skewness of the Detailed
model increases as the photon-electron conversions in the cathode drop close
to 1. This is due to the quantization occurring at low photon to electron
conversion. The skewness difference for constant time signals is significant in
the photon current range expected on AUG between the two noise models.

Figure 5.5: A: Amplitude probability density functions for constant value expected
time signals for the Detailed model. B: Amplitude probability density functions for
constant value expected time signals for the Gaussian model.

Figure 5.5A and B show the amplitude PDF of each noisy signal derived with
the Detailed and the Gaussian models, respectively. The Gaussian model
features relatively symmetric PDFs. The central bin for the distributions is
marked with the dashed black line. The dashed red line marks the photon
current values on the detector surface, resulting in one expected photon to
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cathode electron conversion. The PDFs from the Detailed model show a shift
in distribution as the number of no conversions slowly increases, driving up
the skewness. This becomes relatively high as the photon current drops to
ΦT ≈ 2BQ−1

E , which is the threshold below which Johnson noise dominates
the signal with the occasional dark electron spike.

Figure 5.6: (A) shows the skewness and (B) shows the kurtosis of a mean value
scaled, turbulent expected photon current signal. The skewness and kurtosis of
the expected signal (black), the Gaussian noise treated signal (green) and Detailed
noise model treated signal (red) are featured.

To better understand the effect each noise model has on a turbulent expected
photon signal, both models were applied to a specific HESEL-RENATE gen-
erated signal. The expected photon current signals were scaled to various
mean photon current values with a scaling factor of Si

<ΦT>
, where Si are the

mean photon current values for scaling and < ΦT > the actual signal aver-
age. This method will not harm higher signal moments, such as standard
deviation, skewness (S) or kurtosis (K) of the signal, but will allow exploring
the noise generation process for a wide range of photon current values 106 to
1010 ph/s. Figure 5.6A and B show the skewness and kurtosis, respectively,
of the original expected signal (black), the Gaussian noise model (green), and
the Detailed noise model (red) over a wide range of signal mean values. The
noisy signals skewness and kurtosis feature their uncertainties. The skewness
and kurtosis both exhibit similar behaviour. The expected signal skewness
(2.5) and kurtosis (12.4) does not change over the mean photon current value
set. At high mean photon current values, the skewness values all converge
to that of the expected signal, as high photon current signals are not prone
to noise due to a large number of photons within a measurement window.
The skewness from the noise signals diverges from the expected signals’ as
the mean photon current drops. Both models produce similar noise up to a
point. The skewness values from both noise models diverge at a mean photon
current value of 108ph/s, while the kurtosis around 3× 107ph/s. This is due
to the difference in the noise models (see above). The skewness of the signal
treated with the Gaussian noise model converges to 0 as the mean photon
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current of the underlying signal decreases, while the skewness of the signal
treated with the Detailed noise model increases due to the quantization noise.
An additional feature observed is that the value of the initial skewness and
kurtosis of the expected signal strongly affect the behaviour of the two noise
models. Small initial kurtosis and skewness values result in the convergence
of the scaled S and K of the noisy signals to those of the expected signal at
much lower mean photon current values. The divergence in S and K at lower
mean photon currents is also less prominent for small skewness and kurtosis
values in the expected signal. The opposite is true if the noise models are
applied to expected signals with higher S and K. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the expected photon currents for AUG discharge #29302.

A close examination of the noise models indicates that their use is reasonably
necessary as noise severely affects the properties of the synthetic measure-
ment, making any attempt at validation not realistic if one does not under-
stand how these properties change. Furthermore, it was also revealed that
the nature of the noise model plays no significant role as long as the photon
current in the expected signal is high enough. To generate noisy instances of
BES signals for AUG discharge #29302, the Detailed noise model is preferred
over the Gaussian noise model due to the significant effect of quantization
noise on the signal higher moments.

5.2 HESEL validation on AUG

Following the development and detailed study of BES artefacts incorporated
into the synthetic diagnostic, another validation attempt was undertaken,
akin to the one featured in Subsection 5.1.2, using HESEL simulations fea-
tured in Subsection 5.1.1 as first principle plasma physics models. The vali-
dation attempt serves two specific purposes.

• Understanding how each BES artefact qualitatively and quantitatively
changes the diagnostics perception of SOL filaments.

• Comparing synthetic and experimental measurement signals in an effort
to assess HESELs capability to model SOL turbulence accurately.

Any validation process of SOL turbulence models should occur in four stages:
The initial stage of the validation effort has to ensure that all diagnostics arte-
facts are accounted for, and the synthetic and experimental measurements
are in sync. The second stage would require a qualitative comparison of syn-
thetic and experimental measurements, ensuring that signal features such as
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spectra and higher signal moments are within a reasonable agreement. The
third stage would require a more quantitative approach by identifying SOL
filaments in the experimental and synthetic measurements and comparing
their features, such as frequency and various filament distributions, such as
amplitude, waiting time, size or velocity. The final stage in the validation
process would require repeating the latter two for multiple plasma discharges
where various macroscopic plasma parameters are scaled (for example, den-
sity, magnetic configuration, Etc ) and observing whether the underlying
plasma physics model reproduces the experimentally observed changes in fil-
ament distribution and behaviour.
In current work, the first three stages of the validation process are observed
and discussed. The last stage is regarded as future work, as it is very com-
putationally expensive and is outside the scope of current work.

Besides including all relevant BES artefacts for SOL turbulence validation,
two critical aspects have to be addressed. Firstly, the synthetic and exper-
imental measurements must be in identical frames of reference. Secondly,
the difference in temporal resolution between the experimental and synthetic
measurements has to be addressed.
The synthetic expected photon current depends on the beam current and
the optical transmission, which hold a high uncertainty. The modelled beam
current was 0.6 mA as the generated beam current was assumed to be 1 mA,
60 % of which is assumed to be neutralized. The actual neutralization for
the ongoing scenario is unknown. Similarly, beam losses from the neutralizer
leading up to the observed and modelled beam section, which starts in the
limiter shadow, are unknown. The optical transmission corresponding to each
detector was considered 0.5, which is an optimistic assessment. The input
parameters for the modelling mentioned above lead to the synthetic measure-
ments systematically overestimating the photon current values, profoundly
lessening the impact of the added noise.
The experimentally observed photon current values were estimated by using
an SNR to photon current function derived from data in Figure 5.4A and
compared to experimentally computed SNR values for the plasma discharge
in question, seen in Figure 5.7A marked with red. By applying a global
photon dampening factor of ∆ = 0.04 to the synthetic signal, an excellent
agreement was reached between the synthetic and experimental photon cur-
rent profiles in the SOL. Figure 5.7B shows the agreement between the photon
current profiles, where blue shows the downscaled synthetic photon current
profile, while green is the experimental photon current profile, as estimated
from SNR, in the SOL region. The LCFS is marked with a red dashed line.
A photon damping factor of 0.04 is quite a lot but also not unreasonable, as
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Figure 5.7: A: shows the SNR (red) and SBR (blue) calculated from the experi-
mental signals for AUG shot #29302 at 3000 ms for the entire observation range.
B: shows the experimentally observed photon current (green) and the globally damp-
ened, averaged synthetic photon current values on SOL detector channels.

the amount of beam attenuation may vary significantly depending on neutral
densities outside of the LCFS (see Chapter 6). Nevertheless, the agreement
in synthetic and experimental photon current profiles is reassuring.

The temporal resolution of the experimental signal is given by the diagnostics
setup, while the underlying plasma physics model gives the temporal resolu-
tion of the synthetic signal. For this particular case 4νexp ≈ νsyn. To over-
come this issue, the expected synthetic measurement signal was subjected to
a temporal smoothing, where four sequential measurements are averaged out,
resulting in the final expected photon current measurement being subjected
to noise generation. The SBR values used in the noise generation process
were taken from experimental calculations seen in Figure 5.7A, marked with
blue.
Figure 5.8A (in the red frame) shows the time evolution of the HESEL tur-
bulence code in the SOL along the beam. The erupting density structures
are the blobs. The tilt in the blobs shows their propagation radially out-
wards. The signal is featured in m−3. Figure 5.8B (in the blue frame) shows
the RENATE interpretation of the HESEL density fields where only the spa-
tial artefacts were applied. The density signals are transformed into photon
current signals. Many small events, less than δ ≈ 0.8 cm in size, disappear
while large filaments and structures are highly visible and smeared radially.
The tilt in large structures remains, while smaller structures seem to appear
and vanish in the signal. Figure 5.8C (in the magenta frame) shows the
noisy time-averaged synthetic signals, where the noise artefact of BES was
accounted for in the modelling. This method transforms the photon cur-
rent into a voltage signal and renders the measurement’s most likely version
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Figure 5.8: All plots show the evolution over 500 µs of various time signals in the
SOL. A: features HESEL density fields in a metric of m−3(red frame). B: features
the synthetic expected photon signal in a metric of ph/s (blue frame). C: features
the noisy synthetic signals in a metric of mV (magenta frame). D: features the
experimental signals in a metric of mV. The LCFS is marked with the dashed red
line in all figures (green frame).

of the density fields perception by an actual diagnostic system. The clear
density structures in Image A are very blurry and harder to identify. The
image D (in the green frame) in the series depicts the radial evolution of the
measurement signal. The horizontal stripe-like structure is due to less than
ideal relative calibration factors. Besides that, it is noise dominated with few
coherent structures visible. The blurry nature of the signal plot indicates not
a favourable SNR and setup for the dynamic of SOL filaments. Images A,
B and C cover different renditions of the same data series, while Image D
shows the evolution of signals in a different time window.

5.2.1 Qualitative validation results

The qualitative analysis compares the skewness (S), kurtosis (K) and auto
power spectral densities (APSD) of the HESEL density signals (red), syn-
thetic expected signals (blue), noisy synthetic signals (magenta) and the ex-
perimental signals (green). The qualitative comparison aims to assess signal
features, observe how BES artefacts change them and compare them to the
respective experimental observations.
The skewness increases in the SOL from the LCFS outwards for all mea-
surements, as seen in Figure 5.9A. The density signals (red) feature negative
skewness in the edge region, switching to positive values just outside the
LCFS. A peak in skewness is observed between 1 − 2 cm in the SOL, with
a slight drop and a subsequent increase in the far SOL, indicating high fila-
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Figure 5.9: The skewness and kurtosis of the density signal (red), synthetic
expected signal (blue), noisy synthetic signal (magenta) and experimental signal
(green) are featured. A: Skewness in the SOL. B: Kurtosis in function of the skew-
ness. The black curve in B shows the theoretical relation between the skewness and
kurtosis.

ment activity in the near SOL dominated by a large number of small filaments
and only extensive structuring propagating into the far SOL. The expected
synthetic signal (blue) shows the effect of spatial BES artefacts on filament
perception. The skewness peak in the near SOL disappears as the emission
from small blobs is integrated over the individual measurement volumes. The
signal features caused by larger filaments start to dominate. The density and
synthetic skewness values exhibit a similar radial trend. The skewness of the
synthetic signal is shifted by roughly 1 cm in beam direction, compared to
the density signals skewness. The shift is attributed to the emission smearing
effect along the beam direction combined with emission integration, result-
ing in a poorer spatial resolution. Negative skewness is still observed. The
noise lessens the skewness of the synthetic signal. Negative values disappear,
similar to the high skewness values in the far SOL. The near SOL signal
skewness is less affected by noise, as the emission is stronger, adversely so
in the far SOL. The noisy signals’ skewness shows good agreement with the
experimental signals. These conclusions are also supported by the kurtosis
in the function of the skewness, as seen in Figure 5.9B. The inclusion of noise
modelling significantly reduces the discrepancy discussed in Subsection 5.1.2.
The inclusion of various BES artefacts pushes the skewness and kurtosis val-
ues closer to the experimental values’ range. The near SOL skewness and
kurtosis values are slightly higher than the experimental skewness and kur-
tosis, which can be attributed to fewer or smaller filaments in experiments
compared to modelling.
Further investigation of auto power spectral densities (APSD) of all four
signals over the observation region was performed. Figure 5.10A and B show
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Figure 5.10: Show the auto power spectral density (APSD) for the density sig-
nals (red), expected synthetic signals (blue), noisy synthetic signals (magenta) and
experimental signals (green). A: shows the APSD just outside the LCFS. B: shows
the APSD in the middle of the SOL.

the APSD just outside the LCFS at d = 0.6 cm and the middle of the SOL at
d = 2.44 cm outside of the separatrix. Each APSD was calculated by using
Si(t)
<Si>

mean normalized time signals in order to overcome the issue of widely
different signal metrics. Just outside the LCFS (Figure 5.10A), most of the
density signal APSD is deposited in the higher frequency range 10−30 KHz,
which shifts towards lower frequencies to the range of 1 − 8 kHz for the
expected synthetic signal. The dominant peak remains in the 15 kHz range
but is much sharper. Both effects, the power migration to lower frequencies
and sharpening of the 15 kHz peak, are attributed to the spatial integration
of smaller density fluctuations. The noisy synthetic signals APSD follows
the expected synthetic signals APSD quite well up to 30 kHz, where the
higher frequency noise component dominates. As the expected signal has
a relatively high photon count close to the separatrix, the noise plays little
role in the lower frequency range, where the SOL turbulence artefacts are
dominant. The experimental APSD is in good agreement with the noisy
signals APSD. A small shift in spectral power density is observed from the
lower frequencies to the higher ones in the case of the experimental APSD
vis-a-vis the noisy synthetic APSD, indicating more noise in the experimental
signal. The turbulence peak in the experimental signals APSD around 15 kHz
is more difficult to spot, most likely due to noise.
Further outside in the SOL, at 2.44 cm from the separatrix, similar trends
are observed. The experimental signals APSD seems to be noisier but still
shows a good agreement with the noisy synthetic APSD. As the expected
synthetic signal features less photon current, thus noise plays a slightly more
dominant role in the noisy synthetic signal than near the LCFS. All signal
APSDs feature SOL turbulence relevant artefacts around 10 kHz.
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All in all, a good qualitative agreement was shown in the final, noisy synthetic
signal and the experimental signals. The discrepancy featured in the previous
Subsection 5.1.2 was overcome. The impact and importance of BES artefacts
were highlighted.

5.2.2 Quantitative validation results

In order to have a better understanding of how noise and spatial smoothing
affect filament detection, one has to go beyond the previously discussed qual-
itative validation (see Subsection 5.2.1) and analyze filament statistics. In
order to individually assess filaments, a blob identification method was em-
ployed, where every single event fulfilling the following criteria was considered
a filament:

Si(t)− 〈Si〉 ≥ Cσ (5.6)

where Si is the signal window length containing the fluctuation, 〈Si〉 is the
signal mean, σ is the standard deviation of the signal and C a constant
typically taken as 2 − 2.5 in literature [202, 145]. The method is illustrated
in Figure 5.11, where the original signal is marked with blue. The signal
mean and detection threshold are marked by black dashed and continuous
red lines, respectively. The threshold is given by the standard deviation of
the signal and the C constant multiplication factor. Events are highlighted
in dotted red and cut from the signal.

Figure 5.11: Illustrates the filament identification process. Original signal (blue),
the identification threshold (solid red), signal mean (black dashed) and the struc-
tures selected as filaments(dotted red) are featured.

During the filament identification process, a threshold parameter of C =
2 was chosen, and the experimental and noisy synthetic signals were put
through a 4th order Butterworth low pass filter with a cutoff frequency at
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30 kHz, as most of the energy of the signal is deposited roughly around
15 kHz or below, which contains the relevant information for the study, sim-
ilary to settings featured in Birkenmeier et al. [145]. The filament lifetime
was set to 80 µs, and such chunks were selected from the signals around
each identified peak. Statistics on filament frequency and amplitude were
derived from these chunks. The synthetic signal generated by HESEL and
processed by the synthetic diagnostic was 70.26 ms long, featuring roughly
624 filaments in the near SOL. Filament detection decreased towards the
outer SOL to 100 - 150 events. The experimental signal was 221.59 ms long,
and roughly 330 filaments were detected. A better understanding for the ra-
dial filament detection is given by the filament frequency (nr.event

time
), shown in

Figure 5.12A. The HESEL density signal (red) features a filament frequency
of roughly 12 kHz in the near SOL and exponentially decays outwards as
smaller filaments dissipate faster. The frequency drops to 2.5 kHz in the far
SOL. The APSDs also support this trend in Figure 5.10. The frequency is
small at the LCFS and increases inside the LCFS, the latter mainly being
attributed to higher density peaks being detected due to holes forming and
propagating inside. The filament frequency is somewhat dampened in the
expected synthetic signal (blue), where spatial artefacts suppress the detec-
tion of smaller filaments, with the peak frequency dropping to 7.5 kHz. The
expected synthetic signals filament frequency closely follows the radial trend
observed in the event frequency of the density signal. A notable radial in-
wards shift is due to the information being spread along the beam caused by
a delayed emission due to the finite lifetime of the excited states. This shift
is roughly 0.5 cm. The low pass filtered noisy (magenta), and experimen-
tal (green) signals show an excellent frequency agreement, roughly around
2.3 kHz. Unfortunately, any means of noise reduction in the measurements,
experimental and synthetic alike, will suppress the detection of small fila-
ments, leaving only the larger ones. Further out in the SOL, from LCFS +
2 cm onwards, a good agreement in the event frequency was observed for all
four signals, indicating the presence of relatively larger filaments only.
A similar feature was observed in the averaged shape of the filaments for each
signal type in Figure 5.12B, where the shape of all identified event chucks
was averaged out. The waveform of filaments in the density signal (red) is
very distinguishable, featuring a steep wavefront and a tail section behind the
apex. These features are repeated in the expected synthetic signal (blue),
featuring a larger FWHM of the waveform caused by spatial integration.
The filters remove the noise from the noisy synthetic signal waveform and
the characteristic steep wavefront and decaying tail section. The filtered
experimental signals (green) waveform retains some of the expected features
of a filament waveform, but its shape is marked by significant uncertainty.
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Figure 5.12: A: shows the filament frequency in the SOL region for all signals.
B: shows the averaged filament wave form at LCFS + 1 cm. Both images feature
data from the density signals(red), expected synthetic signals(blue), noisy synthetic
signals(magenta) and experimental signals(green)

These images indicate small filament suppression by BES artefacts and allude
to the fact that experimentally observed noise might be higher than the noisy
synthetic signal.
A more detailed view of filament distribution was obtained by assessing the
filament amplitude distributions. In order to overcome the issue of different
metrics between the various signal types, event identification was performed
on measumrent signals normailzed by their corresponding mean values. Im-
ages A and B in Figure 5.13 shows the normalized filament amplitude dis-
tributions for positions in the SOL located at LCFS + 1 cm and LCFS +
2 cm, respectively. Distribution densities functions derived from the HESEL
density signal (red), expected synthetic photon signal (blue), noisy synthetic
voltage signal (magenta) and experimental signal (green) are featured. All
distributions were successfully fitted with exponential functions, ae−bx, simi-
larly to previous studies [195, 145, 211]. The HESEL density signals feature
relatively evenly distributed filament amplitudes ranging from 2.2 times the
signal mean to 3 times the signal mean, implying a high standard deviation
(σ) for the average relative filament amplitudes. The spatial artefacts of
the diagnostic system smooth out the signal, decreasing the σ and pushing
the distribution function towards lower relative filament amplitude values,
situated between 1.65 and 2.4 times the signal mean. The distribution be-
comes less even than in the case of the HESEL density signal, favouring
smaller sized fluctuations, which is a result of the integration of the light
responses to smaller density perturbations. The relative amplitude distri-
bution of the filtered noisy synthetic signal presents very similar features
to that of the expected synthetic signals, showing an excellent agreement.
The filtered experimental signal features far smaller-sized detected fluctu-
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Figure 5.13: A and B: show the normalized filament amplitude distributions
at LCFS + 1 cm and LCFS + 2 cm, respectively. C shows the average relative
filament amplitude for all signals in the SOL. D shows the exponent fit for all
signal amplitude distribution functions in the SOL. All images feature the HESEL
density signals (red), expected synthetic signals (blue), the noisy synthetic signals
(magenta) and the experimental signals (green).

ations than its noisy synthetic counterparts, with the distribution of rela-
tive fluctuation amplitudes being steeper and pushed to a relative amplitude
range of 1.4 to 1.7 times the signal mean. Further outside the SOL, simi-
lar behaviour was observed at LCFS + 2 cm. The relationship between the
density, expected synthetic, and noisy synthetic signals’ relative amplitude
distribution functions do not change. A better agreement between the ex-
perimental and synthetic signals in both functions steepness and normalized
amplitude range is observed. The experimental signal features an abundance
of small-amplitude fluctuations. Images C and D in Figure 5.13 provide a bet-
ter understanding of how the filament and subsequent fluctuation amplitude
evolves in the SOL. Image C features the averaged fluctuation amplitude in
the SOL, while Image D shows the fitted exponents to the relative amplitude
distribution functions, alluding to the steepness of said distribution function.
HESEL turbulence code produces relatively even amplitude distributions for
most of the SOL, favouring large fluctuation amplitudes over smaller ones.
There is not much of a difference between the filament amplitude features
of the filtered noisy and expected synthetic signals. Both show increasing
relative amplitudes towards the outer SOL and present distributions skewed
towards smaller relative amplitudes, unlike the HESEL density signal, result-
ing from the various BES artefacts affecting the detection process of density
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fluctuations. The average fluctuation amplitude in the experimental signal
shows a good agreement with that of the noisy synthetic signal, inferring
that HESEL is quite adept at reproducing the experimentally observed av-
erage relative filament amplitudes. However, the fitted exponents for the
experimental and noisy synthetic signals indicate that HESEL features more
significant density fluctuations than experimentally observed. The steepness
of the relative density distribution functions in the near SOL for experimen-
tal signals is almost double that of the noisy synthetic signal. The steepness
values are in much better agreement in the far SOL. Essentially, HESEL
generates density fluctuations at similar frequencies and average relative am-
plitudes than experimentally observed but generates fewer small filaments
and additional larger ones in the near SOL compared to what is experimen-
tally observed. The discrepancy in the skewness of experimental and noisy
synthetic signals observed in the near SOL supports the findings mentioned
above, Figure 5.9A. HESEL was observed to generate SOL turbulence and
filaments in good agreement with what was experimentally observed, show-
ing remarkably good agreement in the radial evolution of filament frequency
and relative amplitude. A reassuring factor in the here presented quantita-
tive data analysis is a good agreement in filament frequency and averaged
relative filament amplitudes observed and discussed of AUG discharge 29302
in the paper of Birkenmeier et al.[145].

Four major lessons were learned from the current validation exercise:

• Direct comparison of signal features extracted from modelled density
fields with experimental measurements is not a recommended prac-
tice, as various diagnostic artefacts such as spatial smoothing or noise
will significantly alter the properties of the underlying physical phe-
nomenon.

• Ensuring the correct and accurate translation of modelled plasma phe-
nomenon from a modelling frame of reference to an experimental frame
is essential for a confident comparison of modelled and experimentally
observed features of plasma physics phenomena. Therefore, identifying
all relevant BES artefacts is crucial for the success of such an under-
taking.

• Even good agreement in the behaviour of experimental and synthetic
measurements has to be handled with reasonable doubt, as diagnostic
artefacts tend to suppress various aspects of the underlying physics
and might raise uncertainty in the validation of physics models. A good
example is the excellent and potentially deceptive agreement in filament
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frequency in the noisy synthetic signal derived from HESEL and the
experimental signal. The agreement favours the validity of HESEL, but
at the same time fails to address the lack of high filament frequency in
the experimental and noisy synthetic measurements, yet present in the
underlying density fields. Such cases highlight the limitations of the
diagnostic system in question.

• Despite minor mismatches, HESEL reproduced the features observed in
the experimental measurements quite well and forms a strong argument
for the validity of HESEL as a SOL turbulence code.

The author of the current work is aware that a detailed validation excise
requires a more thorough analysis of turbulence features, such as filament
size and velocity, among others, to have a definite answer on the HESEL
capabilities. This is beyond the scope of this work and will continue in an
extensive follow-up project.

5.3 HESEL perdition for ITER

Figure 5.14: Snapshot of 2D HESEL turbulence density field with overlain ex-
tended ITER Pedestal observation geometry (white) and the LCFS marked with
black.

Synthetic diagnostics are powerful tools employable for the exploration and
validation of first principle plasma physics models, see Section 5.2, but also
a tool for the demonstration of diagnostic capabilities. The current Section
discusses the predictive capabilities of a SOL turbulence synthetic diagnostic
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on ITER. For such a study, the ITER Pedestal observation geometry was
chosen; see Section 4.2. As the original observation geometry features chan-
nels up to the LCFS, three more channels were added in the SOL region
and the plasma volume was considered somewhat smaller, shifting the LCFS
position 3 cm inward, assuring good observation of the SOL. The HESEL
simulations were initialized based on profile information and data presented
in Section 4.2. A roughly 0.9 ms long HESEL simulation was created.
Figure 5.14 shows a 2D snapshot of the HESEL density field, overlain with
the detector pixels projections corresponding to the observation geometry
of the proposed ITER pedestal fluctuation BES system. A clear density
structure is observed peeling off the LCFS and propagating into the ITER
SOL. The study aims to complement findings detailed in Section 4.2 about the
density fluctuation threshold and the possibility of studying SOL filaments
individually.

Figure 5.15: Shows the time evolution of synthetic BES signals in the SOL.
Image A shows the expected photon current signals in ph/s, while Image B shows
the noisy synthetic signals in V. LCFS is marked with the dashed red line.

A Gaussian noise model approach for MPPC detectors was used, very similar
to that featured in equation (5.2). MPPC detector noise features the same
characteristic noise sources of shot, dark and Johnson noise [140, 139]. Fig-
ure 5.15A shows the time evolution of the expected synthetic BES signals for
the ITER pedestal observation, where individual filaments are propagating
into the SOL region. Figure 5.15B shows the time evolution of the noise
treated BES signals for the same observation channels. Unsurprisingly the
same individual filaments structures are hardly visible, and the signal is noise
dominated, confirming the original predictions featured in Section 4.2.
A better understanding of the noise impact is acquired by analyzing the
signal skewness for expected synthetic and noisy synthetic measurements.
The noisy signal skewness is not far off the expected signal skewness, as seen
in Figure 5.16A, which is encouraging for the prospect of SOL turbulence
studies. Unfortunately, the far SOL is not usable for this purpose. However,
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the near SOL features decent statistical signal quality despite the high noise,
encouraging long-duration measurements and opening up the possibility for
broader, statistical and qualitative signal analysis.

Figure 5.16: A: shows the skewness in the SOL for the expected synthetic BES
signals (blue) and the noisy synthetic BES signals (magenta). B: shows the number
of identified filaments on various SOL channels in the expected synthetic BES signal
(blue) and noisy synthetic BES signal (magenta).

To understand the impact of the noise on the individual detection of fila-
ments, the noisy signal was treated with a 3rd order Butterworth low pass
filter, with a cutoff frequency of 30 kHz to remove the high-frequency noise
component. By performing event identification on the signal with a thresh-
old constant of C = 2 and selecting the filaments’ temporal length to 80 µs,
roughly four events were identified as filaments in the expected synthetic sig-
nal, as seen in Figure 5.16B. In contrast, 2-3 filaments were identified in the
noisy filtered synthetic signals. This result further confirms the not ideal na-
ture of the measurement signals to be expected on a proposed ITER pedestal
fluctuation diagnostic system, but they also show that both qualitative and
even quantitative analysis of filaments is possible.
Complemented by finding detailed in Section 4.2 an ITER Pedestal obser-
vation geometry with SOL capabilities will be capable of reasonably good
qualitative turbulence analysis with questionable quantitative analysis ca-
pabilities. Moreover, large density structures are likely to be individually
observable, such as ELMs of larger SOL filaments but smaller ones.
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Chapter 6

Beam interactions with neutrals

In current work so far, Chapters 3 and 4 focused on enhancements of BES
synthetic diagnostics aimed towards the assessment and optimization of fluc-
tuation BES operational parameters. In addition, Chapter 5 featured syn-
thetic diagnostic developments aimed for model aided data interpretation
and validation of first principle plasma physics codes.
This chapter focuses on the augmentation of the RENATE CRM by adding
beam atoms with neutral particle cross-sections and rates. This was done to
explore the effect of neutral populations outside the magnetic confinement
region on the beam evolution process and subsequent emission. The moti-
vation behind the inclusion of beam with neutral cross-sections into existing
CRMs is summed up in the following:

• Heating and diagnostic beams feature a flight tube with various el-
ements, such as calorimeters or beam valves between the neutralizer
and the port plug, where the beam enters the torus chamber. This vol-
ume typically contains traces of neutral gas, which attenuates the beam
and result in the beam atom population not being fully in ground state
as it penetrates the plasma. The first issue concerns especially heating
beams with long flight tubes, such as ITER [127], while the second
issue concerns mostly BES modelling and density reconstruction.

• BES detector relative calibration occurs by injecting the beam into a
neutral gas and assessing the resulting emission profile based on data
from experimental observations and a relatively simple CRM [259]. A
more detailed CRM can prove advantages in supporting relative cali-
bration efforts for BES diagnostics.

• Recent effort focusing on the neutral populations outside the LCFS
have found their presence to influence SOL filament dynamics [229].
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Neutral recycling was found to effect ion temperature gradient driven
turbulence strongly [260]. Furthermore, neutral recycling was shown
to strongly affect density shoulder formation [261] and behaviour of
detached plasmas [262]. These phenomena heavily influence SOL dy-
namics and behaviour and, subsequently, plasma performance. With
this in mind, it was unclear how SOL neutrals affect the observation of
SOL localized density fluctuations by BES.

In order to operate a state of the art synthetic diagnostic, in line with cur-
rent research trends, cross-sections featuring beam atom (such as H and Li)
collisions with neutral particles (such as H, H2 ...) describing projectile exci-
tation, de-excitation and electron loss collisions are required. Unfortunately,
CR models used in beam emission spectroscopy diagnostics neglect the before
mentioned collisions due to a lack of sufficiently detailed atomic data. In this
work, a classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method [263] is used to cal-
culate the cross-sections for various channels in collisions between beam atom
and H2 in a wide range of projectile energies for model validation purposes
(see Section 6.1). Beam atoms with H cross-sections are computed and added
to the CR models calculating beam evolution. Using these cross-sections, a
full CR model was developed that accounts for the beam with plasma and
beam with neutral interactions (see Section 6.2). This CR model was assessed
under various plasma and neutral gas conditions (see Section 6.3).

6.1 Beam with neutral cross-sections

A classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method has been used to re-
produce the existing measured neutral with neutral ionization cross-sections
found in the literature to establish the method as a suitable tool for the
computation of new, not yet measured, beam atom impact with neutrals
cross-sections. At this point, the author of this work has to acknowledge
that the CTMC method employed was developed by K. Tőkési at ATOMKI
Debrecen, Hungary [263]. The author used this method to generate beam
atom with H2 ionization cross-sections, while the more intricate beam atom
with H nl state resolved cross-section set was generated and provided by K.
Tőkési himself.
Extensive work has been performed in the collection and measurement of
cross-sections for atomic rate calculations used by BES modelling, such as
Wutte et al., [171] which results in an extended cross-section table with nl
resolved collisional cross-sections for lithium impact excitation, ionization
and charge exchange with plasma particles for atomic levels up to 4f. This
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work also includes Li + H2 ground state ionization cross-sections of the va-
lence electron and collisional excitation to 2p. Earlier hydrogen impact cross-
section work is more extensive, with regard to high energy H + H2 collisions
[264, 265, 266] but this lacks the detailed cross-section tables as featured for
electron and proton impact interactions needed for detailed beam evolution
calculations.

6.1.1 Classical trajectory Monte Carlo

The classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) is a non-perturbative method
that classically deals with collisions. CTMC has been shown to be effective in
the calculation of ionization and capture cross-sections for ion atom collisions
[267, 268].

Figure 6.1: The relative vectors involved in a 4 body interactions.

In this work, a four body approximation is applied for the modeling of col-
lisions between Li and H projectiles with H2 targets, (see Figure 6.1). The
interactions between the colliding particles is governed by the Coulomb force
and described by a set of non-relativistic Newtonian equations:

mi
d2ri
dt2

=
4∑

j=1,i 6=j

ZiZj
(ri − rj)

|ri − rj|3
(6.1)

where mi, Zi and ri are the mass, charge and relative position of the i-th
particle, respectively. Figure 6.1 shows the schematic diagram of the cal-
culated collision system. In our recent case, both the target (H2) and the
projectiles (Li,H) were considered as two bodies. In this simplest possible
approach, the H2 molecule is modelled by a hydrogen-type atom with one
active electron bound to the H+

2 ion with an effective binding energy (Eeff )
and an effective core charge (Zeff ). For H2 target we used Zeff = 1.165 and
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Eeff = 0.567 a.u. This approximation was successfully used in the investi-
gation of the H2O molecule by several groups, leading to a good agreement
between theoretical predictions and experimental data [269, 270, 271, 272].
For the multielectron Li projectile, only the 2s electron of the Li atom was
considered. The effective charge of 1.3 and binding energy of 0.198 a.u. was
used to model the 2s orbital of the Li atom. Accordingly, the H atom was
mimicked with Z = 1 and with E = 0.5 a.u. A12, A34 constitute the posi-
tions of bound electrons to projectile and target, respectively; R the relative
position between target and projectile centers of mass and b the impact pa-
rameter. The collision is initialized with given projectile velocity(vp) at a
suitable distance between projectile and target to ensure negligible electro-
static interaction between the bound systems.
Nine different classical states, as collision results, were considered and the
total projectile ionization cross-section was computed from the relevant exit
channels that resulted in projectile electron loss. The final cross-sections for
the exit channels were computed from a large number of test cases:

σ(i) =
2πbmax

TN

T iN∑
j=1

b
(i)
j (6.2)

where TN is the total number of trajectories computed with impact parame-
ters less than bmax, T

i
N are the number of trajectories relevant for the inves-

tigated i-th channel with b
(i)
j the corresponding impact parameters randomly

chosen following a uniform distribution in [0, bmax].

6.1.2 Cross-section validation

First, the ionization cross-sections of projectile atoms in hydrogen gas were
calculated. In these simulations, 2 × 106 primary trajectories were followed
based on a four-body model. For the total projectile ionization cross-section
computations, four relevant exit channels were considered:

X + H2 → X+ +H2 + eprojectile (6.3)

X + H2 → X+ +H2 + etarget (6.4)

X + H2 → X+ +H+
2 + 2e (6.5)

X + H2 → X+ +H−2 (6.6)

Figure 6.2A shows the total projectile ionization cross-section (red) as well as
all the contributing exit channels for H+H2 interaction. The grey shaded area
marks the cross-sections relevant for BES impact energies. The lower impact
energy region is dominated by direct projectile ionization (blue)(eq.6.3) as
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well as projectile ionization resulted from target ionization accompanied by
projectile charge exchange (cyan)(eq.6.4).

Figure 6.2: A. Total ionization cross-section of a H(n = 1) projectile at BES
relevant impact energies on H2 molecules(red) with all the contributing ionization
exit channels. B. Comparison of the total H+H2 ionization cross-section calculated
by the CTMC method (red) with previously measured data.

Both have similar values up to impact energy of 20 keV after which direct
projectile ionization becomes the dominant mechanism. Target electron cap-
ture mechanism (purple)(eq.6.6) has a similar decreasing trend as a function
of impact energy. The projectile ionization by target electron capture is in-
cluded in the total projectile ionization cross-section. Simultaneous target
and projectile ionization (green)(eq.6.5) is most effective at impact energies
in the range of 100 keV, with a maximum of one order of magnitude less
than the dominant ionization mechanism. Similar features were observed
for the ionization of lithium beam atoms through collisions with hydrogen
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molecules. The dominance of direct projectile ionization is more contested in
the lower impact energy range. The relative contributions of other ionization
mechanisms are stronger by a factor 2 - 5 in the case of Li+H2 collisions com-
pared to the H + H2 collisions. The total ionization cross-section is derived
by σa =

∑
i σai, where the σai characterize the individual exit channels. Both

lithium and hydrogen ionization cross-sections have been compared to previ-
ously published experimental cross-section measurements. A good agreement
was found for BES relevant beam energies, which are in a typical range of
40−100 keV (Figure 6.2B). The lower impact energy range is somewhat con-
testable due to differing trends and values with the cross-sections featured
by Barnett et al. [273]. However, there is an overall good agreement with
Phelps et al. [264] and Tabata et al. [274]. Similarly, good agreement was
achieved for lithium ionization cross-sections with hydrogen molecules with
impact energies above 10 keV with cross-section are featured in Wutte et al.
[171].

X +H2 → X− +H+
2 (6.7)

Negative ion formation is considered a beam attenuation mechanism, see
(eq.6.7). A change in projectile charge by projectile electron capture re-
sults in the projectile being lost from the beam by following magnetic field
lines. Figure 6.2A shows the energy dependence of the projectile electron
capture cross-section (black), having a similar trend as the target electron
capture cross-section (purple)(eq.6.6) and having values two orders of mag-
nitude lower than the total ionization cross-section. The total electron loss
cross-section that results in beam attenuation in high magnetic fields applied
to the CRM is as follows: σlossa = σiona + σ

(negativeionization)
a .

6.1.3 Bundled-n and nl resolved cross-sections

The previous section successfully demonstrated the CTMC method as a vi-
able tool for generating novel beam atom with neutral particle cross-sections.
An upgraded version of the CTMC method [275] was used to calculate a full
set of cross-sections needed for complete beam evolution calculations. The
calculations were performed by K. Tőkési. The upgraded method similarly
applies a four-body approach and evaluates the energy of electrons on all
exit channels to assess whether any excitation or de-excitation of the pro-
jectile valence electron occurred. As the CTMC calculations are expensive,
two collisions were evaluated: Li and H beam atoms, as projectiles and H
as target neutral particle at 50 keV impact energy. The impact energy was
chosen as it is fairly typical beam energy. The departure from H2 molecular
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target to H atomic neutral target is justified as the latter does not require the
H+

2 ion part of the target system to be reduced to a hydrogen-like particle.
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 describe the a full set of H + H and Li + H cross-sections,
respectively, at 50 keV impact energy, where the target is neutral H and the
projectiles are H and Li. The H impact cross-sections are n-resolved, while
the Li impact cross-sections are nl-resolved to stay consistent with existing
cross-section data. The diagonal elements of both tables feature projectile
impact electron loss cross-sections from the valence electron’s corresponding
ground and excited states. Non-diagonal cross-sections describe collisional
excitation and de-excitation where the row designates the atomic state of
the projectile before the collision and the column the atomic level of the
projectile after the collision.

H + H: n-resolved cross-sections in cm2

Atomic
level

1n 2n 3n 4n

1n 9.793× 10−17 1.339× 10−16 1.267× 10−16 1.171× 10−16

2n 4.402× 10−17 5.355× 10−16 3.420× 10−16 1.040× 10−16

3n 7.673× 10−18 3.379× 10−16 1.214× 10−15 6.036× 10−16

4n 2.852× 10−18 6.982× 10−17 6.160× 10−16 2.066× 10−15

Table 6.1: H + H cross-sections at 50 keV impact energy. Diagonal cross-section
describe projectile ionization, non-diagonal cross-section describe excitation and
de-excitation, where [row, col] → [from level, to level]

Li + H: nl-resolved cross-sections in cm2

Atomic

level

2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 4f

2s 3.11E-16 2.10E-15 6.07E-17 1.15E-16 1.22E-16 8.77E-18 1.71E-17 1.98E-17 1.33E-17

2p 6.70E-16 2.99E-16 1.41E-17 9.62E-17 2.22E-16 3.88E-18 1.74E-17 3.06E-17 1.29E-17

3s 8.10E-17 9.51E-17 8.16E-16 3.73E-15 2.53E-16 1.76E-16 2.06E-16 1.16E-16 1.45E-16

3p 5.93E-17 1.56E-16 1.22E-15 8.37E-16 2.15E-15 2.90E-17 2.24E-16 2.49E-16 2.19E-16

3d 4.96E-17 2.20E-16 4.98E-17 1.25E-15 8.45E-16 3.87E-18 2.40E-17 2.28E-16 5.69E-16

4s 2.64E-17 4.94E-17 1.98E-16 8.72E-17 1.98E-17 5.99E-16 3.52E-15 2.79E-16 5.35E-17

4p 2.30E-17 6.05E-17 7.37E-17 2.48E-16 4.15E-17 1.17E-15 6.40E-16 2.29E-15 1.08E-16

4d 2.19E-17 7.02E-17 2.18E-17 1.70E-16 2.53E-16 5.65E-17 1.37E-15 7.38E-16 1.74E-15

4f 2.30E-17 6.37E-17 2.04E-17 9.02E-17 4.46E-16 9.40E-18 5.70E-17 1.25E-15 9.78E-16

Table 6.2: Li + H cross-sections at 50 keV impact energy. Diagonal cross-section
describe projectile ionization, non-diagonal cross-section describe excitation and
de-excitation, where [row, col] → [from level, to level]
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6.2 CRM for beam into gas

An adequate inclusion of beam atoms with neutral particle interactions (eq.
6.8) into existing CRMs, such as featured in RENATE, require the rate equa-
tion system to reconfigured for gas target:

dNi

dt
=

∑
a

na

(
Rs(i)
a −Rd(i)

a

)
+ S(i) (6.8)

Rd(i)
a = Ni

( m∑
j=i+1

Rex
i→j +

i−1∑
j=0

Rdex
i→j +Rloss

i→+

)
(6.9)

Rs(i)
a =

i−1∑
j=0

NjR
ex
j→i +

m∑
j=i+1

NjR
dex
j→i (6.10)

S(i) = Nj

m∑
j=i+1

Aj→i −Ni

i−1∑
j=0

Ai→j (6.11)

where Ni and Nj are the electron population on the i-th and j-th levels, na is

the a-th type of neutral particle density and the R
s(i)
a , R

d(i)
a , S(i) correspond to

electron source, electron drain and spontaneous emission terms, respectively
to and from the i-th level. Equation (6.9) gives the electron loss mechanisms
from the i-th level by means of collisional excitation to higher atomic states
(Rex

i→j, i < j), collisional de-excitation to lower atomic states (Rdex
i→j, i > j) and

electron loss form the atom (Rloss
i→+) described by the corresponding reaction

rates. Equation (6.10) gives the electron excitation mechanisms to the i-th
level by means of collisional excitation from lower atomic states (Rex

j→i, i > j)
and collisional de-excitation from higher atomic states (Rdex

j→i, i < j). The
above-described terms effecting the electron population evolution are strongly
dependent on the local density of the neutral particles along the beamline.
Equation (eq.6.11) gives the spontaneous emission terms to and from the i-th
level. Most neutral particles effecting the beam evolution are located outside
of the confined region of the plasma in the beam duct. The temperatures of
the neutral particle populations in question are below the ionization threshold
for atomic gases and below the molecular disassociation energy for molecular
gases. A lithium or hydrogen atom accelerated to 50 keV will observe the
thermal gas below 1 eV as stationary (v → 0), resulting in the following
simplification of the rates:

R = 〈σv〉 =

∫
[fm(T,v)|v − vb|σa(v − vb)]dv ≈ σvb (6.12)
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where fm(T,v) gives a Maxwellian distribution function, |v − vb| is the im-
pact velocity which in current approximation corresponds to the beam veloc-
ity and σa the corresponding cross-section for the collision of the a-th neutral
particle with beam atoms.

6.3 Applications

A neutral model was added to the newly developed RENATE-OD BES syn-
thetic diagnostic [276]. In order to evaluate the performance of the neutral
CRM, the following scenarios were studied:

• beam attenuation in neutral gases: This aims to assess the amount of
power loss and subsequently loss of beam current through the beam
duct up to the plasma (see Subsection 6.3.1).

• beam evolution in neutral gases: This aims to assess the emission pro-
file expected along the beam in various neutral gas scenarios, differing
in gradient and density (see Subsection 6.3.2).

• beam evolution in various plasma compositions: This aims to assess the
beam evolutions in neutral gases, pure plasmas with absolutely no neu-
tral content and mixed plasma, which contain a significant amount of
neutrals that are accounted for in the CRM (see Subsection 6.3.3).

From here on, plasmas featuring no neutrals will be regarded as pure plasmas
and plasmas containing neutrals which are accounted for in the CRM are
referred to as mixed plasmas.

6.3.1 Beam attenuation

The most significant impact on beam attenuation by beam atom interaction
with neutral particle populations is expected to occur along the beamline
starting from the neutralizer, through the beam duct, port plug, up to the
plasma surface. The flight path of beam atoms from the beam duct to plasma
surface varies enormously on the size of fusion devices. This distance is
roughly 1.5 m for medium-sized devices, like EAST [132]. The whole beam
atom flight path to reach the ITER plasma for the diagnostic neutral beam
(DNB) is expected to be in the range of 20.7 m [246, 247].
To arrive at a rough estimation of how various beams attenuate in neutral
particle populations, two CRM approaches are discussed. One is suited for
beam attenuation in H2 gas. In addition, 50 keV beam atom acceleration is
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assumed for both cases, featuring 50 keV impact energy. The two approaches
are as follows:

• Ground state CRM (gCRM): Excited states are neglected, resulting in

the −Nan0R
loss remaining term on the right hand side of in equation

(6.8). ”Turning off” higher atomic states, effectively neglecting multi-
stage ionization and other electron loss mechanisms results in a sys-
tematic underestimation of the beam attenuation but does not affect
the order of magnitude. The transformation of the equation from a
temporal grid to spatial grid results in the following simple form given
for beam attenuation:

dN0

dx
= −N0

∑
a

naσ
loss
a (6.13)

where Na is the gas density, n0 is the electron population in ground level
and σlossa is the total electron loss cross-section for the beam atom with
neutral particle in question, as discussed at the end of Section 6.1.2.

• Full CRM: Inclusion of collisional excitation and de-excitation from
higher atomic levels, as featured in equation (6.8), allows for the calcu-
lation of electron populations on higher atomic levels and therefore ac-
counts for multistage ionization. This was done by using the RENATE-
OD neutral module. Similarly to the ground state CRM, the conversion
from a temporal to the spatial grid along the beam eliminates the pro-
jectile velocity dependence in the rate terms of equation (6.8).

Detailed information on neutral particle densities along the beam path is hard
to obtain. Overcoming this issue required the assumption of constant neutral
density profiles. A common frame of reference was achieved by keeping the
atomic densities equal. The assumed neutral density for a H2 ranges from
1018m−3 to 1019m−3, while for H ranges from 2×1018m−3 to 2×1019m−3. To
match the atomic density between the molecular and atomic hydrogen gas
scenarios, nH2 = 2nH was assumed.
Figure 6.3 shows the expected beam, attenuation for neutral particle gases
that feature similar atomic density for H and H2. Figures 6.3A and 6.3B high-
light the Li beam attenuation and the H beam attenuation at 50 keV beam
energy, respectively. Two neutral gas scenarios were considered: a realistic
neutral density scenario featuring H atomic density of 1018m−3 marked with
solid lines and a high atomic density scenario of 1019m−3 marked with dashed
lines. The beam attenuation in lower neutral densities, such as 1017m−3 was
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Figure 6.3: Both images show the beam attenuation. Li projectile beams are
featured in A and hydrogen projectile beams in B. Solid lines show attenuation in
realistic (1018m−3) atomic density and dashed in high atomic density (1019 m−3).
The full CRM in H is marked in blue, gCRM in H with green and gCRM in H2

with red.

found not to be significant. Three sub scenarios are attributed to each atomic
density scenario, featuring the full CRM in H neutrals (blue), gCRM in H
gas (green), and gCRM in H2 neutrals. All three scenarios reveal similar
beam attenuation behaviour. There seems to be very little added effect of
multistage ionization as the blue and green lines behave almost identically.
The relative error between the two scenarios remains below 1%, inferring
the full CRM and gCRM approaches resulting in similar beam attenuation.
Higher neutral densities do reveal a minor discrepancy, especially for the Li
beam attenuation where a relative discrepancy of 4% was observed at a 1 m
distance and increased to 14 % over the whole 3 m range. A much larger dis-
crepancy is observed in the beam attenuation dependent on the gas species.
The ratio between ground state ionization cross-sections for H projectile is
σH0

σH2
= 0.755 and for Li projectile it is 0.593, indicating increased attenuation

in H gas of the same atomic density. This accumulates to 34% and 2.9% for
Li beam in high and realistic gas density scenarios. The relative discrepancy
increases to 68% and 5.4% over 8 m for H beam projectiles for the high den-
sity and realistic density neutral scenarios, respectively. The conclusion is
that species of neutrals matter, especially in high-density scenarios regarding
attenuation. Overall Figure 6.3A shows the Li beam being attenuated far
quicker under similar neutral gas conditions. Reasonable densities show a Li
beam attenuation of roughly 5− 7% for alkali BES relevant projectile flight
paths. This increases dramatically if the neutral density is high, reaching up
to 60− 70%. Figure 6.3B shows a similar story with a beam attenuation of
roughly 6− 10% over 8 m for reasonable gas densities and attenuation of up
to 70 % if the neutral gas density increases.
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ITER DNB calculations

Constant neutral densities are not a realistic expectation through the beam
duct. Therefore, a more realistic neutral profile is required. The author of the
current work received a set of expected neutral density profiles for the ITER
DNB beam duct from B. Schunke [277]. These simulations resulted from the
Beam Transport and Re-ionization (BTR) code [278] used at ITER to model
various aspects of the NBI system such as beam shape and beam density
profile from the ion source, through the neutralizer and the beam duct up to
the plasma. The code also features expected neutral particle density along
the beam. The ITER DNB was modelled (a hydrogen beam at 100 keV) by
assuming the neutral gas H2 and the beam attenuation calculation following
the gCRM approach.

Figure 6.4: The neutral gas profile along the ITER DNB is plotted with blue
dotted line, while the beam attenuation with the red solid line.

Figure 6.4 shows the neutral H2 gas density along the DNB with the dotted
blue line, where the neutralizer ends and the re-ionization starts at 4.6 m
distance along the beam. The beam evolution calculation commences fol-
lowing the neutralizer, and the initial beam density is normalized to be 1.
The residual ion dump (RID) is located between 5.3 m and 7.1 m and the
calorimeter between 7.54 m to 10.36 m. The duct region starts from 10.8 m
to 20.8 m. The averaged neutral gas density along the ITER DNB is roughly
9.13 × 1017 m−3, with a slight bump where the RID is located, followed by
a drop due to a vacuum pump. The density gradually increases through the
calorimeter and the beam duct right up to the port plug, where it experi-
ences a drop due to a gas sink. The attenuation is plotted in a solid red
line. A noticeable drop in attenuation occurs through the RID correspond-
ing to the local increase in density. The beam density gradually drops to
0.86 of the original value reaching the port plug. This constitutes roughly a
14 % drop in beam power from the neutralization and, subsequently, equally
less beam emission. The expected beam current at the plasma boundary is
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IDNB = ηδ
(
P
E

)
DNB

, where P and E are the beam power and energy, respec-
tively, η the neutralization efficiency and δ correction for additional beam
attenuation, which in this case amounts to 0.86.

6.3.2 Beam emission in neutral gas

The evaluation of the beam evolution process in neutral gasses requires the
use of the full CRM to compute the valence electron population density on all
excited atomic states. From here on, all calculations feature either Li or H as
beam material at 50 keV beam energy in H atomic gas. A constant, neutral
gas of density nn = 1018 m−3 was used to calculate the electron population
density on all accounted atomic levels along the beam. In comparison, the
beam evolution was also performed in a pure plasma of similar density at a
temperature of 100 eV. Figure 6.5A shows the beam evolution of a Li beam
in neutral gas vs plasma of identical density over a distance of 0.5 m. The
plot features the linear population density of each atomic level. For lithium,
the beam evolution process accounts for atomic levels from 2s to 4f. The n=4
subshells are not featured as not to over clutter the plot. The main focus is
on the population of atomic levels participating in the observed spontaneous
transitions. The solid lines highlight the beam evolution results in neutral
gas, while the dotted lines show the results in pure plasma. A quasi-linear
attenuation was observed for the pure plasma, resulting in a net loss of 22 %
of the ground state 2s population. The population of the observed excited
state in gas, 2p, features roughly four times less the electron population
density on the same state in plasma, implying 0.25 times less emission in
neutral gas as in similar density plasma. The beam evolution in pure plasma
features a secondary equilibrium in the electron population density of all
atomic levels. This feature is not fully reproduced in the electron population
densities observed for the beam evolution in gas. Subshells 3s and 3p feature a
slightly different trend from the rest. All excited states in the beam evolution
in a gas are consistently less populated than in the case of beam evolution
in plasma. There are two notable exceptions. First, the subshell, 2s, is
expected to be more populated for the beam in gas as the beam attenuates
less than in pure plasma. Second, the subshells 3s and 3p feature similar
reversal population densities between the beam in gas and the beam in pure
plasma scenarios. This behavior is most likely caused by the dismissal of
higher excited state. The author acknowledges that future, more detailed
studies are required to assess and fully validate the cross-section set provided
by the CTMC method. However, the focus lies on the emergent CRM and
its possible applications in this work. As the atomic states in question are
significantly less populated than those of the observed atomic transition, this
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behaviour was deemed negligible for the study’s outcome.

Figure 6.5: Beam evolution of neutral beams in neutral gas vs plasma. A: Linear
population density for Li on subshells of atomic levels n= 2,3. B: Linear population
density for H beam on levels 1n to 4n. (p) denotes states populated by beam into
plasma, while (n) denotes states populated by beam into gas.

Figure 6.5B features a comparison of a 50 keV H beam evolution in gas vs
plasma. The plot shows the linear emission density beholden to each ac-
counted for atomic level. The plot features the electron population densities
on shells n = 1→ 4, set by the upper limit of the new cross-section data set.
Dotted lines mark the beam evolution results in pure plasma, while solid lines
result in neutral gas. The beam attenuates similarly in gas and plasma of
n = 1018 m−3. The n=3 shell has an electron population of 5 times less when
the beam is injected into gas than pure plasma. The identical behaviour of
the secondary equilibria observed in both cases offers reassurance towards the
cross-section data and CRM validity. It has to be noted that the low number
of considered atomic shells (n=4) requires further investigation, once a more
complete cross-section dataset is generated.
Overall, in the case of SOL like gas and plasma densities, the electron pop-
ulation density of the corresponding excited level is quite similar. Beams in
neutral gases attenuate somewhat less than in plasma and feature an electron
population of 0.25 and 0.2 times lower on the observed atomic level for Li
and H beams, respectively. Due to expected neutral particle collisions before
the beam encounters any plasma in realistic fusion device conditions, not all
beam atoms are expected to be in the atomic ground state, when entering the
plasma. The fraction of excited state populated atoms vs ground state pop-
ulated atoms is entirely negligible in the case of the H beams. For Li beams,
however, roughly 1% of beam atoms will be excited at neutral gas densities of
1018 m−3. This is a linear trend increasing with the neutral particle density
to 10 % for neutral densities of 1019 m−3.
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Scaling neutral density profiles

The beam evolution process in neutral particle densities is realistically ex-
pected to face two distinct types of density gradients. This section aims to
assess the emission distribution along the beam for various set-ups of these
density gradients.

• Constant density: along the beam, is the most likely density distribu-
tion expected for the relative detector calibration process [121, 259],
which occasionally occurs after a plasma discharge under conditions
where the gas is most likely in thermal equilibrium. Beam evolution
and emission processes were modelled in various constant gas densi-
ties (see Figure 6.6) to assess the attenuation of the emission along the
beam.

• Decreasing density: along the beam is the most likely distribution of
neutrals in the SOL during a plasma discharge. This behaviour will be
thoroughly reviewed in the subsequent Subsection

The constant density profile scaling will be discussed in great detail as it is
more relevant to BES calibration processes.

Figure 6.6: A: shows the linear emission densities of observed atomic transi-
tion 2p → 2s for Li. B: shows the linear emission densities of observed atomic
transition 3n→ 2n for H.

Figure 6.6 A and B show the linear emission density of the observed atomic
transition for Li (2p → 2s ) and H (3n → 2n ) beams over a distance of
1 m. The emission along the beam seems relatively constant, for Li beams
(see Figure 6.6A), featuring a small gradient for most gas densities up to
roughly 5×1018 m−3. Above this value, beam attenuation becomes stronger,
and a distinct decrease in emission is observed following the emission peak.
The beam emission is less evenly distributed as the upper subshell of the
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observed transition populates quicker in higher densities. A similar tendency
was observed with H beams (see Figure 6.6B); however, the beam emission
attenuates considerably less than in the case of the Li beam. Consider-
ing pressure ranges from 10−5 mbar to 2 × 10−3 mbar, typically present for
AUG LiBES calibration [259], which correspond to a neutral density range
of 1018 m−3 to 5 × 1019 m−3. Applying the density equivalent to a thermal
gas of 1.5× 10−3 mbar, roughly n = 3× 1019 m−3 at 400 K, an emission at-
tenuation factor of 1.13 is achieved over a distance of 15 cm. This is close to
1.26 value presented in Fischer et al. [259] at the same pressure and achieved
over a similar distance. The discrepancy is attributed to the difference in gas
species. The target gas in the published study is H2 , while the current CRM
handles only H gas as the target. The agreement with earlier emission models
is a good indicator of the applicability of the new CRM to BES calibration
tasks. Furthermore, the agreement also fosters the use of the CRM in mixed
plasmas, where neutral densities are mixed with plasma densities, especially
for detailed SOL studies, measurements and synthetic diagnostics.

6.3.3 Beam evolution in mixed plasma

Previous subsections dealt with the applicability of the CRM to assist in rel-
ative calibration processes and compute the beam losses in neutral gas. The
current subsection is dedicated to exploring and quantifying the effect that
neutral particles in the SOL and edge have on the beam emission. Further-
more, the relevance of including these cross-sections is discussed in synthetic
BES diagnostics. Finally, possibilities towards neutral particle density mea-
surements are also alluded to. This is achieved by combining the neutral
CRM in equation (6.8) with the CRM described in equation (2.6):

dNi

dx
= neCei +

∑
I

nICIi +
∑
a

naCai + CSi (6.14)

where the first two terms represent the electron impact, equation (2.7), and
ion impact collision terms, equation (2.8), respectively. The neutral impact
cross-sections are condensed into the third term based on equations (6.9)
and (6.10). The final term describes the spontaneous emission, as seen in
equation (2.9) or (6.11). From here on, the CRM dealing with plasma only
(first, second and last terms) from equation (6.14) is labeled with Rp. The
CRM dealing with neutrals only (third and last terms) from equation (6.14)
is labeled with Rn. The combined CRM will be refered to as Rt.
Figure 6.7 A. and B. show the expected linear emission densities along the
beam for Li (A) and H (B) in various target species. The linear emission den-
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Figure 6.7: Shows the linear emission densities for both Li beam (A) and H beam
(B) in pure plasma (red), neutral gas (blue) and mixed plasma (green).

sity from beam evolution in neutral gas is marked with blue (In = Rn(nn)),
while the linear emission density from beam into pure plasma with red
(Ip = Rp(np)). For both cases, the target density was set to be 1018 m−3.
The In is roughly four times less at peak emission densities than Ip, for Li as
beam projectile. In the case of the hydrogen beams, the emission proportion,
described as Ip

In
, is roughly five. These values are in accordance with beam

evolution behaviour observed in Figure 6.5. Both images in Figure 6.7 feature
the linear emission density from beam into a mixed plasma of np = 1018 m−3

plasma and nn = 1018 m−3 neutral densities marked with the solid green line
(It = Rt(nn, np)). The mixed plasma emission would represent a realistic
emission profile in the SOL. In this case, the electron population density on
the upper atomic level of the observed transition is determined by a beam
with plasma and beam with neutral interactions simultaneously. At first
glance, the emission from pure plasma and neutral particle density beam
evolution seems additive: It = In + Ip. This relation is further explored to
assess the impact and contribution of neutral particles to the beam emission.
To achieve this, the emission caused by beam with neutral collisions has to be
differentiated from the emission caused by beam with plasma collisions. The
differentiation is not achievable by spectral methods but can be approached
by separating the emitted photon quantities attributable to beam interac-
tion with pure plasma and beam interaction with neutrals. By doing so,
plasma mixtures can be defined where neutral density inclusion may play a
significant role in the emission.

In(x) + Ip(x) = Rn(nn(x)) +Rp(ne(x)) ≈ Rt(ne(x), nn(x)) = It(x) (6.15)

where the collisional radiative models are denoted as Rn, Rp, Rt, for the
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neutral CRM, pure plasma CRM and the mixed plasma CRM, respectively.
nn and ne and the neutral and plasma densities.

Figure 6.8: Shows the relative errors along the beam between the combined emis-
sion (Ip+In) and the total emission (It) for various base densities. Image A shows
the relative error for Li and image B shows the relative error for H.

The relative error between the summed emission and total emission densities
is defined as In+Ip−It

It
, where np = nn = n. Figure 6.8 A and B show the rela-

tive error between the two approaches to the combined beam emission for Li
and H beams, respectively. The green line features the relative error for beam
evolution in mixture with species featuring densities of n = 1017 m−3, blue
with densities of 1018 m−3 and red with densities of 1019 m−3. The relative
error increases along the beam and increases quasilinearly with the plasma
density. The discrepancy between the added emission approach and the emis-
sion from the total CRM is negligible for low target densities (1017 m−3). For
realistic SOL densities, in the range of 1018 m−3, the relative error is roughly
around 1 % for the hydrogen beam but can be more significant for the Li
beam. Over distances, up to 20− 30 cm, which is more then enough to cover
the SOL or lengths of various observation ranges, the relative error can be as
high as 5 %. For higher density targets, the hydrogen beam features an error
of up to 10 %, while for lithium beam, the error can be as much or higher
than the initial value. There are two major contributors to this behaviour:

• Beam attenuation is the main driving force for the discrepancy. Lithium
beams attenuate much faster in similar density pure plasmas than neu-
tral gasses, as seen in Figure 6.5, which is further enforced by the
difference in electron loss cross-sections of the ground state. The cross-
section for 2s ionization in neutral gas is roughly σn = 3.1× 10−16 cm2,
while the reduced rate for 2s ionization through electron impact Re =
6.7×10−16 cm2 and proton impact Rp = 4.1×10−15 cm2 at 100 eV SOL
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like plasma temperatures. Similar behaviour is observed with hydrogen
beams, but the difference between beam ionization in plasma reduced
rates is much closer to the ionization cross-section of beam in gas. The
It emission attenuation is dominated by the beam with plasma ioniza-
tion rather than the beam with neutral gas ionization, resulting in the
Ip + In approach systematically overestimating the expected emission.

• Secondary equilibrium establishes the relative population of atomic lev-
els along the beam as well as defines the emission profile. In the case of
hydrogen beams, the emerging secondary equilibria from shooting the
beam into pure plasma and shooting into neutral gas show a similar
trend. For the lithium beam, however, the different trends in secondary
equilibria, between beam into gas and beam into plasma, further ex-
acerbate the relative error between the two approaches to emission
calculation.

It is a reasonably safe approach to separate the total beam emission into
emission caused by beam into plasma interactions and emission caused by
beam into gas interaction. By decoupling the emission, it becomes possible to
calculate the emission fraction, defined as Φn

Φp
, in the function of the density

fraction nn
np

, where Φ =
∫
Idx is the emitted photon current over the studied

distance and evaluate what plasma mixes feature sufficient gas density to
result in a non-negligible amount of emission caused by beam with neutral
interaction.

Figure 6.9: Shows the emission fraction in function of the density fraction for a
number of baseline plasma densities. Baseline plasma density values are 1018 m−3

with red, 5× 1018 m−3 with green and 1019 m−3 with blue.

Three scenarios were evaluated featuring baseline plasma densities of 1018 m−3,
5× 1018 m−3 and 1019 m−3. The neutral gas density was derived by applying
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the density fraction to the baseline plasma density value. The linear emission
densities were computed using the CRMs for Rp and Rn. The emitted photon
fraction was calculated over a distance of 5 cm, which is way more than the
typically detector projection along the beam. This integration length ensures
the study of a realistic emission fraction that can be expected to occur within
a given detector observation volume. Figure 6.9 show the resulting emission
fraction in function of the density fraction for the three baseline plasma den-
sities. The emission fractions all feature their respective uncertainties derived
from data based on Figure 6.8. The dotted line marks an emission fraction of
Φn
Φp

= 0.2, where one-sixth of the total emission results from beam interaction

with neutral particles. In the current work, the 0.2 emission fraction will be
considered a threshold above which the neutral contribution to the emission
is not deemed negligible. The threshold value should be set for existing BES
systems based on their SNR. A threshold of 0.2 seems reasonable for JET
LiBES, while AUG LiBES would feature a value closer to 0.1. The uncer-
tainty in the emission fraction increases for larger baseline plasma densities.
Essentially, scenarios featuring higher densities have increased uncertainty.
The density fraction scaling for hydrogen beams (Figure 6.9B) show very
similar behaviour for all baseline scenarios with very little uncertainty, in-
dicating that a roughly 1:1 neutral to plasma mix or above would result in
neutral induced emission quantity above the threshold level. Lithium seems
to be more sensitive, as a density fraction of 0.5 at higher baseline plasma
density would suffice to reach the threshold value (Image 6.9A). For a more
SOL like scenario with plasma densities in the range of 1018 m−3, the neutral
density has to be at least 0.8 times or equal to the plasma density. Natu-
rally, a higher density fraction, above 1, significantly increases the number of
photons attributed to beam interaction with neutrals.

nHESEL derived realistic SOL profiles

All the above work determined that if the neutral density is almost equal or
higher to the plasma density in the SOL, then a significant amount of the
emission can be attributed to the interaction of beam atoms with neutral
particles. The scaling and studies were all conducted on idealized constant
plasma and gas sections aimed at mapping the expected parameter range of
the SOL plasma. A realistic plasma / neutral gas profile was used derived
from nHESEL SOL turbulence simulations (see 2.3.1). The nHESEL simula-
tion was carried out using realistic measurement parameters from the TCV
tokamak [279] by Alexander Thrysoe from DTU. The plasma and neutral
density profiles were computed by time-averaging the turbulence simulation
at each radial position. Figure 6.10A shows the time-averaged density pro-
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files along the nHESEL slab, where x = 0 marks the position of the LCFS,
the neutral density (nn) is marked with blue, the plasma density (np) is
marked with red and the total density (n = np + nn) is marked with the
green dashed line. The plasma density dominates in the near SOL until until
about x = 3 cm, having a density value of 2×1018 m−3. The outer SOL from
3 cm outside the LCFS is neutral density dominates.

Figure 6.10: A: shows the time averaged plasma(red) and neutral densities(blue)
and the sum of the both (green). B: shows the linear emission densities from Li
beam into plasma (red), beam into neutral gas (blue) and beam into mixed compo-
sition target(green).

Figure 6.10B shows the linear emission densities for a 50 keV Li beam. Blue
marks the linear emission density from the beam through neutral gas, Rn(nn),
red shows the linear emission density from the beam through plasma, Rp(np),
and dashed green shows the total linear emission density, Rt(np, nn). The
emission profile in the far SOL is dominated by the emission contribution
of the neutral particles, reaching an emission fraction of 1, roughly 3 cm
outside of the LCFS. The emission fraction is still reasonable, between 0.2
and 1 in near SOL and dropping to roughly 0.07 at the LCFS. These values
indicate that a significant photon emission occurs due to beam with neutral
interactions.
Figure 6.11 shows the extent to which neutral particles affect the beam evo-
lution process during the observation of SOL turbulence. Images A, B and C
show the time evolution of the plasma density component, the neutral density
component and the total density, respectively, for the nHESEL simulation.
Both images A and C highlight density filament emanating from the confined
region. The overall density from A to C increases significantly in the far SOL
by adding neutral gas densities. This effect is reflected in their corresponding
beam emission time evolution, where the emission evolution from beam into
plasma (D), the emission evolution for beam into gas (E) and the emission
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Figure 6.11: Show the time evolution of nHESEL simulation. A: plasma density
evolution. B: neutral density evolution. C: combined density evolution (plasma +
neutral). D: emission density from beam into plasma. E: emission density from
beam into gas. F: emission density from beam into composite.

from the mixture featuring both (F). The emission from beam into mixed
composition increased significantly in the far SOL, the spatial-temporal evo-
lution of the filaments seem to be not affected. Furthermore, the location of
the emission peak does not shift closer to the LCFS despite the added neutral
density. The emission peak for beam in gas shifts between positions LCFS
+ 2 cm to LCFS + 3 cm. Unsurprisingly these findings are consistent with
findings presented in Figure 6.10. A closer examination of SOL turbulence
features, namely the radial skewness profile, revealed the skewness of beam
emission from the mixed species target to follow the trend set by the skewness
of the beam emission from the plasma target in the near SOL. In this region,
plasma densities and fluctuations, such as filaments, dominate over neutral
particles. The skewness values from the plasma + neutral beam emission
are slightly lower than those from the plasma density beam emission as the
addition of neutrals dampens the skewness. In the far SOL, where neutral
densities dominate, beyond LCFS + 3 cm, the skewness values of the beam
emission from the mixed composition target converge to the skewness of the
beam emission from the neutral component target.
The inclusion of beam atom with neutral particle cross-section into existing
CRM for beam evolution calculations is justified, assuming the target mix-
ture features a neutral density close to or larger than that of the plasma. In
such cases, the emission from neutral interactions is quantifiable with a rea-
sonable error. There are two immediate advantages to the expanded CRM.
Firstly, it provides a more accurate interpretation of how BES synthetic di-
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Figure 6.12: Skewness of the emission signals in the SOL from beam into plasma
(red), beam into neutral gas (blue) and beam into mixed composition (green).

agnostics observe and perceive SOL filaments, as neutrals seem to dampen
the turbulences’ features. Secondly, it opens up the possibility for neutral
density reconstructions, provided the neutral density is high enough, and the
plasma density is considered a given. Both of these points are the subject of
extensive future work, results of which are presented by Asztalos et al. [280].
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Chapter 7

Summary and Outlook

Fluctuation beam emission spectroscopy (BES) is an active diagnostic sys-
tem employed in thermonuclear fusion research to measure plasma density
profiles and their fluctuations on microsecond timescales. The current work
is focused on the exploration, development, enhancement and utilization of
BES modelling codes as synthetic diagnostics for the development of such
systems, modelling aided measurement interpretation and validation of first
principle plasma physics codes. The RENATE 3D BES code was the primary
tool used as a modelling platform to assess various diagnostic setups, nego-
tiate trade-offs, develop synthetic diagnostics and study the effect of neutral
gas on the plasma measurements. The RENATE BES model computes evo-
lution of the electron state population along a high energy neutral beam of
H, D, T, Li or Na. The integrated emission results in each detector channels
expected photon current values. The beam and observation geometries are
fully 3D while placed in realistic magnetic geometries.

A novel, self-consistent method was developed and integrated into the
RENATE synthetic diagnostic to map the fluctuation sensitive areas (FSA)
belonging to each detector by definition, modelling the response of the di-
agnostic system to artificially introduced, magnetic-field-aligned, localized
density perturbations. The FSA pinpoints and specifies the size and shape
of the spatial domain where density perturbations result in light fluctuations
on any given detector. Diagnostic systems were characterized by localized
positive response areas defining the FSA and the effective spatial resolution,
as the spatial scale on which a given detector can resolve density fluctuations.
The EAST lithium BES (LiBES) and deuterium BES (DBES) diagnostic
systems were used to demonstrate the fluctuation response calculations, thus
contributing to their design. The FSA was shown to have a strong depen-
dence on the alignment of the lines of sight with the magnetic field lines within
the beam volume. The edge DBES systems’ lines of sight featured favourable
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magnetic field alignment inferring good spatial resolution. In contrast, the
LiBES observation system featured a less than favourable alignment indicat-
ing the emission from a given instance of density fluctuations smeared across
multiple detectors. Both setups showed a similar trend of the FSA remaining
roughly the same from the SOL channels towards the edge channels. Any
improvement in emission smearing resulting from higher densities and there-
fore faster decay of the population of the observed atomic levels was offset by
increased emission smearing from a growing deterioration in the alignment of
field lines with lines of sight observed radially inwards. Certain observation
channels were shown to have a blind spot, where the observation system does
not register light fluctuation in response to density fluctuations. The impact
of higher plasma densities on beam ionization in contrast to collisional exci-
tation observed on Li beams causes a loss of spatial localization on detector
channels observing the plasma region past the blind spot of the diagnostic
system. This effect renders LiBES observation systems unable to spatially
resolve density fluctuations for the inner observation channels, contrary to
DBES observation geometries, which were found to have positive fluctuation
response well past the emission peak.
The applicability of the method for modelling-aided measurement interpreta-
tion was demonstrated on the JET LiBES system. The fluctuation response
calculation identified the spatial origin of light fluctuations detected at the
last close flux surface with the JET LiBES system. The fluctuation response
calculations validated the assumption that the density fluctuations respon-
sible for the periodically detected light fluctuations originated from a 2 cm
spatial domain located just outside the last closed flux surface.

Following the successful applications of fluctuation response calculations
on EAST, a comprehensive methodology using synthetic diagnostics was put
forward to assess the capabilities and performance of beam emission spec-
troscopy (BES) diagnostic concepts, primarily focusing on trade-off resolution
impacting penetration depth, spatial resolution, signal to noise ratio, signal
to background ratio and observation system. The methodology was applied
to five different BES diagnostic systems on three different fusion devices,
where each system faced a sightly different trade-off being navigated.
The design considerations for the W7-X ABES system faced a choice in using
Na or Li as beam material. It manifested as an aspect of the more general
trade-off between spatial localization and plasma penetration. Spatial local-
ization computations revealed Na beams to be superior by a factor of 5 at
the same beam energy due to favourable atomic physics and slower beam
velocity. On the other hand, sodium beams were shown to have a decreased
penetration depth of approximately 2− 3 cm offset by an improved signal to
noise ratio and spatial localization. These considerations resulted in devel-
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oping, installing, and operating a Na beam-based BES system on W7-X.
Two proposed ITER fluctuation BES observation geometries were evaluated:
one for pedestal and the other for core plasma observations. The main chal-
lenge for ITER fluctuation diagnostics was the high plasma background emis-
sion resulting in a low signal to background ratio (SBR). The small etendue
of the observation system also resulted in a low signal to noise ratio (SNR)
and an overall fixed observation geometry which left filter optimization the
only option to negotiate the emergent trade-off between SNR and SBR. Fol-
lowing optimization criteria resulted in the throughput characteristics of a
narrow bandpass optical filter to be chosen. A linear relationship between
the SBR and filter efficiency was uncovered. This allowed for establishing
a direct function between the SBR and SNR of the system. Despite good
FSA and SNR on the ITER core observation geometry, the SBR values were
consistently poor for developing a fluctuation BES system. The pedestal ob-
servation geometry showed reasonable SBR and SNR values over a dynamic
range of optical filter setups, indicating the pedestal observation geometry
as a viable measurement for direct studies of plasma density fluctuations
and transient with a realistic detection threshold of 20 % relative fluctuation
density.
Further, two fluctuation BES systems were explored on JT-60SA, namely
LiBES and DBES systems. Multiple LiBES observations and beam geome-
tries were investigated, and the toroidal observation geometry was shown
to the ideal choice. The challenge presented in finding and assessing DBES
observation geometries lay in a large number of available heating beams for
observation. A method was developed, allowing for the localization of op-
timal observation points on the vacuum vessel walls for all relevant beams.
The method aimed to minimize the FSA and simultaneously ensure a suffi-
cient Doppler shift to avoid background line radiation. The method paired
individual beam points in a neutral beam to coordinates on the first wall,
labelled as optimal observation positions. For most neutral beams, clus-
ters of optimal observation locations were found on the surface of the first
wall. A trade-off was uncovered between radial and vertical resolution, as red
Doppler-shifted observation geometries favoured radial resolution over verti-
cal resolution, while blue Doppler-shifted observation geometries vice-versa.
A total number of 13 optimal observation locations were located on port
surfaces, two of which featured ideal observation geometries. These results
regarding the proposed BES systems for ITER and JT-60SA serve as the
basis for further negotiations.

The aforementioned BES simulation tools were upgraded to a turbulence
time-scale BES synthetic diagnostic was developed aimed at first principle
plasma model validation and diagnostic performance prediction. To this end,
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RENATE was coupled to the HESEL, 2D multi-field, drift fluid, scrape-off
layer turbulence code. A validation effort for the SOL turbulence code was
carried out using the ASDEX-Upgrade LiBES diagnostic system data from
discharge 29302, as it is a well researched measurement of SOL turbulence.
The qualitative validation exercise showed an overall reasonable agreement
in experimental and synthetic measurements. However, a systematic dif-
ference in the skewness and kurtosis values of corresponding synthetic and
experimental signals was uncovered, promoting the investigation of further
BES artefacts affecting signal quality, such as the expected noise component.
Two noise models were developed for the ASDEX-Upgrade photomultiplier
detectors. Simpler models approximated all noise contributions with Gaus-
sian distributions, while the more complex ”Detailed” method statistically
modelled the photon conversion and electron generation process while ac-
counting for the quantification noises in the photopultiplier detector. Both
noise models performed similarly for high photon counts. A discrepancy was
observed in the higher signal moments, such as skewness and kurtosis, for
lower photon counts, in the range of 102 photons in a measurement frame.
The Detailed noise model was proved to be superior for the HESEL - ASDEX
validation effort. The quantitative and qualitative validation exercise focused
on skewness, kurtosis power spectral density, filament frequency and relative
filament amplitudes. The plasma density, expected photon, noisy synthetic
and experimental signals were examined. The qualitative agreement was im-
proved upon due to noise inclusion. BES diagnostic limitations were found to
suppress the detection of small density fluctuations. Taking this properly into
account, the processed synthetic signal from HESEL was shown to reproduce
filament frequency accurately and averaged filament relative amplitude val-
ues in the SOL. The filament amplitude distribution in experimental signals
favours the smaller filament amplitudes over the synthetic signals filament
amplitude distribution, also explaining the discrepancy in experimental vs
synthetic signal skewness.
Following the validation effort, the RENATE-HESEL synthetic diagnostic
was used to model an extended ITER pedestal observation geometry and
assess the observation of SOL filaments. The high noise in the synthetic sig-
nals confirms earlier findings but does not exclude the possibility of studying
larger SOL filaments. Roughly 50 % of significant events were shown to be
detectable using conventional filtering and signal processing methods.

Finally, a collisional radiative model was developed designed to handle
the electron state evolution of neutral beam propagating through neutral
gas. This work was done to augment existing collisional radiative models and
evaluate the effect of neutral gas in the far SOL and in the beam flight tube.
A classical trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC) method - developed at ATOMKI
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- was validated against published Li + H2 and H + H2 projectile ionization
cross-sections. The validation successfully established CTMC as a viable
method to generate new, unknown cross-sections for impact excitation and
de-excitation of beam atoms colliding with neutral gas atoms and molecules.
Through the ionization cross-sections, beam attenuation was computed based
on realistic gas densities expected in the beam flight path. Simulations
showed roughly 10 % H beam losses in neutral densities in the range of
1018 m−3 over a distance of 5 m. These values significantly increase for Li
beams, whereas H beams are less affected. It was shown that the ITER di-
agnostic neutral beam is expected to lose roughly 15 % of its beam between
the neutralizer and port.
The four-body CTMC was used to generate a complete cross-section set for
Li + H and H + H collisions. The electron population evolution of 50 keV
neutral beams in gas showed roughly 4 times less relative electron population
on excited atomic levels for beam in gas penetration for Li and 5 times less
for H projectiles. Comparison to previously established beam in neutral gas
emission profiles for BES relative calibration showed a favourable agreement.
A decoupling of neutral-induced and plasma-induced photon emission was
shown to be applicable in mixed plasma of densities less than 5× 1018 m−3.
The method features a systematic error, especially for high neutral and
plasma destinies in the range of 1019 m−3. As long as neutral and plasma
densities are roughly equal in the SOL, 15−20 % of the total emission is due
to beam with neutral interactions. This justifies the inclusion of the beam-
neutral interactions in BES collisional radiative models. BES simulations
with realistic SOL profiles obtained from nHESEL showed BES emission to
be dominated by neutral-induced photons in the far SOL. Further studies of
SOL turbulence with nHESEL showed that measured the signal properties in
the far SOL, such as skewness, are determined by neutral density dynamics
rather than plasma filaments, further enforcing the relevance of beam with
neutral particle inclusions in BES modelling.

Fluctuation response calculation has the potential of creating a density fluctu-
ation reconstruction method from light fluctuations, applicable to any future
turbulence time-scale analysis performed by BES diagnostics.
The methods developed for BES diagnostic design and optimization are help-
ful tools for any similar future effort.
A comprehensive validation effort of HESEL modelling of AUG would require
the modelling of multiple plasma discharges and comparing various signal fil-
ament properties to quantitatively assess how accurately HESEL reproduces
experimental measurements accurately. The method also opens up the pos-
sibility to couple any plasma physics modelling code to the BES synthetic
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diagnostic and attempt validation.
The demonstration of the relevance of beam with neutral cross-sections and
the resulting high neutral-induced photon emission for roughly equal plasma
and neutral densities opens up the possibility for SOL neutral density mea-
surements with BES. Towards this end, considerable effort and work are
ongoing to assess and develop such a novel measurement method.
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Chapter 8

Thesis statements

I. Statement

I have developed a fluctuation response method applicable to beam emis-
sion spectroscopy (BES) diagnostics that measures the spatial localization
of plasma density fluctuations by generating the light response of the BES
system to plasma perturbations, which account for all relevant localization
effects. The method computes the light responses to small, localized plasma
density and temperature fluctuations, elongated along the magnetic field line,
realizing a fluctuation response function that characterizes the fluctuation
sensitive areas for each detector [Thesis1]. I utilized the method by cal-
culating the effective spatial resolution for the EAST Li-BES and DBES
observation systems, contributing to their design considerations [Thesis2]. I
also used the method on the JET Li-BES observation geometry in support of
data interpretation by demonstrating positive and well-localized fluctuation
response close to the separatrix [Thesis3].

II. Statement

I have developed a comprehensive methodology using synthetic diagnostics to
assess the capabilities and performance of beam emission spectroscopy (BES)
diagnostic concepts, primarily focusing on trade-off resolution impacting pen-
etration depth, spatial resolution, signal to noise ratio, signal to background
ratio and observation geometry location. I used fluctuation response and
emission smearing calculations to determine the ideal observation geometry
and Na as beam material for scrape-off layer W7-X ABES diagnostic sys-
tem while navigating the trade-off between spatial resolution and penetra-
tion depth [Thesis4]. I used the Simulation of Spectra and the RENATE BES
synthetic diagnostics to calculate the signal to noise and signal to background
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ratios for the proposed ITER pedestal and core fluctuation BES systems. By
performing filter optimisation, I derived a relation between the expected SBR
and SNR to navigate the performance trade-off between them [Thesis5]. I
developed a method that calculates locations of ideal observation positions
on the first wall based on beam and magnetic geometries. The method min-
imizes the fluctuation sensitive areas and navigates the trade-off between
radial and vertical resolutions. The method was applied to the proposed
JT-60SA LiBES and DBES diagnostic systems [Thesis6, Thesis7].

III. Statement

I created a novel beam emission spectroscopy synthetic diagnostic to study
and validate turbulence-timescale first principle plasma physics codes. The
synthetic diagnostic includes the precision modelling of all relevant BES mea-
surement features such as 3D beam, 3D observation and 3D magnetic geom-
etry data and stochastic noise modelling accounting for all relevant noise
sources. I have coupled the synthetic BES diagnostic to the HESEL tur-
bulence code and successfully determined the effect of BES measurement
artefacts on filament detection. Furthermore, a successful validation was un-
dertaken between ASDEX-Upgrade LiBES experimental and synthetic BES
measurements of HESEL plasma simulations [Thesis8, Thesis9]. Finally, I
have used the synthetic diagnostic to predict the detection of SOL filaments
with the ITER pedestal observation geometry [Thesis5].

IV. Statement

I expanded the existing rate equation solver of the RENATE beam emission
spectroscopy synthetic diagnostic to include beam atom and neutral gas colli-
sional interactions such as collisional excitation, de-excitation and ionisation.
I showed the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method to be suitable for the
generation of new BES-relevant atomic physics data by validating to experi-
mental ionisation cross-sections [Thesis10]. I estimated the additional beam
attenuation expected as a result of the inclusion of neutrals in the scrape-off
layer and beam ducts [Thesis10]. Coupled to the nHESEL neutral-capable
SOL turbulence code, I showed significant emission to be induced by beam
with neutral gas interactions for close to equal plasma and neutral densities.
The far SOL turbulence observation with synthetic BES was thus shown to
be dominated by neutral dynamics rather than filament dynamics [Thesis11].
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